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Summary
Genome annotation includes two essential steps: finding the genes on the DNA (structural annota-
tion = gene prediction) and adding functional information to the genes (functional annotation). Gene
prediction is a substantial cornerstone of each genome project. Custom annotations are produced
using a combination of training sets, ab initio gene finders, various extrinsic sources, combination
algorithms and manual curation. Afterwards, genomes are probed and analysed to discover the
true nature of the organism. Within this thesis, we describe the detailed genome analysis of seven
organisms, together with the unique adaptations that helped shape their evolution.
The unicellular micro-algae Ostreococcus (tauri, lucimarinus, RCC899), Micromonas (CCMP1545,
RCC299) and Bathycoccus (prasinos) represent the prasinophytes, one of the earliest branches
in the green tree of life. They exhibit reduced cellular complexity (single chloroplast, mitochondrium,
Golgi body, ...) and reduced genome sizes (from 12 to 22 Mb) coupled to a high coding density.
The genomes of these Mamiellales species have been sequenced and annotated, where after two
peculiar regions were noted that stood out in comparison to the rest of the genome: the outlier
chromosomes. They exhibit heterogeneity in terms of sequence content, gene expression, gene
structure, gene origin, and are even known to change in chromosome length. The Big Outlier
Chromosome, or BOC, is a low GC% region that contains highly expressed genes that are of vital
importance to the organism. BOC genes contain more exons, and the introns are grouped into a
class distinct from all other introns in the genome. Unlike the name suggests, BOC does not encom-
pass the entire chromosome: it contains the outlier region (BOC1) flanked on one or either side by a
region with non-outlier characteristics (BOC0). The reduced level of recombination (∼low-GC%) and
extreme gene shuffling are reminiscent of a sex chromosome or species barrier. The latter would
imply that correct pairing of two BOC chromosomes in a new prasinophyte offspring is only possible
if the two gametes originate from the same parent line. Another outlier chromosome is most often
the smallest chromosome within the genome, and is appropriately called Small Outlier Chromosome
(SOC). Genes are often truncated, without known homologs and often linked to horizontal gene
transfer. They function mostly in the modification of the cell surface (glycosylation, transmembrane
proteins) and seem to play an important role in virus interaction. The concentration of such specific
features into two outlier chromosomes seems to be unique for Mamiellales species.
Each Mamiellales species has two groups of introns. The Big Outlier Chromosomes contains a group
of very small AT-rich introns, dubbed BOC1 introns, that are very distinct from canonical spliceosomal
introns found in the rest of the genome. SOC usually does not feature introns. On top of this, the
intron landscape in Micromonas is even more complex, with the addition of repeat-like introns that
share many characteristics with transposable elements: the Introner Elements (IEs). They make up
more than 50% of all CCMP1545 introns and are responsible for the 1 Mb surplus in genome size in
relation to RCC299. Introner-Like Elements are found in fungi, and just as in Micromonas, different
clades contain different families of IEs. The proposed propagation mechanisms are reminiscent of
group II introns, with intron transposition on the mRNA level, and spliceosomal retrohoming on the
DNA level. Metagenomic data revealed Presence/Absence Polymorphisms, a clear sign these repeat
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introns are able to move about the genome and augment their numbers in the process. Over time,
individual introns degenerate and loose their repeat-like nature, becoming indistinguishable from
canonical spliceosomal introns.
Unlike the unicellular microalgae, the genome of the multicellular seagrass Zostera marina displays
islands of genes separated from each other by large stretches of repeat elements: roughly 60%
of the genome is composed of transposable elements. Various adaptations have enabled this
seagrass to survive in marine environments. It has exineless pollen, an algal-like cell wall, and salt-
tolerant ATPase antiporters. It has also lost many angiosperm features such as volatile production
(terpenoids, ethylene), plant defense genes, UV damage repair enzymes, and stomatae.
Why these organisms? They are found globally and whether unicellular or multicellular, small
genome or big genome, they are dominant members of their respective ecosystems. Knowledge
on their inner workings will allow us to better understand not only these organisms, but also their
partners within the ecosystem. Such data provides scientists with the necessary tools to develop
much needed methods for bio-remediation, combating climate change, the prevention of erosion,
the fight against harmful algal blooms, and many more. Furthermore, the unique features of each
organism pose specific problems for gene prediction and require additional attention in order to
produce a quality annotation.
Samenvatting
Genoom annotatie omvat twee essentiële stappen: het lokaliseren van genen op het DNA (gen
predictie) en het toevoegen van functionele informatie (wat doet het gen?) aan de genen. Annotaties
worden geproduceerd via een combinatie van ab initio gen-lokalisatie software, extrinsieke data,
combinatorische algoritmes en manuële curatie. Nadien worden de genomen geanalyseerd om
tot de ware aard van het organisme te komen. In deze thesis beschrijven wij de gedetailleerde
genoom analyse van zeven organismen, alsook hun unieke aanpassingen die mee hun evolutie
hebben bepaald.
De ééncellige micro-algen Ostreococcus (tauri, lucimarinus, RCC809),Micromonas (CCMP1545, RCC299)
en Bathycoccus (prasinos) vertegenwoordigen de prasinofieten, een tak die zich aan de basis bevindt
van al het groen leven. Hun cellulaire complexiteit is enorm gereduceerd (één chloroplast, mito-
chondrium, Golgi Apparaat) en hun genomen zijn erg klein (12 tot 22 Mb) maar met een erg hoge
coderings-dichtheid. De genomen van deze Mamiellales soorten zijn gesequeneerd en geannoteerd,
waarna twee uitzonderlijke regio’s werden gedetecteerd die enorm verschillen van de rest van het
genoom: de outlier chromosomen. Zij vertonen enorme verschillen op het vlak van gen expressie,
gen structuur, gen oorsprong, en kunnen zelfs variëren in lengte. Het Grote Outlier Chromosoom,
of BOC, is een genomische regio met laag GC gehalte waarop vele genen liggen die hoog geëx-
presseerd worden en die van vitaal belang zijn voor het organisme. In tegenstelling tot wat de
naam doet vermoeden omvat BOC echter geen volledig chromosoom: het omvat de outlier regio
(BOC1) omringd aan één of beide zijden door een regio met niet-outlier eigenschappen (BOC0). De
gereduceerde recombinatie (∼laag GC gehalte) en extreme gen-herschikking zijn erg karakteristiek
voor een sex chromosoom of species-barrière. Deze laatste stelt dat het correct paren van beide
BOC chromosomen in een nieuwe prasinofiet nakomeling enkel mogelijk is indien beide gameten
afkomstig zijn van dezelfde ouderlijke lijn. Een ander outlier chromosoom is vaak het kleinste
chromosoom in het genoom, en wordt dan ook gelabeld als Klein Outlier Chromosoom (SOC). Genen
zijn vaak afgekort, zonder gekende homologen en vaak gelinkt een horizontale gen transfer. Ze
functioneren voornamelijk in modificatie van het cel oppervlak (glycosylatie, transmembranaire
proteïnes) en spelen vaak een belangrijke rol in virus interacties. De concentratie van zulke specifieke
eigenschappen in twee outlier chromosomen blijkt uniek te zijn voor Mamiellales soorten.
Elke Mamiellales soort heeft twee groepen van introns. Het Grote Outlier Chromosoom bevat
een groep van zeer kleine AT-rijke introns, BOC1 introns genaamd, die erg verschillend zijn van de
canonieke spliceosomale introns die je in de rest van het genoom terug vindt. SOC heeft meestal
geen introns. Bovenop deze twee groepen bevat Micromonas een meer complex intron landschap,
met de toevoeging van repeat-achtige introns die veel gelijkenissen vertonen met transposable
elements: de Introner Elementen (IE). Vijftig percent van alle intronen in CCMP1545 zijn IEs, en
zij zorgen voor een genoom-grootte die 1Mb groter is dan RCC299. Introner-achtige Elementen
worden ook teruggevonden in schimmels, en juist zoals in Micromonas bevatten verschillende clades
verschillende IE families. De vooropgestelde mechanismen waarmee deze IEs zich vermenigvuldigen
doen ons sterk denken aan group II introns, met intron transpositie op het mRNA niveau, en
spliceosomale retrohoming op het DNA niveau. Metagenomische data vertonen aanwezig/afwezig-
polymorfismen, een duidelijk teken dat deze repeat introns zich doorheen het genoom kunnen
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bewegen en zo hun aantal doen toenemen. In de loop der tijd verliezen deze introns hun repeat
karakter en worden zo niet te onderscheiden van canonieke spliceosomale introns.
In tegenstelling tot de ééncellige microalgen bevat het genoom van het meercellige zeegrass
Zostera marina eilandjes van genen, gescheiden van elkaar door lange regios van repeat elementen:
ongeveer 60% van het genoom is opgemaakt uit transposable elements. Verscheidene aanpassin-
gen laten dit zeegras toe om te overleven in een mariene omgeving. Het heeft exin-loos pollen,
een alg-achtige celwand, en zout-tolerante ATPase antiporters. Het heeft ook vele eigenschappen
verloren die eigen zijn aan Angiospermen, zoals de productie van vluchtige moleculen (terpenoïden,
ethyleen), plant-verdedigings-genen, UV-schade herstel-enzymen en stomata.
Waarom juist deze organismen onderzoeken? Deze zijn globaal verspreid en of ze nu ééncellig
of meercellig zijn, klein genoom of groot genoom, zij zijn de dominante soort in hun ecosysteem.
De kennis over hoe zij functioneren, laat ons toe om niet enkel deze organismen beter te leren
kennen, maar ook hun partners in het ecosysteem. Die data laat wetenschappers toe om metho-
den te ontwikkelen die nuttig zijn voor bio-remediatie, de strijd tegen de klimaatverandering, het
voorkomen van erosie, het begrijpen en bestrijden van harmful algal blooms, en zoveel meer. De
unieke eigenschappen van deze organismen vereisen ook extra aandacht tijdens de gen predictie
indien we een kwalitatieve annotatie willen afleveren.
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AIMS & THESIS OUTLINE
Marine eukaryotes display a wide range of morphologies and lifestyles (e.g. unicellular vs. multi-
cellular, mobile vs. stationary). Equally interesting, the genomes that encode for these properties
also display a wide variety of characteristics. The goal of this PhD was to annotate the genomes and
document the gene repertoire and genome sequence features of several marine eukaryotes, both
unicellular and multicellular, in order to locate unique properties or adaptations that could provide
an insight into how these organisms evolved and adapted to their environment.
Each genome project starts of with an assembly of the genome sequence of interest. With the help
of different read libraries, genomes are carefully reconstructed. With the help of extrinsic data
(Expressed Sequence Tags (ESTs), proteins, genomes of other organisms), models are trained and
gene structures will be predicted. Functional annotation will try to add biological meaning to the
gene structures (e.g. their function or place in a pathway). The gene models and functions resulting
from the annotation process already provide a big resource for scientists that wish to delve deeper
into the biology of the organism.
Once a compendium of genes has been constructed, we can mine the data to find ’interesting’
(and hopefully unique) properties such as genes/pathways that have been lost or gained (∼gene
family analysis), aberrant gene structures (e.g. disproportionate amount of single-exon genes,
huge introns, no intergenics,...) and genomic heterogeneity (i.e. parts of the genome display vastly
different characteristics compared to the rest). Subsequently, these properties are compared to
other closely-related organisms to determine the evolution (i.e. when did these properties originate?
how did they evolve?), functionality (i.e. why can we find them in the genome?) and uniqueness (i.e.
to which degree are the properties shared amongst the closely-related organisms?). Ultimately, the
data allows us to draw conclusions on how these properties could have benefited the organism of
interest and help to shape its evolution.
In chapter 2, information on the assembly and annotation process (structural and functional) is
provided, as well as a basic description of the marine eukaryotes that are under investigation.
Because introns are an intricate part to several of the chapters, a small introduction on introns and
splicing has also been added.
Chapter 3 focuses on the genome of Bathycoccus prasinos and the presence of outlier chromosomes.
These outlier chromosomes are characterised in detail and compared with other Mamiellales species
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(Micromonas pusilla, Ostreococcus tauri, Ostreococcus lucimarinus).
In chapter 4we focus on the genomes ofMicromonas pusilla CCMP1545 andMicromonas sp. RCC299.
The presence of several classes of repeat introns is documented, and their dispersal within other
species and metagenomes is examined.
Another Mamiellales species, Ostreococcus tauri, is analysed in chapter 5. A novel genome assembly
has been constructed, as well as a new gene annotation, providing a much needed update for the
Ostreococcus scientific community.
Chapter 6 describes the assembly, annotation and unique adaptations of the seagrass Zostera
marina.
Finally, the main conclusions are summarised and discussed in chapter 7. Intriguing research
questions and future research perspectives are also provided.
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INTRODUCTION
Okay, then let’s begin.
And here we go. And watch my hand. And one, two, three.
- Stewie Griffin
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2.1. The Annotation Process
This chapter provides a basic overview of methods and tools used in assembly, gene prediction (both structural
and functional annotation), as well as a brief biological description of the marine eukaryotes appearing in the
thesis chapters. Introns are an intricate part of this thesis, which has prompted a short introduction into this
subject matter at the end of this chapter.
2.1 The Annotation Process
The eukaryotic genome annotation project includes many steps [6], which will be explained in detail within
the next sections, together with some best-practice approaches and often-used software. The procedures
explained in this section have been used in all the genome projects that appear later on in this thesis.
2.1.1 Assembling the genome before annotation
Most genome projects use a whole-genome shotgun (WGS) sequencing approach to break the DNA up into
numerous random small pieces. These pieces are sequenced to obtain different types of reads: single-end
reads (no inner-mate distance), paired-end reads (short/medium inner-mate distance) and mate-pair reads
(long inner-mate distance; ’jump’ library). These reads are used in different stages of the assembly process i.e.
the process of reconstructing the original genome sequence using powerful computer algorithms. Sufficient
overlap between the reads is required in order to obtain a high-quality assembly. This implies that longer reads
and higher coverage are always the best choice for genome projects, if the project budget allows it.
Read cleaning & merging
The latest chemistries of Next-Generation Sequencing technologies (Illumina HiSeq, Illumina MiSeq) produce
reads with very low error rates (<1%). Nevertheless it is still necessary to perform quality control because
non-removal of remnant PCR products (adapters, PhiX) and contaminants can have dire results for the final
assemblies and influence downstream analyses [7]. Common practice includes clipping (adapter removal),
trimming (removing read bases), quality trimming (removing read bases based on quality scores) and the
subsequent filtering (are the reads still long enough after the former operations have been performed?). Tools
such as ngsShoRT [8], bbduk [9], Trimmomatic [10] or fastq_quality_trimmer [11] can perform such operations
with a varying degree of success [12]. Extensive quality reports can be generated using FastQC [13] or the NGS
QC Toolkit [14].
The methods described in the previous paragraph will trim a read sequence based on a fixed length (trimming)
or quality scores (quality trimming), reducing the amount of errors in the sequence. Such schemes still leave
many single-base errors in the reads and needlessly discard valid sequence. Error-correction software such
as QuorUM [15] or Blue [16] will utilise k-mer algorithms (e.g. suffix trees/arrays, k-mer-seed MSA) to refine
single-base errors and reduce the overall read error rate [17, 18].
Finally, if the total sequenced fragment is shorter than the summed length of both read mates, the read mates
overlap, which can cause issues within the assembly graph. It is best to merge both reads into a single, larger,
read (FLASH [19], PANDAseq [20], COPE [21] and PEAR [22]).
De novo contig assembly
The overlap between the single-end and pair-end reads allows the assembly software to create continuous
stretches of sequence, or contigs. The presence of repeat sequences within the genome – resulting in highly-
similar reads – will confuse the assembly software: instead of re-generating the complete genome as several
long contiguous sequences, a lot of smaller contigs will be produced.
There are two main categories of assembly algorithms [23]: overlap-layout-consensus (OLC) and de Bruijn
graphs (DBGs). In OLC, the assembler identifies all reads that sufficiently overlap each other and organises this
information into a graph (node = read; edge = overlap). Popular OLC assemblers are Celera Assembler [24] and
Arachne [25], and were mostly used with SANGER-data. While quite old, the Celera assembler is continuously
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updated and used in varying roles: CABOG (454 data [26]) and PBcR (PacBio/Nanopore [27]). A modern OLC
assembler is SAGE [28].
DBG assemblers first chop up the reads into substrings (k-mers) which are turned into a graph much like the
OLC approach (node = k-mer; edge = overlap by k-1). Popular DBG assemblers are ABySS [29], Velvet [30], SOAP-
denovo2 [31], ALLPATHS-LG [32], CLC Assembly Cell (http://www.clcbio.com/products/clc-assembly-cell/)
and DiscovarDeNovo (http://www.broadinstitute.org/software/discovar/blog/). The most important ben-
efit of the DBG algorithm is the speed, though this comes with large caveats such as the loss of read coherence
(some paths through the de Bruijn graph are inconsistent with respect to the input reads) and a very short
overlap length k (dealing with repeats is more difficult). Some assemblers try to integrate both categories of
algorithms, obtaining the computational efficiency of DBG and the flexibility of OLC [33].
Scaffolding
Mate-pair reads are derived from libraries with long fragment lengths. When both mate-pair reads map on
different contigs, the contigs can be joined together into a scaffold if there is enough evidence. The area in
between both contig segments of the scaffold – the length depends on the library fragment size – remains
unknown and is constructed out of ’N’ characters. Afterwards, gap filling/closing methods are often employed
to resolve these gaps, either by recursively mapping reads onto both ends of the gap thereby slowly replacing
the N characters into informative nucleotides (A, C, G or T) (e.g. GapFiller [34], Sealer [35]), or by using very long
reads (offered by Pacific Biosciences (PacBio) and the MinION system). Scaffolding approaches are implemented
in many assembly software, but standalone programs do exist (SSPACE [36], BESST [37], WiseScaffolder [38]). A
recent evaluation concluded that these tools, whether standalone or integrated, would always fail to identify
∼10% of all ’true’ joins due to errors in read mapping, contig assembly errors and the implementation of the
scaffolding algorithm itself [39].
Meta-assemblies, super-scaffolds and chromosomes
Results from different assembly strategies can be combined to form consensus meta-assemblies. Tools
such as GARM [40], Slicesembler [41] and Metassembler [42] allow scientists to harness the strengths of
individual assemblers and overcome algorithmic weak-points, thereby creating longer scaffolds. Due to the
vast amount of time and resources required to run multiple assemblies and perform an all-vs-all comparison,
the meta-assembly approach is often forsaken.
A high-density linkage map can anchor and correctly orient the scaffolds into super-scaffolds or pseudo-
chromosome-like structures [43]. Gap filling/closing methods can again be applied to produce the final
reference draft. Additionally, chromatin interaction data can also be used to scaffold draft assemblies [44].
A genetic linkage map requires a mapping population to generate recombination and genetic differences
between related individuals. These individuals are genotyped at different markers where after linkage analysis
can order these markers into a linear sequence (∼chromosome) with the distances measured in centimorgans.
A physical map will cut the sequence at specific sites using restriction enzymes or physical shearing e.g.
sonication. The resulting fragments are separated, sized and finally pieced together to produce a physical map
of the genome containing restriction site markers. A fine example of a physical map technology is ’Optical
mapping’ (BioNano Genomics) [45], which will 1) stretch and hold in place individual DNA molecules, followed
by 2) a restriction enzyme digest, and 3) staining of the ordered segments. The fluorescence intensity of each
segment is correlated to its size, creating an optical map of single DNA molecules. Several of such optical maps
can be aligned to produce a genomic-size optical map (Figure 2.1). This technology can significantly improve
assemblies (MISSEQUEL [46]), and, in combination with long reads, produce near-complete finished genome
assemblies [47, 48].
The rise of the long reads
Single-molecule real time (SMRT) sequencing technology has been around for several years [50]. Recently, both
the technology has matured (PacBio RS II; P6-C4 chemistry; ∼86% accuracy; 0.5–1Gb of data; average read10
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Figure 2.1. Whole-genome optical mapping. (a) Samples are loaded into a channel-formingdevice (CFD). Buffer fluid stretches and immobilises high molecular weight DNA. After digestion andstaining, the digestion patterns are converted into single-molecule restriction maps. (b) In silicodigested scaffolds are matched to the optical fragments allowing extension of the scaffolds intosuper-scaffolds. Source: [49]
lengths: 10–15kb), as well as the algorithms and software to cope with this kind of ’third generation sequencing’
data. Many genome projects are now using a hybrid design, integrating PacBio reads together with the more
traditional Illumina approach. While long reads are undoubtedly the future of assembly, some challenges still
slow down its progress. Most PacBio algorithms use an OLC approach (see previous section) to arrange the
long reads. The computational requirements to handle such data are huge, both in time and memory.
Depending on the coverage of long reads, methods are divided into four main categories [51–54]. De novo
PacBio-only assembly is only possible with high coverage (>50x) which allows the algorithm to perform self-
correction (shorter PacBio reads are used to clean longer PacBio reads) and finally assemble the cleaned reads.
This category includes assemblers such as HGAP [55], PBcR/MHAP [27], Celera Assembler [24], Falcon, Dazzler
and Sprai. A second category involves the hybrid approach, either using short high-fidelity Next-Generation
Sequencing (NGS) reads (or pre-assembled contigs) to reduce the error rates in the long SMRT reads (LordEC [56],
ECTools [57] and proovread [58]), or using long reads to scaffold draft NGS assemblies (DBG2OLC [59], SPADES
[60] and Cerulean [61]). When the coverage is low, there are only two options: scaffolding (SSPACE-LongRead
[62] and AHA [63]) or gap filling (PBJelly [64], GMcloser [65]).
Another platform offering long read sequencing is Ofxord Nanopore with the portable MinION device [66, 67]
and the newly released PromethION. This technology was rather unpredictable in terms of output-quantity
and error rate (which was higher than PacBio), but has recently been advancing up to an accuracy of 85% [68]
and an output of 490Mb [69], with expectation of 90% and 2GB to come. Tools such as LINKS [70], NaS tool
[71] and Nanocorr [69] already allow allow scientists to harvest the potential of this new technology in genome
assembly.
Finally, the Moleculo platform offers synthetic long reads by fragmenting the genome into large 10kb segments,
barcoding each segment, and sequencing them using regular Illumina technology. The short reads are then
assembled into a small amount of synthetic, high-fidelity, longer reads. The application is especially geared
towards haplotyping [72] or completing near-finished assemblies.
Currently, hybrid assembly is most often employed. With advances in SMRT technology (reduced error rate,
longer read lengths) and assembly algorithms (lower memory requirements), this long read technology is
capable of delivering near-complete assemblies, or start-to-end transcripts (in the case of transcriptome
sequencing). Even highly repetitive or heterozygous genomes will be assembled, especially when combined
with optical maps. The days of short reads will forever be over...
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2.1.2 Masking the genome
Before locating genes in the genome sequence, it is best practice to filter out any repeat sequences. This will
avoid predicting transposable element (TE) proteins, and help the prediction software by removing potential
hurdles. Homology-based repeat finding methods such as RepeatMasker [73] rely on curated libraries of known
repeat family consensus sequences (e.g. RepBase [74]). De novo or ab initio methods analyse the genome
sequence itself to build custom repeat libraries. Popular de novo repeat finders are RepeatScout [75], ReCon [76]
Red [77] and RepARK [78]. The latter does not require a consensus genome sequence but focuses on the NGS
reads to build the repeat library. Finally, consensus methods combine results from multiple complementary
methods (e.g. RepeatModeler [79] or REPET [80]), where after repeat element classifiers annotate the results
(e.g. PASTEC [81], part of the REPET package, and TEclass [82]).
Transposable elements pose specific problems for gene prediction. Inadequate detection and filtering can
lead to the disruption of non-TE genes (f.e. the presence of a TE within a gene intron) or ’over-prediction’ (i.e.
predicting too many genes by including repeat proteins). The presence of repeat proteins might also influence
the training of ab initio models, which ultimately impacts the entire gene prediction. Relying purely on the
detection of known families is not feasible for unknown species, because species-specific repeats and novel
TE classes will remain absent from the databases. Additionally, the difference between different detection
methods – and their sensitivity – can substantially increase or decrease the detected TE content. In Zostera
marina (chapter 6), the RepeatModeler approach resulted in a genome coverage of 45%, while a more sensitive
REPET run covered nearly 63%. Such differences also illustrate the complexity of TE detection and annotation,
something the community is trying to resolve with calls for proper benchmarking [83].
2.1.3 Structural Annotation: gene prediction
Prokaryote genes structures are usually very simple and defined by open reading frames (ORFs). There are
few repeats and genomes are very gene-dense, which occasionally leads to overlapping ORFs. In eukaryotes
however, genomes are less gene-dense and contain many more repeats. Additionally, coding regions (exons)
are often interspersed with long non-coding intervening sequences (introns). This complex eukaryotic puzzle
of exons and introns is even more difficult to solve when introducing alternative splicing, which allows a
single gene sequence to produce multiple transcript variants. Many different gene prediction algorithms have
been developed to tackle this issue and cope with the ever increasing amount of data. Lately, rather than
developing new methods, more effort is being put into 1) maximum integration of NGS data (GeneMark-ET
[84], CodingQuarry [85]), 2) combining/integrating different prediction results and producing consensus models
(JIGSAW [86], Evigan [87], Evidence Modeler [88], iPred [89]), and 3) developing efficient annotation pipelines
that automatically build training sets (GeneMark-ET [84], MAKER2 [90], SnowyOwl [91], BRAKER1 [92]). A recent
overview of current methods for automated annotation can be found in Hoff & Stanke [93].
Content and Signal Sensors
While each prediction software has its own way of integrating the different data sets, all rely on two types
of ’sensors’ within the DNA sequence to accurately delineate gene structure and organisation. The first type,
a ’content sensor’, models variable-length features and classifies the DNA into different types (coding or
non-coding i.e. intron, UTR, intergenic). Extrinsic content sensors make use of the similarity between the
genome-of-interest and a protein or nucleotide sequence (Expressed Sequence Tags, SwissProt proteins, the
genome itself, or another genome using the ’conserved exon method’ [94]). Intrinsic content sensors try to
define the innate characteristics of the sequence itself, by modelling hexamer frequencies (Mathe et al., 2001),
nucleotide composition, codon usage, base occurrence periodicity and GC content. The models that scan for
these properties are often Markov Models (MMs), or derivatives thereof (Table 2.1). It must be noted that the
intrinsic methods rely on extrinsic data for training.
A ’signal sensor’models features of fixed length. These features (splice sites, START site, STOP site, TATA box,...)
most often indicate a change in the DNA-type (e.g. splice donor: changing from coding exon to non-coding
intron; STOP site: change from coding exon to non-coding UTR or intergenic region). A signal sensor often
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AMarkov chain Model is the simplest form of theMarkov Model. In the context of gene prediction,it assumes that the probability of a particular nucleotide (A, C, T or G) occurring at a given position isentirely dependent on the previous k nucleotides. The higher the order – k – of the MM, the more historythe model contains and the higher its predictive value.
Unfortunately, a high-order MM requires a vast amount of training sequences to estimate the proba-
bilities (a kth-order MM requires 4k+1 probabilities). A second disadvantage of the high-order MM isthe reliability of its probability estimates: larger k-mers occur less frequent. The most popular MarkovModels are listed below.
Content sensors
homogeneous MM each position in the sequence is scored with the same model
inhomogeneous MM different models for different positions in the sequence
Interpolated MarkovModel (IMM) The IMM linearly combines probabilities from contexts of varying length(i.e. k-mers that occur frequently are given high weights). The lower-ordermodels (more data available) help to smooth the predictions of the higher-order models and improve performance. First pioneered in GLIMMER[95]
3-periodic MM the most commonly used inhomogeneous MM in gene prediction, pio-neered by GENMARK [96]. Each codon position has its own model, aswell as an additional (homogeneous) model for the non-coding DNA. Eachposition of the genome is therefore evaluated by no less than 7 differ-ent models (3 coding models, both in forward and reverse strand, and 1non-coding).
Interpolated ContextModel (ICM) the markov chains that make up the IMM do not have to exist out of all kadjacent bases. Instead, only the positions that are most informative, arechosen. The motivation behind this scheme states that certain positionswithin the k previous nucleotides are irrelevant (e.g. the third codonposition often does not influence the amino acid translation) [97].
Signal sensors
Position Weight Ma-trix (PWM) An inhomogeneous zero-order MM that assumes each base occurs inde-pendently with a given frequency. A simple probability matrix describesthe frequency of each base. These simple models are often used fornon-coding regions and signals such as transcription-factor binding sites.
Weight Array Matrix(WAM) an inhomogeneous higher-order PWM, represented as an array of MarkovChains. Often used for splice sites [98].
Windowed WAM(WWAM) the probability at each position is averaged over neighbouring positions[99].
Table 2.1. Widely used Markov Model content and signal sensors in gene prediction. Adapted andmodified from [100]
employs a PWM or WAM (e.g. SpliceWAM plugin for EuGene [101]) (Table 2.1), or even a Support Vector Machine
(SVM) e.g. SpliceMachine [102]. The latter is used for splice site prediction in all genome projects presented
in this thesis. SpliceMachine is a supervised machine learning classifier that defines a set of features that
best represent bona fide splice sites. These features include positional information (nucleotide preferences),
compositional information (oligomer preference) and codon potential (reading-frame-based codon bias). This
high-dimensional local context allows the SVM to classify potential splice sites and assign a score ranging from
1 (true splice site) to -1 (false splice site).
A Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [103] is another popular signal model that is able to accommodate some
variation in the signal length as it allows insertions and deletions. This model will try to assign all nucleotides
into specific states (e.g. exon, donor, intron, acceptor). Each state has its own emission probabilities (models
base composition with a Markov Model), as well as transition probabilities (i.e. the probability of moving from13
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one state to another). When the HMM scans the sequence, each nucleotide is assigned to a state, generating a
hidden ’state path’. This state path is a Markov Chain, as the state we are in depends entirely on the previous
state (an intron state nucleotide can only be preceded by a donor state nucleotide). The HMM will find multiple
possible paths, each with its own score owing to the emission and transition probabilities. The HMM will try to
find the most optimum path thanks to dynamic programming algorithms such as Viterbi.
Combining evidence
While the HMM example described above illustrates a rather small implementation (4 states for splice site
detection), it can easily be scaled up to generate a gene-finding HMM with many states. A General Hidden
Markov Model (GHMM) provides a framework that separates the overall HMM structures from the embedded
submodels, meaning that new models can easily be added, or existing model retrained [104]. Additionally, the
GHMM can incorporate constraints on different levels such as frame constraints – the coding sequence (CDS)
needs to maintain a correct reading frame – and length constraints (length distributions of exons/introns/... are
taken into account). To cope with the amount of possible paths (∼gene structure), most gene finders represent
the signal and content sensor evidence on a graph (Figure 2.2) and traverse this using dynamic programming
algorithms [101, 105].
Figure 2.2. The EuGene undirected acyclic graph. The graph displays 9 tracks. The top andbottom tracks display donor (green) and acceptor (pink) scores for the intron-forward (IF) andintron-reverse (IR) strand. The middle track (IG) models intergenic regions. The 6 remaining tracksmodel possible start (vertical blue) and stop (vertical red) codons as well as the nucleotide IMMscore (black) and protein MM score (grey). Two predicted gene models are displayed, showing theexon structure (horizontal red bars in the [+3+2+1-1-2-3] tracks) and the introns (horizontal red barsin the IF and IR tracks). Extrinsic evidence is also visible: EST alignments (blue bars in IF and IR track)and protein alignments (grey bars in [+3+2+1-1-2-3] tracks). The genomic region displayed here isZostera marina scaffold_1 (positions 2117500–2123500).
Gene prediction pipelines are geared towards integrating and combining different evidence sources before
traversing the graph. AUGUSTUS accepts 16 different types of ’hints’ (start, stop, exon, CDS,...) which are fed
into the program via a General Feature Format (GFF) file [106, 107]. Parameters are manually set for each
evidence source, or optimized through iterative training. Alternatively, EuGene provides a modular system
with different plug-ins that allow integration of any data type [101]. The parameters for each module are
determined using an optimization scheme involving a genetic algorithm. Different individuals (∼parameter
combinations) are evaluated and assigned a fitness score i.e. how well does the gene prediction, resulting
from this parameter combination, perform in comparison to the ’golden standard’ training set. Afterwards, the
fittest individuals from that generation give birth to a new generation, with some modifications (crossovers,
mutations). After a few generations, the algorithm usually finds the best parameter combination. This unique
algorithm and versatility in data usage through the plug-ins, provides great flexibility in the gene prediction
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pipeline. Downsides are the steep learning curve and obvious difficulty in managing the pipeline whereas other
software (e.g. AUGUSTUS, GENEMARK, MAKER) are more user-friendly, but generally lack flexibility in data
integration.
The annotation pipeline
An example structural annotation process is outlined in Figure 2.3. First, all available extrinsic data is mapped
onto the genome-of-interest. The alignments of ESTs, RNAseq, proteins and nucleotide sequences provide
information on putative splice sites and (non-)coding regions. The intrinsic content and signal sensor models
of the prediction software could be trained from this information alone, providing many data points, some
of which could be false positives (due to the nature of the mapping algorithms and the thresholds involved).
An alternative route is to feed the information to an initial prediction software (e.g. GeneMark-ET [84] or
AUGUSTUS [106, 107]) to generate a first annotation draft, possibly succeeded by a manual curation in a
genome browser (e.g. GenomeView [108]). In the end, we obtain a training set that contains less data points,
but is of higher quality. The training set can be used to 1) train the intrinsic content and signal sensor models (if
not already done so as mentioned above), and/or 2) optimise the parameters of these models. If required (and
enough data is available) the training set can be split into two sets, one for training and one for evaluation (how
well does the trained prediction result fit to the evaluation set?). Once all models are trained and optimized,
the genome-of-interest is ready to be annotated. Right before we run the gene prediction, we again provide
the extrinsic data together with repeat information to the software (EuGene [101]). The gene prediction is
often rerun several times due to the fine-tuning of certain parameters or the inclusion/exclusion of certain
data (e.g. TBLASTX data can be really messy and is sometimes discarded). If needed, the annotated genome
can go through a post-processing phase, involving integration of other gene types (RNA genes, pseudo genes)
and/or manual/automatic error correction using a web interface like WebApollo [109] or Online Resource for
Community Annotation of Eukaryotes (ORCAE) [110]. In ORCAE, expert annotators are able to look at individual
genes together with all data sources and perform structural (and functional) corrections, a time-consuming
process that nevertheless results in high-quality annotations.
RNA genes
It must be pointed out that the previous sections, describing the annotation process, all focus on protein-coding
genes, the main focus of genome projects in line with the central dogma of gene expression. Additionally,
highly-abundant and functionally important non-coding RNA genes such as transfer-RNAs (tRNAs), ribosomal
RNAs (rRNAs) and small nuclear RNAs (snRNAs) will also be identified. Predicting such RNA genes is mostly a
homology-based procedure. Programs like Infernal [111] make use of the co-variance models (CM; a multiple
sequence alignment complemented with structural features) from the RFAM database [112]. tRNAscan-SE [113]
also employs a CM to model tRNAs, while RNAmmer [114] relies on a library of ribosomal RNA HMMs.
Long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) are a large and diverse class of transcribed RNA molecules that have little
to no protein-coding capability and extend beyond a length of 200 nucleotides. They play a vital role in the
regulation of many cellular and developmental processes, and are crucial regulators of gene expression [115].
These lncRNAs have fewer exons on average, but exhibit the same canonical splice site signals and alternative
splicing tendencies as mRNAs [116]. But how do we predict such ncRNA genes? Identification of chromatin
signatures, more specifically K36-K4 chromatin domains, and the correlation with transcriptomics data makes it
possible to discriminate between biologically significant lncRNAs and transcriptional noise [117]. The sequence
itself also provides clues: the absence of coding potential, and presence of RNA secondary/tertiary structures
proves valuable for identifying lncRNAs [118].
Micro-RNAs (miRNAs) constitute a class of smaller (∼22 nucleotides) non-coding RNAs that play an important
role in the regulation of gene expression at the post-transcriptional level. The primary miRNA transcripts are
processed by RNAse III enzymes (Drosha and DICER) to form a mature 22nt miRNA. They are subsequently
integrated into a ribonuclear particle to form the RNA-induced Silencing Complex (RISC), which mediates gene
silencing. Transcriptional noise combined with their small size makes computational identification very difficult,
often requiring experimental validation [119].
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Figure 2.3. A typical annotation process. (Extrinsic Evidence) The comparative resources available whenstarting the annotation process. (Training) The combination of extrinsic evidence and quick-and-dirty pre-dictions allow an expert annotator to construct a golden standard (i.e. the training set) that is then usedfor training the intrinsic models of the prediction software. (Prediction) After training, we map all availableextrinsic data on the entire genome-of-interest and unleash the prediction software in order to obtain anannotation. (Curation) Gene models from other prediction programs are often added (e.g. RNA genes) andafterwards all models can go through an automated/manual cleaning process, resulting in the final annotation.Colour codes: blue (genome sequence), white (exon), grey (repeat), yellow (RNA gene) and white-black latching(sequence gap). Arches indicate introns.
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Pseudogenes
Pseudogenes are difficult to predict from an algorithmic point of view because certain biological assumptions
are hard-coded into the prediction software e.g. the coding sequence does not contain internal stop codons, or
frameshifts. In such cases, prediction software will try to circumvent the disruptive mutations by introducing
additional introns that allow the coding sequence to maintain the correct reading frame, or simply by breaking
up the gene into two separate structures. Often, alternative methods are required to properly identify and
annotate pseudogenes (PseudoPipe [120] and PseudoDomain [121]).
2.1.4 Functional Annotation
The main objective of a genome project is to get to the core of a specific organism by understanding what
the genes do and how they work together. One of the best ways to achieve this is by identifying the exact
function of each gene. Because protein-coding genes make up the majority of the gene repertoire, they are
the aim for most analysis tools. Experimental methods involve wet lab approaches to functionally analyse a
single gene, generating a very low throughput. Computational approaches use a combination of amino acid
properties, sequence structure, homology, motifs and domains to predict the sub-cellular location, enzyme
function, signal peptide, transmembrane topology and involvement in pathways [122–124]. Popular functional
analysis tools in genome projects are Phobius [125], InterProScan [126], BLAST2GO [127], EggNog [128, http:
//eggnogdb.embl.de], SIFTER [129] and PANNZER [130]. Even with a wealth of data and many functional
annotation tools to our disposal, the majority of predicted genes will still end up with the label ’hypothetical
protein’ or ’uncharacterised protein’ [131] and will require additional attention [132].
Within the BEG group, we try to go beyond the assignment of GO-categories and protein domains, and aim
to provide clear one-line human-readable functional descriptions for all genes. The Online Resource for
Community Annotation of Eukaryotes (ORCAE) platform displays every source of information for a given gene,
allowing expert annotators to assess and decide on the function [110]. Additionally, functional descriptions
will also be transferred from trusted sources (e.g. SWISSPROT) via homology, or automatically inferred from
different text sources (e.g. in-house text-mining tool AnnoMine). Providing a list of domains and categories
might be interesting from a computational point of view, but does not provide great value for wet-lab biologists.
2.1.5 Challenges in Genome Projects
Genome projects face many challenges. Genomes can be extremely large (e.g. Paris japonica: 150Gbp [133])
and complex, with high levels of ploidy, heterozygosity and repeats. Additionally, the presence of phenolics
and polysaccharides within (plant) tissues complicates the extraction of large quantities of high-quality DNA, a
requirement for today’s sequencing technologies. Furthermore, obtaining pure DNA samples is difficult. Often,
DNA from (genetically) different individuals needs to be pooled in order to obtain the quantities needed for
sequencing. The presence of bacterial contaminations and over-representation of organellar DNA also dilutes
the sample DNA. On top of such problems, genome projects today strive towards sequencing ’sexy’ exotic – and
complex – species with minimal amounts of funding (e.g. the $1,000 genome) and time. This sexiness might be
coupled with previously undocumented – and thus harder to predict – features. Such issues have a serious
impact on the assembly and annotation steps within the genome project. They also make the downstream
analysis more difficult and make it harder for scientists to answer the question that kick-started the genome
project: what are the (unique) properties of this genome? Next up I will discuss several ways to cope with this
reality.
Heterozygosity
A diploid organisms contains 2 copies of each gene. These copies can be identical (homozygous) or variable
(heterozygous). If a heterozygous diploid organism is sequenced, the allele variants introduce additional
complexity in the OLC and DBG assembly graphs. The heterozygous regions produce imperfect overlaps and
different k-mers, which can lead to strange assembly artefacts. Different strategies have been developed to
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counter these problems. The first approach is to just discard one of the similar sequences from the graph
bubble (e.g. Velvet). A second more elaborate and time-consuming option is the development of inbred
lines to reduce the level of heterozygosity to a bare minimum. A last option is to develop assembly software
able to cope with this data such as Hapsembler [134], dipSPAdes [135] and Platanus [136], as well as the
commercial platform DeNovoMAGICTM (http://www.denovomagic.com), a haplotype-aware assembler geared
towards complex crop genomes. Depending on the level of diversity between alleles, other options are long
reads and assembly-refinement pipelines (HaploMerger [137], ScaffoldScaffolder [138] and Redundans [139]).
Assembly contamination
Removing bacterial contaminants from eukaryotic assemblies is an absolute must. They influence statistics
and might provide a distorted view on the actual gene content of an organism (e.g. influence on gene family
analysis). Several of the genome projects mentioned in this thesis had to cope with bacterial contamination
in the assembly process. The contamination has a detrimental effect on the sequencing outcome, with an
over-representation of foreign contaminant DNA that needs to be removed either before assembly (read level)
or after assembly.
Contaminant screening on the read level mostly involves filtering out sequencing adapters and well-known
contaminants, leaving most bacterial DNA in the sample. Only a handful of tools exist to filter out contaminants
in NGS reads such as QC-chain [140]. Screening of (draft) assemblies often involves GC content filtering and
taxonomic identification [141, 142], but both methods have their pitfalls and should be used with caution. GC
content filtering allows for a very fast approach but could result in the dismissal of ’true’ host contigs that
display local variation (e.g. GC islands, outlier chromosomes, organellar DNA). Similarly, contigs originating
from bacteria with roughly the same GC content as the host would be retained. In Zostera marina, the assembly
contained bacterial and archaeal sequences, even after extended GC filtering. Taxonomic identification relies
on a best-hit approach in relation to public annotated databases, assigning a taxonomic id to each contig. While
this approach is slower, it is more accurate and allows for a more fine-tuned comparison. The downside is its
reliance on homology. If genes have no homologs (e.g. species-specific genes), or if there is no comparable
content (e.g. contigs existing entirely out of repeat elements), then taxonomic identification of said contig is
impossible. Additionally, if multiple genes have a bacterial origin due to horizontal gene transfer (e.g. Small
Outlier Chromosome), assigning the correct (non-bacterial) tag to the contig will be difficult. While these
approaches yield excellent results, there are no standardized protocols that automatically sort everything out at
100% accuracy. Contaminant filtering will require some manual intervention and a case-by-case configuration.
The approaches described above are of absolute necessity for marine eukaryote genome projects, which
often have difficulty establishing axenic cultures (i.e. only a single species or strain) and exhibit bacterial and
fungal contamination. The sporadic use of seawater in absence of a well-defined growing medium adds to this
complexity. However, it is highly likely that the interaction with several of the contaminants is beneficial and
required for its culturing [143]. Hence, complete contaminant removal will remain impossible.
Quality Measurements
Before being published, genome projects are required to provide statistics to illustrate the quality and com-
pleteness of an assembly and annotation. Assessing the quality of an assembly is usually done through
sequence-level metrics such as l50 and n50. When sorting all assembly contigs by size (from largest to smallest),
l50 reports the number of contigs required to contain 50% of the genome, while n50 reports the size of the
smallest contig within that l50 set. Additionally, the total assembly size is compared against size estimates
(usually by Pulsed-Field Gel Electrophoresis). In order to compare different assemblies, detailed visual re-
ports are generated, including cumulative length distributions and GC% plots (QUAST/metaQUAST [144, 145],
Hawkeye/AMOS [146] and REAPR [147]). In addition to sequence-level metrics, a genic level approach can
substantially enhance assembly quality assessments. Tools such as CEGMA [148] and BUSCO [149] have
defined a set of conserved genes present in a wide range of eukaryotes and try to locate these genes in (draft)
assemblies, providing a measurement for ’genic space’ capture.
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Evaluation of popular genome assembly software has revealed many common errors such as contig misjoins,
duplicated contigs and compression of repeats [150]. While quality assessment tools provide detailed and
visual reports, genic-level approaches can indicate the completeness of our (draft) assembly. Clearly, it should
be standard practice to include such measurements in today’s genome papers.
The quality of an annotation is traditionally reported in the number of genes supported by extrinsic evidence:
ESTs, protein homologs and RNAseq. Higher evidence percentages indicate a compliance with said evidence
but do not necessarily prove that the annotation is correct e.g. even if all introns of a gene are supported
by ESTs or RNAseq, there could be other exons (and introns) that aren’t annotated. Another measurement
is the total amount of predicted genes and its comparison with already-annotated related species. Too low
a number indicates possible ’under-prediction’ (i.e. the gene prediction pipeline did not pick up all genes),
too high a number could indicate either ’over-prediction’ (i.e. predicting genes where there aren’t any to be
found) or possible genome duplication(s). Similarly, gene family analysis can also highlight these issues (e.g. too
many single-copy genes could point to over-prediction), as do genic-level approaches (see previous paragraph).
Occasionally, we visualise the ratios between the predicted proteins and their respective top BLAST hit. The
rationale behind this method is that protein length is conserved throughout evolution, and homologs should
have similar lengths, resulting in a normal distribution.
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2.2 Marine Life
The ocean covers 71% of the Earth’s surface, yet an estimated 95% remains unexplored. Organisms inhabiting
this vast world are vital for key ocean services such as the regulation of Earth’s climate by absorbing excess
heat and CO2 from the atmosphere, thereby buffering the greenhouse effect, recycling nutrients (phosphor,nitrogen, sulfur and iron) and the production of the bulk of the Earth’s oxygen (ranging from 50% to 70%
depending on the source). However, the dynamics of marine ecosystem are being altered by climate change
(warming, ocean acidification, deoxygenation, and altered food inputs), pollution and the resulting population
effects (e.g. harmful algal blooms). This inevitably impacts not only marine ecosystems, but the entire planet,
prompting us to take adequate measures to ensure the oceanic ecosystems are protected [151]
To improve our knowledge on global marine life, several ocean sampling expeditions have been launched
in the last decade such as the Sargasso Sea study [152] and the Global Ocean Sampling [153] and TARA
Oceans [154] initiatives. They focus primarily on plankton and report an extraordinary diversity with a vast
majority of unidentified species, a multitude of interactions, and the environmental factors that influence
population dynamics. Understanding how these marine organisms evolve and adapt is key into understanding
the ecosystems that fuel our planet. Why are specific organisms so successful in certain ecological niches?
Which adaptations help them thrive? Why do certain organisms interact within an ecosystem? The answer
to such questions lies in the biology of the organisms, and more specifically in the genome that encodes the
organisms properties.
Ideally, a reference database of marine genomes with adequate representation of all taxons would be a great
starting point for scientific research. While more and more marine genomes are being sequenced, we are still
far from this ideal picture. Within the next sections I will introduce the marine organisms that were chosen to
be sequenced, annotated and analysed, and contribute to this growing repository of marine data.
2.2.1 Prasinophytes & the Mamiellales
The green lineage (Viridiplantae) contains two main divisions. The Chlorophyta contain most extant green
algae, while the Streptophyta group freshwater green algae (’charophytes’) and the land plants [155]. One
of the earliest diverging branches within the Chlorophyta are the prasinophytes [156], a group of mainly
marine planktonic species that gave rise to the core chlorophytes (Pedinophyceae, Chlorodendrophyceae,
Trebouxiophyceae, Ulvophyceae and Chlorophyceae) (Figure 2.4). To understand the nature of the last common
ancestor of all green plants, studying basal green algal lineages (in both Chlorophyta and Streptophyta) can
provide many insights [157]. According to a study on Mesostigma viride, an early offshoot of the Streptophyta
branch (and a former member of the prasinophytes) [158], the most ancestral green flagellate is an asymmetric
cell with two flagellae, an eyespot (photoreceptive organelle) and a layer of scales [159].
The prasinophytes are a diverge assembly of unicellular organisms with a wide range of cell shapes and sizes,
flagellae and scales. Some have no scales, or no flagella, or neither (e.g. Ostreococcus). Phylogenetic analysis of
18S rRNA resulted in the identification of seven independentmonophyletic prasinophyte lineages or clades [160].
Afterwards, two additional clades were added that lacked any cultured representative and consisted entirely
out of environmental sequences [161]. All nine lineages differ vastly in morphology, life cycle and ecology [162,
163] (Figure 2.4). When comparing the phylogenetic results to the proposed taxonomic hierarchy, some clades
correspond to existing orders or classes (clade II: Mamiellophyceae, clade III: Nephroselmidophyceae, clade IV:
Chlorodendrophyceae) [164]. The taxonomic classification of prasinophytes – and green algae in general – has
experienced many changes over the years, and will continue to do so until all clades can finally be resolved.
Within the prasinophytes, the class of the Mamiellophyceae (clade II) [166] contains three main orders of
aquatic eukaryote green algae: the Dolichomastigales, the Monomastigales and the Mamiellales. The latter
contains two families, the Bathycoccaceae (Ostreococcus and Bathycoccus) and the Mamiellaceae (Micromonas,
Mantoniella and Mamiella). The definition of Mamiellophyceae (Marin et Melkonian classis nova) is listed below
[166]. The Mamiellophyceae are said to be highly important in coastal and polar ecosystems and are amongst
the most ecologically successful picoeukaryotes in the ocean [166].
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Figure 2.4. Phylogenetic relationships among the main lineages of green plants. (a) The tree topology isa composite of accepted relationships based on molecular phylogenetic evidence. Uncertain phylogeneticrelationships are indicated by polytomies. The divergence times are rough approximations based on thefossil record and molecular clock estimates. These age estimates should be interpreted with care as differentmolecular clock studies have shown variation in divergence times betweenmajor green plant lineages. Drawingsillustrate representatives of each lineage: (1) Acetabularia, (2) Pediastrum, (3) Chlorella, (4) Tetraselmis, (5)Picocystis, (6) Ostreococcus, (7) Micromonas, (8) Crustomastix, (9) Monomastix, (10) Pyramimonas, (11) Pycnococcus,(12) Pseudoscourfieldia, (13) Nephroselmis, (14) Prasinococcus, (15) Verdigellas (a: general habit, b: individualcells in a gelatinous matrix), (16) Mesostigma, (17) Chlorokybus, (18) Klebsormidium, (19) Chara, (20) Xanthidium,(21) Chaetosphaeridium, (22) Coleochaete, (23) Ranunculus. Source: Leliaert et al. [162]. (b) Ostreococcus tauri,photo courtesy of Hervé Moreau (Laboratoire Arago). (c) Micromonas pusilla, photo sourced from http:
//www.mbari.org/. (d) Bathycoccys prasinos sp. nov. Source: [165]
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”Eukaryotic algae, growing in water. Cells usually solitary, with 2 flagella (equal to subequal, or
unequal), or a single flagellum, or lacking a flagellum. A single chloroplast, surrounded by two
membranes, with chlorophylls a and b, nearly always with prasinoxanthin. Cells sometimes with
two chloroplasts. Eyespot posterior, or lacking. Cells and/or flagella covered by scales in 1-2 layers,
or without scales. Scales flattened, rounded to elliptical, mostly ornamented like a spider web with
concentric ribs, or uniformly reticulate. Cells and flagella lacking an inner layer of small square
scales. Algae predominantly inhabiting marine water, but also freshwater. The first pair of Helix
E23_12 in the nuclear 18S rRNA is G-U instead of A-U.”
Many Mamiellales species are cryptic species, meaning that two or more species are hidden under the same
species name. This is often the case when the species are closely related and cannot be distinguished from
each other based on their morphology (one ’morphospecies’) or, in a more simple terminology, they look alike
but are genetically quite diverse. As a result, genetic analysis has revealed several independent lineages within
Mamiellales species [167–169]. In the next sections, a more detailed description will be provided of several
Mamiellales species.
2.2.2 Ostreococcus
In 1994, a photosynthetic picoeukaryote is discovered in the marine Mediterranean Thau lagoon, France [170].
Cell measurements revealed that this green alga, named Ostreococcus tauri, is the smallest eukaryote yet
described. The organelles and ultrastructure of the cell advocate placing O. tauri in the Prasinophyceae [171].
The naked non-flagellated cells have a very elementary organisation, with a relatively large nucleus, single
mitochondrium, starch granule, Golgi body and a very reduced chloroplast [171]. Further phylogenetic analysis
confirms its placement in the Mamiellales order, while Pulsed-Field Gel Electrophoresis (PFGE) determines the
nuclear genome size [172]. With 14 chromosomes totalling an estimated size of ∼10.2 Mb, O. tauri is both the
smallest eukaryote in cell size and genome size.
Why such small cell and genome size? Which forces have lead to this densely packed genome [173]? According
to theories by Cavalier-Smith [174] and Patrushev & Minkevich [175], an organism (e.g. Ostreococcus) would
reduce its genome size to get rid of the DNA disadvantages, and reduce its cell volume to maintain a low
doubling time and high growth rate, a low morphological complexity and a high surface-to-volume ratio. All
these changes are made to optimize the occupation of a certain ecological niche as efficient as possible
(∼nutrient availability and uptake). Modelling approaches do indeed confirm that extreme small cell size in
phytoplanktonic organisms leads to a trade-off between cell size, nutrient and light affinity, and growth rate,
which arises due to the necessary allocation of resources to nonscalable structural components (e.g. cell
membrane minimal thickness) [176, 177]. Ostreococcus strains can be divided into four clades – ecotypes –
based on a maximum likelihood phylogeny inferred from rDNA regions [169, 178] (Figure 2.5), and related to
their adaptation to light intensity [179] and geographical location [180]. Clade A contains surface strains that
are adapted to high light intensities (e.g. Ostreococcus lucimarinus [181]). Clade B is comprised of strains living in
low light intensities at the bottom of the euphotic zone (e.g. Ostreococcus sp. RCC809, a clone of RCC141). Clade
C contains light-polyvalent strains such as the lagoon reference strain OTH95 [182], while clade D contains
low-light strains (e.g. Ostreococcus mediterraneus [169]).
The genome sequence & structure
The creation of a Bacterial Artificial Chromosome (BAC) library allowed the sequencing of ∼12% of the tauri
genome which contained an estimated 1000 open reading frames [183]. A few years later, the entire genome
was sequenced [182], totalling 20 chromosomes, a size of 12.56Mb and 8,116 predicted protein-coding genes,
making O. tauri the most gene-dense free-living eukaryote known to date. The genomic structure revealed
a peculiar heterogeneity, with two chromosomes (2 and 19) displaying a different organisation and function
compared to the other chromosomes. Both aberrant chromosomes have a lower GC% and contain most of the
417 identified transposable elements (TEs). Additionally, chromosome 2 features a different gene codon usage
and many small AT-rich introns. As a result, gene prediction is more complicated in this region, presumably
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Figure 2.5. Phylogenetic relationships betweenOstreococcus spp. clades in the OrderMamiel-lales. Phylogeny based on 18S rRNA genes. The branch numbers indicate posterior probabili-ties/bootstrap support values (in %). Source: [169]
While most eukaryotes have large intergenics region interspersed with many long repeat elements, 81.6% of
the O. tauri genome sequence is taken up by coding sequences. The intergenics are shortened (average 196bp),
most gene families are reduced, and certain genes are fused together. It must be noted that the genome
sequence was never completely resolved. The many gaps that still remained lead to a partial state for several
hundreds of genes.
Viruses
Ostreococcus cells are often infected by very large prasinoviruses (Phycodnaviridae) such as OtV5 (186,234
bp [184]), OtV-1 (191,761 bp [185]) and OtV-2 (184,409 bp [186]). The viruses are highly species-specific
[187] and encode for a DNA polymerase, but not a DNA-dependent RNA polymerase. The prasinoviruses
thus need to reach the nucleus in order to use the host RNA polymerase for gene transcription [188]. The
viruses encode specific enzymes involved in several amino acid biosynthesis pathways (e.g. 3-dehydro-quinate
synthase, involved in the synthesis of aromatic amino acids: phenylalanine, tyrosine, and tryptophan), a feature
which is quite remarkable. The virus genomes evolve according to the ’genomic accordion’model: there is a
balance between gene gains –mainly duplications, but also horizontal gene transfers from their hosts or other
eukaryotic/prokaryotic sources – and gene losses, resulting in a relatively stable genome size [189].
O. tauri as a modelorganism
Ostreococcus taurimakes a good model organism because its is easy to culture (can be grown on just seawater)
and has a fast growth rate and low generation time (they can divide 3–4 times each day). It is in a haploid
phase, has a low cellular complexity and a small genome with a low amount of duplicated genes. The previous
properties make the genetic manipulation of O. taurimuch easier [190]. The next paragraphs will discuss the
usage of tauri as a model organism in a variety of research fields.
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Creating models of the ultrastructural complexity of entire eukaryotic cells is difficult. Nevertheless, combining
electron cryomotography and O. tauri cells made it possible to produce high-resolution 3D models of an
entire eukaryotic cell in near-native state [191] (Figure 2.6a). The images showed remarkable results regarding
cellular division, hinting that O. tauri might contain simplified mitotic mechanisms: 1) the nuclear envelope
remained open during most of the cell cycle, 2) no condensed chromosomes nor a mitotic spindle were
observed, and 3) the maximum number of observed microtubules was two, which is not enough to separate 20
linear chromosomes in a canonical fashion. A BUB1-like protein was identified, a protein kinase important for
establishing the mitotic spindle checkpoint, meaning that some form of mitotic spindle is likely to exist [192,
193]. Further analysis revealed that mitotic tauri cells have an intranuclear heterochromatin-free ’spindle tunnel’
with approximately four short and one long, incomplete microtubule at either end (Figure 2.6b). This implies
that chromosomes are most likely physically linked before initiating co-segregation [194], allowing a single
microtubule to move more than one chromosome at a time (and mitosis to be completed in a single round
of anaphase). Further analysis revealed that O. tauri chromatin is a disordered assemblage of nucleosomes,
a ’polymer melt’. No large-scale reorganisations occur during mitosis because nucleosomes were rarely
seen within the spindle tunnel. The centromeric nucleosomes could cluster in a ring surrounding spindle
microtubules [195] (Figure 2.6c).
While mitosis has been observed, meiosis (sexual reproduction) has not, although tauri possesses all necessary
core meiosis genes [182], a pattern common to other Mamiellales species [196]. It is known that marine
algae commonly suppress their meiosis capability while in culture, but indirect evidence of crossing-over and
chromosomal segregation reveals that tauri populations can reproduce sexually [197].
Cyclin-dependent Kinases (CDKs) form heterodimers with a cyclin subunit to create CDK-cylin complexes that
are able to regulate the cell cycle. Many plant genomes contain several copies of CDK and cyclin genes [198],
while O. tauri shows a minimum, but complete, set of core cell cycle genes [199]. Thanks to its ability of
natural synchronisation, the CDK expression can be studied throughout the cell cycle [200] which has led to the
conclusion that the transcription of these cell cycle genes is under circadian control [201]. As with cell cycle
genes, clock genes are also restricted to a minimal set with a conserved TOC1 (Timing of Cab expression 1) and
CCA1 (Circadian Clock-Associated 1) gene [202], creating a simple two-gene oscillator clock that is very robust to
light fluctuations [203, 204]. Even without transcription, the circadian rhythm persists, revealing a conserved
non-transcriptional alternative mechanism involving oxidation–reduction circadian cycles of peroxiredoxins
[205, 206].
A low-complexity green microalga is the ideal platform for the study of photosynthesis. Light-harvesting
complexs (LHCs) are assemblies of different LHC proteins that bind chlorophylls and carotenoids. They collect
and transfer solar energy to the photosystem reaction center. O. tauri possesses 1) an unusual prasinophyte-
specific LHC protein type (in multiple copies), 2) the major LHCI proteins (single-copy), and 3) only two minor
LHCII polypeptides (single-copy), supporting the theory that LHCI proteins arose first [207, 208]. Other unusual
properties include a high number of DNA-repair enzymes that target UV damage [209] and the absence of
protochlorophyllide reductase genes, meaning that chlorophyll can only be synthesized during the day much
like angiosperms [182]. While the make-up of LHCs is extensively studied (involved in the ’light reactions’ of
photosynthesis), the subsequent ’dark light’ reactions could also reveal interesting results as Ostreococcus has
all the machinery necessary to perform C4 photosynthesis, a variant of classic C3 photosynthesis that is more
efficient in CO2-limiting conditions (such as algal blooms) [182].
Ostreococcus tauri as a bioremediator
Bioremediation is a technique often used in waste management. It employs organisms to remove or neutralize
harmful pollutants from contaminated environments. Recent studies explore the use of O. tauri as both a
biosensor and bioremediator. Sanchez-Ferandin et al. [210] describes the use of a luciferase-CDKA-fusion
construct to test for toxic compounds, while Zhang et al. [211] explores the use of tauri in the biomethylation
and volatilization of arsenic. Microalgae are well suited for these tasks and it is expected that more uses will be
found for tauri in the field of ecotoxicology.
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Figure 2.6. 3-D segmentations of two Ostreococcus tauri cells and a scale model of the spindleand chromatin configuration. (a) Shown here are the nucleus (n, red), chloroplast (c, green),mitochondria (m, dark purple), a Golgi body (yellow), peroxisomes (p,orange), granules (gr, darkblue), microtubules (light purple) and inner membranes including ER (er, light blue). Source: [191](b) Scale model of the O. tauri spindle in the context of the chromatin, shown in longitudinal cross-section. A small bundle of incomplete microtubules (green) resides at each pole, and up to onelong, incomplete microtubule extends deep into the nucleus from each pole. Heterochromatin(blue) forms a torus-like structure with a central channel called the ’spindle tunnel’. Individualchromosomes could not be resolved. The nuclear envelope (not shown) has openings at both spindlepoles. Source: [194] (c) Hypothetical model of polymer melt chromatin in a mitotic cell, viewedalong the spindle axis. Canonical nucleosomes (light blue spheres) and centromeric nucleosomesfrom nonhomologous chromosomes (multicoloured spheres) are positioned around the spindle.Kinetochore protein complexes (lilac rods) connect the centromere to the spindle microtubules(green rings). Source: [195]
2.2.3 Micromonas
In 1951, an autotrophic flagellate less than 2µm in size is found in the coastal waters outside Plymouth,
England and is named Chromulina pusilla Butcher [212], the first ever picoplanktonic species to be described.
Afterwards, the pigments and fine structures point towards a position in or near the Chlorophyceae instead of
Chrysophyceae (to which the genus Chromulina belongs) [213], requiring a change in taxonomic position and a
new name: Micromonas pusilla [214]. Initial studies focussed primarily on its flaggelar movement [215] and virus
infection [216–218]. M. pusilla was also shown to be the dominant member (avg. 22%) of the phytoplankton
community all year round [219], and is dispersed globally [167, 219, 220].
Like Ostreococcus, the genus Micromonas contains several genetic lineages or clades. At first three clades were
detected using molecular probes [168] and this was later expanded to 5 clades [221].
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The genome sequence
In 2009, two isolates (RCC299 and CCMP1545) were sequenced [221]. The genomes were larger (20.9 and 21.9
Mb) than Ostreococcus tauri and contained more genes (10,056 and 10,575) but remain very compacted with
small intergenics and high coding density. The heterogeneity found in Ostreococcus resurfaced in Micromonas,
resulting in two regions with no collinearity, different codon usage, and a diverging GC content. Intronic repeat
elements were detected in one isolate (CCMP1545) that were entirely absent in the other. Their high similarity
and copy number reminds of transposable elements, resulting in the name ’Introner Element’. 9,904 IEs were
detected and classified into four subfamilies: IE1 to IE4.
2.2.4 Bathycoccus
The genus Bathycoccus and its first species Bathycoccus prasinos are first isolated and described in 1990 [165].
It’s a nonmotile ellipsoidal organism with one mitochondrion, one chloroplast, one Golgi complex, and an
intricate layer of scales covering the cell surface. The latter are almost circular and have a spider web-like
pattern of radiating and concentric ribs. Many features are characteristic for prasinophytes, and the spider
web-like pattern is typical of the order Mamiellales – although some members have lost these scales – placing
Bathycoccus next to the other genera Ostreococcus, Micromonas, Mantoniella and Mamiella.
Until recently, all Bathycoccus strains were grouped into the same clade [1], but further analysis confirmed
the existence of two ecotypes associated with oceanic (more nutrient poor) or mesotrophic (with a moderate
amount of dissolved nutrients present) environments [222].
2.2.5 Seagrasses & Zostera
After the transition from water to land, several flowering plants (Angiosperms) returned to the aquatic environ-
ment (’back to the sea’). One group is called mangroves; trees and shrubs that thrive in partially submerged
conditions. The second group belongs to the monocot order Alismatales and its members are dubbed sea-
grasses. These monocotyledonous plants grow in the sea bed sediment in the coastal waters of most continents.
Seagrasses are amongst the most productive ecosystems on a global scale. They provide shelter for a range
of marine organisms such as fish and invertebrates and are a major food source for grazing animals. Their
rhizomes and roots help to anchor the seabed, preventing erosion of coastal shores.
The recolonisation of the sea did not happen instantaneously. Instead, an intermediate freshwater environment
was first colonized from where a transition to marine waters could occur, probably by salt-tolerant species
that acquired the necessary adaptations [223]. This evolution seemed to have occurred three times within
the Alismatales [224] and resulted in four seagrass families: Zosteraceae (marine), Cymodoceaceae (marine),
Posidoniaceae (marine) and Hydrocharitaceae (marine & freshwater) (Figure 2.7). Members belonging to the
Ruppiaceae family (e.g. Ruppia maritima, a salt-tolerant freshwater species) are sometimes labelled as a
seagrass, but are generally excluded because they rarely fully penetrate marine environments.
Seagrasses share a common architecture. They are composed out of several genetically identical units, each
consisting of a root system, several leaves and a part the rhizome (i.e. stems extending horizontally below the
sediment surface). All clones are linked to the same rhizome, forming a cluster, or ’patch’ of clonal shoots. This
rhizome allows the seagrass to reproduce asexually simply by extending the rhizome and generating more
units. Sexual reproduction is also possible, and all but one marine angiosperm species (Enhalus acoroides
[225]) are water-pollinated (’hydrophile’). For the pollen to find their way to the stigma in the water, several
adaptations were made e.g. changes in shape and form of the pollen and the loss of the outer wall layer (exine)
[226].
More than 100 years ago, the first seagrass studies were being performed on members of the Zostera genus –
commonly called ’eelgrass’ – and more specifically the species Zostera marina [227, 228]. The genus Zostera
is the most widespread seagrass genus in the world [229] and has between 15 and 17 recognized species
depending on the source. While most of the seagrasses are dioecious (male and female flowers on different
plants), Zostera marina is monoecious.
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Figure 2.7. Conceptual diagram illustrating the evolution of seagrass species. After the transition fromwater to land, seed plants eventually arise within the green lineage. Within these vascular land plants wefind the Angiosperms, a clade divided into two major groups: monocots and dicots. The monocot lineage isdisplayed in more detail. The Posidoniaceae and Ruppiaceae families are included within the ’Cymodoceaceaecomplex’ [224]. Image credited to Catherine Collier, James Cook University (2004), IAN/UMCES Symbol andImage Libraries.
Eelgrass is regarded as an important indicator species due to its sensitivity to eutrophication. When an overload
of nutrients is added to an ecosystem (e.g. through sewage or detergents), phytoplankton communities will
quickly rise in numbers (e.g. algal blooms). The phytoplankton will cause shading for Zostera, while this plant
already requires more light than any other aquatic plant [230]. Additionally, the phytoplankton will use up all
the oxygen within the ecosystem and increase sedimentation, events that will add more pressure to seagrass
communities. Global warming adds to this complexity, with heat waves and changing salinity levels likely to
inflict even more losses in the future [231–233].
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2.3 Introns & Splicing
”... after the original transcription of DNA into a long RNA, regions of this RNA are spliced out: some
stretches excised and the remaining portions fused together by an as yet undefined enzymatic
process. The exons, regions of the DNA that will be expressed in mature message, are separated
from each other by introns, regions of DNA that lie within the genetic element but whose transcripts
will be spliced out of the message” (Walter Gilbert, Nobel Prize in Chemistry, 1980, Nobel lecture on
DNA sequencing and gene structure)
Whenever a gene is transcribed, the newly-synthesised RNA transcript is processed – 5’ cap addition, splicing,
RNA editing and 3’ polyadenylation – before it can be translated into a protein. Splicing is the process whereby
introns are removed from the transcript, and exons are joined together. Several splicing pathways exist in
nature, each related to one or more groups of introns: self-splicing (group I, II and III introns), tRNA splicing
(tRNA introns), and the spliceosomal pathway (U2 and U12 introns).
Group I and II introns are self-splicing introns; large catalytic RNAs – called RNA enzymes of Ribozymes – who
excise themselves from their RNA precursors without any assistance from protein complexes. Group I introns
are widespread in bacterial, phage, viral and organellar genomes as well as nuclear ribosomal DNA (rDNA)
genes in fungi, plants and algae [234, 235]. They employ an external guanosine nucleotide as a cofactor in a
two-step splicing pathway. Group II introns can be found in organellar, bacterial and archaeal genomes, but
also show up in nuclear genomes [236]. The mechanism involved is identical to that of group I introns with
the exception that an adenine residue within the intron itself acts as the cofactor. Although some group II
introns are able to self-splice in vitro, they require some assistance for in vivo efficient splicing, presumably to
help stabilize and fold the intron RNA into the catalytically-active structure. The assistance is found within the
group II intron on an open reading frame that encodes for a Reverse Transcriptase-like protein that also acts
as a maturase (splicing factor) [237, 238]. A third group (group III introns) only contains a limited amount of
representatives and it shares many features with group II introns, although the intron size is much smaller and
splice sites are less conserved [239]. Little is known about their splicing and they are often excluded from intron
reviews.
A second splicing pathway is specific for tRNA genes. In bacteria, the tRNA introns are group II introns (see
previous paragraph), of which the splicing is RNA-mediated. In archaeal and eukaryotic nuclear genomes
however, endonucleases and ligases are needed to produce complete tRNA molecules [240]. The splicing
process is highly influenced by the tertiary structure of the tRNA and only a few key nucleotide positions play a
role [241].
The last splicing pathway employs the services of the spliceosome, a highly dynamic and complex assembly
of RNA and protein components [242–245]. Spliceosomal introns, a hallmark of eukaryotes, are subdivided
into two types [246]. The majority (∼99%) belong to the U2 type and are excised by the ’major spliceosome’. A
minority of the introns contains different splice signals (U12 type) and requires the help of a ’minor spliceosome’.
While some spliceosomal components are different between both groups, in both cases the splicing process
brings together both ends of the intron, leading to the bulging out of an adenine nucleotide to initiate the
splicing process.
The group II self-splicing and spliceosomal splicing mechanism occur in two consecutive transesterification
reactions that result in the removal of the intron (Figure 2.8). First, the 2’ hydroxyl of the adenine nucleotide
attacks the 5’ splice site phosphate bond, inducing a break in the RNA while simultaneously creating an intron
loop structure, the lariat. Afterwards, the released 3’ hydroxyl at the donor splice site will attack the phosphate
at the acceptor splice site, thereby linking both exons and releasing the intron lariat (which will be degraded
later on).
2.3.1 Intron origin
When introns were first discovered in 1977 [247, 248] and a first intron loss was documented in 1980 [249],
scientists were divided trying to explain their presence and evolution (Table 2.2). One view, the Introns-Early (InE)
theory, stipulates that introns are ancient and were already present in the Last Universal Common Ancestor29
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Figure 2.8. Transesterification reactions during the splicing process. For efficient splicing,group II introns require the help of maturases, while spliceosomal introns employ the help of thespliceosome. 5’ SS: donor splice site; 3’ SS: acceptor splice site; BP: branch-point; E1: exon1; E2:exon2. Adopted from [243]
(LUCA) of prokaryotes and eukaryotes (Figure 2.9a). Bacteria were said to be streamlined and thus devoid of
all introns. The Introns-Early theory ties in with the ’exon theory of genes’, which states that early genes were
created through the intron-mediated shuffling of exons [250, 251], whereby each exon coded for a module or
protein domain, and introns are actually ancient intervening/intergenic regions. This would then explain the
over-representation of phase-0 introns i.e. introns lying in between two codons. During evolution, intron loss
has been the most frequently observed event by far, indicating that the LUCA did contain some spliceosomal
introns [252, 253]. The Introns-Late (InL) theory proposes that introns emerged later, after the divergence of
eukaryotes and prokaryotes (Figure 2.9b). Spliceosomal introns are the crux of the InE-InL debate, while the
other intron groups are generally only considered in relation to the evolution towards said spliceosomal introns
(see next section).
Introns-Early Issue Introns-Late
genome streamlining: an-cient intergenic regionswere lost
no spliceosomal intronsin Bacteria introns arose after the di-vergence of prokaryotesand eukaryotes
no explanation: exon the-ory of genes falls short no correlation betweenexons and protein do-mains
introns inserted into undi-vided genes (no relation tomodules or domains)
phase-0 introns representancient intergenic regions over-representation ofphase-0 introns introns are inserted into dif-ferent sequence patternsat different frequencies, re-sulting in a non-randomphase distribution
introns arose very early conservation of intron po-sitions in distant eukary-otic taxons
the early eukaryotic ances-tor contained many introns
Table 2.2. Introns-Early versus Introns-Late. Sources:[254, 255]
Both models still do not explain the enormous diversity in intron numbers between eukaryotic species, with
intron-rich and intron-poor species interspersed in the eukaryotic tree. This could imply either an intron-rich
ancestor with subsequent lineage-specific losses, or an intron-poor ancestor with subsequent lineage-specific
gains. Currently, the consensus view states that the early eukaryotic ancestor contained relatively large number
of introns. During intron evolution, intron gain is considered a rare event, while intron loss is more common,
though more variable and lineage-specific [257, 258].
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Figure 2.9. The origin of introns according to the Introns-Late (a) and Introns-Early (b) theory.Green branches indicate lineages containing introns, while red branches indicate loss of introns.Black branches denote pre-intron stages. LUCA: Last Universal Common Ancestor. Source: [256]
2.3.2 Evolution towards spliceosomal introns
The excision of group II introns will result in the formation of a lariat [259], and the intron-encoded maturase is
reminiscent to eukaryotic splicing factors. Even the actual splicingmechanism (two successive transesterification
reactions) is identical between group II and spliceosomal introns. Additionally, the active site within the
spliceosome shares remarkable similarities to that of group II introns [260], as do the small nuclear RNAs
(snRNAs) [261]. Further analysis revealed a trans-splicing capability in both group I and group II introns
[262, 263] and the existence of an organellar spliceosome to splice out specific group II introns [262, 264].
Such structural and mechanistic similarities led many to develop the hypothesis that group II introns are the
progenitors of both the spliceosome and spliceosomal introns, and have thus been highly important in shaping
the genome during eukaryotic evolution [236, 265, 266].
Even outside the organelle, group II introns are able to splice accurately from nuclear transcripts [267]. However,
the subsequent transcripts are subject to nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (NMD), and are poorly translated.
The overall outcome implicates that the group II intron should either be lost, or that it could evolve and possibly
require the help of proteins for effective splicing and further processing. The latter ties in nicely with the
ancestry hypothesis described in the previous paragraph. How and when this evolution occurred is still highly
debatable [268] (Figure 2.10).
2.3.3 Intron functionality
Why did introns and splicing arise? It’s quite hard to fathomwhy an organism would bring upon itself the burden
of 1) transcribing ’unnecessary’ regions, 2) splice the transcripts via the spliceosome, one of the cells largest
complexes requiring vast amounts of energy and resources to construct, and 3) break down the remaining
lariat products. If even one of these steps would be interrupted, the cell would be in grave peril. While it
is possible that the cell adapted to the presence of introns and tried to cope with the situation, it is hardly
imaginable the introns would not serve a purpose. One of the earliest intron functions was ’intron-mediated
enhancement’, a boost in expression levels of genes due to the presence of an intron. The mechanism through
which introns boost transcription initiation involves the presence of cis-regulatory elements – or even entire
alternative promotors – within the intron sequence [270], or by creating a favourable local chromatin structure
[271]. While the previous example demonstrates intron functionality based on the genomic intron sequence
(no transcription/splicing/... has yet occurred), an intron has many functional forms.
When an intron is actively transcribed or spliced out, it plays a huge role in transcript regulation. During
transcription, long introns induce time delays between the actual gene activation and the appearance of the
protein product. During splicing, different splicing factors associate or interact with transcription factors,
thereby influencing transcription initiation, elongation and termination [270]. An example is the U1 snRNA-
mediated pre-initiation complex, a stage during the spliceosome assembly that focuses on the donor splice
site. This complex associates with TFIIH, TFIID and TFIIB, general transcription factors that are important for
transcription initiation. Additionally, the spliceosome facilitates the recruitment of export factors important for
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Figure 2.10. Schemes for the evolution of spliceosomal introns. (a) In a relatively advancedeukaryotic cell, selfish group II introns from newly established mitochondria invade the nucleargenome. They proliferate and subsequently degenerate into spliceosomal introns [269]. (b) Selfishgroup II introns from an endosymbiotic bacterium invade the genome of a host Archaean andharmfully proliferate. This proliferation forces the evolutionary separation of nucleus and cytoplasmand the evolution of spliceosomes, resulting in the rise of eukaryotic cells [265]. (c) In a relativelyadvanced eukaryotic cell, organellar lysis releases pieces of mitochondrial DNA that are transferredto the nuclear genome – numts – and contain group II introns. This nuclear copy of the mitochondrialgene can confer some advantage, resulting in positive selection. Source: [268]
transporting the mRNA out of the nucleus. After the splicing process has terminated, RNA genes embedded
within the excised introns are expressed. This allows genes to auto-regulate their own expression, usually
through micro-RNAs, short non-coding RNA (ncRNA) sequences that bind mRNA target sites and redirect them
for degradation.
2.3.4 GC content & splice site recognition
Spliceosomal introns exhibit innate properties that allow the spliceosome to separate pseudo splice sites
from true splice sites. Sequence motifs such as the donor, acceptor and branch point interact with the
spliceosome to define exon/intron boundaries and initiate splicing. The GC content – i.e. the percentage of
guanine/cytosine bases on a DNA sequence – also plays a major role in determining the exon/intron boundaries,
and even influences intron length [272]. Studies have established that introns in GC-poor regions are flanked
by exons with remarkably higher GC content. This drop in GC content acts as a flag marking the exon/intron
boundary. This flag could compensate for very lengthy intron sequences, and allow the exon to stand out and
be recognised by the spliceosome. In GC-rich regions however, introns have roughly the same GC content as
their flanking exons.
We already mentioned the influence of GC content on intron length. Intron length is very dependent on the
species and the lineage. For plants, the distribution peaks at ∼100 nucleotides, with a right tail containing the
low-abundance long introns [273]. The intron length influences the recognition of the splice site boundaries:
long introns would favour a mechanism that identifies (shorter) exons (i.e. exon definition), while short introns
would favor intron definition [274].
2.3.5 Intron mobility
Introns can act as mobile genetic elements in a variety of mobility reactions. Group I introns often contain
an open reading frame for a homing endonuclease, a protein that drives the mobility and persistence of its
own reading frame. This endonuclease creates a double-strand DNA break within the allele of the host gene
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that does not contain the group I intron. Using homology-driven DNA repair, the uninterrupted allele will now
contain the group I intron [235, 275, 276]. Intron homing is also possible at the RNA level by reverse splicing
[275]. In this mechanism, an excised intron recognises an insertion site within a transcript and integrates itself
followed by reverse transcription and genomic integration (through recombination).
Group II introns are involved in two types of mobility reactions: retrohoming, in which they insert at high
frequency into specific sites, and retrotransposition, in which they insert at low frequency into non-specific sites.
Retrohoming targets DNA directly with help from the intron-encoded protein (IEP), which acts as a Reverse
Transcriptase, maturase, and endonuclease (Figure 2.11). If there is no endonuclease activity, a nascent strand
of the replication fork is used for priming reverse transcription (which could be the predominant mechanism in
group IImobility pathways) [277]. Because it uses the same base-pairing interactions for both DNA integration
and RNA splicing, the group II intron ensures it is able to insert only at those target sites from which it can
subsequently excise. Group II introns can also insert into non-cognate (∼non-allelic) sequences that resemble
the homing site. This process occurs via an RNA intermediate (as described in the previous paragraph for group
I introns) at lower frequencies and it is known as ectopic transposition, or retrotransposition [278–280].
Figure 2.11. Group II retrohoming pathway for the Ll.LtrB intron in L. lactis and E. coli. (1)After transcription and splicing, the excised intron lariat and the translated IEP will form a ribonucle-oprotein (RNP) particle having Reverse Transcriptase (RT), maturase (M) and DNA endonuclease (E)activities. (2) The RNP will recognise a DNA target site. The interactions formed allow separationof the DNA strands and integration – by reverse splicing – of the group II intron in one strand. Theother strand is cleaved. (3) The Reverse Transcriptase will subsequently start complementary DNA(cDNA) formation using the cleaved 3’ end as primer (target-primed reverse transcription). (4-7)Extended cDNA synthesis, RNA degradation, second-strand DNA synthesis, and repair. The order ofsteps 4-7 is unknown. Source: [281]
2.3.6 Intron gain mechanisms
Several mechanistic origins have been proposed for intron gains [282, 283], mainly based on indirect evidence
only. In vivo demonstrations have only been established for the ’Tandem genomic Duplication’mechanism [283,
Table 1].
Previously mentioned, intron transposition involves the reverse splicing of a spliced-out intron into a transcript
(either allelic or non-allelic). After reverse transcription, the intron-containing transcript will be integrated into
the genomic sequences via complete or partial recombination. Because this mechanism does not require the
generation of splicing signals – they are already present in the transposed intron – it is the favoured intron gain
mechanism of many researchers, even when considering the pitfalls (see next paragraphs).
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The concept of reverse splicing (and the subsequent reverse transcription and recombination) is very important
in the light of intron mobility and intron gain. In 2008, a study unveiled that both catalytic steps of nuclear
precursor messenger RNA (pre-mRNA) splicing could be reversed [284], albeit by using a mutant that fails
to release the mRNA from the spliceosome. The actual mechanism that allows the spliced intron – and the
spliceosome with whom it is still affiliated – to recognize a transcript and initiate revere splicing, is not known.
Additionally, no reverse spliced introns have ever been found in EST or cDNA sequences, leading many to
believe that reverse splicing is an extremely rare process [282]. Nevertheless it is essential to many, often
theoretical, intron mobility pathways.
Reverse Transcriptase (RT) is also a key player in many pathways. Reconstruction of intron gain and loss rates in
19 different eukaryote species indicates RT plays an important role in the efficient removal of introns, and little
to no role in intron gain [285]. The only difference between the RT-mediated intron loss mechanism and the
intron transposition pathway is the reverse splicing step. This means that the difference between intron loss
and gain depends solely on the rate of reverse splicing, which only occurs at low frequency. The balanced rates
of intron gain and loss in specific lineages thus challenge the traditional intron transposition model. Possible
explanations are different rates of genomic recombination for intron gain and intron loss, or the presence of
sequence signals within some introns that favour their reverse transcription and/or cDNA re-importation into
the nucleus.
Two alternative mechanisms were also proposed that allow introns to propagate to novel sites [282], the first of
which is called ’spliceosomal retrohoming’ (Figure 2.12a). Much like the retrohoming pathway of group II introns,
it involves reverse splicing directly in the genome instead of using a transcript intermediate (Figure 2.11). The
main selling point for this model is the absence of the transcript phase, whereby a novel intron reverse splices
into a mature messenger RNAs, running the risk of potential degradation by nonsense-mediated mRNA decay.
Additionally, the model combines reverse splicing and genomic integration into one single simultaneous action,
whereas the intron transposition model requires two separate steps. This implies that even a small rate of this
process could yield a high yield of intron gain events. The second alternative involves template switching during
reverse transcription (Figure 2.12b). During reverse transcription of a transcript, the nascent cDNA strand can
dissociate from the template strand. Using its 3’ terminus, it can re-associate with another complementary RNA
region and continue the reverse transcription process, creating a chimeric cDNA molecule [282]. In this case,
template switching during reverse transcription of a genic RNA can create a chimeric sequence containing an
intron. Genomic recombination produces a non-canonical x-shaped structure that can be resolved in several
ways, potentially leading to a viable intron structure.
Additionally, instead of focusing on the proliferation of already existing spliceosomal introns, the mechanisms
detailed above could target classes of repeat-like introns. After such repeat introns experience bursts of
proliferation, they slowly degenerate (losing their repeat character) and start to resemble regular spliceosomal
introns (RSIs). This mechanism can – over time – provide gains of spliceosomal introns in specific lineages
[286–288].
2.3.7 Intron position conservation
We already established that an early eukaryotic ancestor contained relatively large amounts of introns. This
theory explains why many intron positions are conserved across the different eukaryotic lineages [289, 290].
We also have to account for ’intron sliding’, a phenomenon that allows for positional variation through the
relocation of intron-exon boundaries over short distances (1-15bp) [291]. While alignment artefacts account
for a great portion of the ’sliding’, results strongly suggest that one-base-pair sliding is a real evolutionary
phenomenon occurring in <5% of all introns [292].
Most intron positions however are not conserved, and are due to lineage-specific intron gains. Additionally,
some positions that seem conserved at first sight, are actually not. Intron gains can occur in different lineages
at the exact same position, which resembles conserved intron positions [293, 294]. Such parallel intron gains
are rare and have only been extensively documented in the microcrustacean Daphnia pulex [295, 296] and fungi
[297]
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Figure 2.12. Alternative intron gain mechanisms. (a) Spliceosomal retrohoming. The intronlariat reverse splices directly into the genome. (b) Template switching during reverse transcriptioncreates a chimeric cDNA. Source: [282]
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Abstract
Bathycoccus prasinos is an extremely small cosmopolitan marine green alga whose cells are covered with
intricate spider’s web patterned scales that develop within the Golgi cisternae before their transport to the cell
surface. The objective of this work is to sequence and analyse its genome, and to present a comparative analysis
with other known genomes of the green lineage. Its small genome of 15 Mb consists of 19 chromosomes
and lacks transposons. Although 70% of all B. prasinos genes share similarities with other Viridiplantae genes,
up to 428 genes were probably acquired by horizontal gene transfer, mainly from other eukaryotes. Two
chromosomes, one big and one small, are atypical, an unusual synapomorphic feature within the Mamiellales.
Genes on these atypical outlier chromosomes show lower GC content and a significant fraction of putative
horizontal gene transfer genes. Whereas the small outlier chromosome lacks colinearity with other Mamiellales
and contains many unknown genes without homologs in other species, the big outlier shows a higher intron
content, increased expression levels and a unique clustering pattern of housekeeping functionalities. Four gene
families are highly expanded in B. prasinos, including sialyltransferases, sialidases, ankyrin repeats and zinc
ion-binding genes, and we hypothesize that these genes are associated with the process of scale biogenesis.
The minimal genomes of the Mamiellophyceae provide a baseline for evolutionary and functional analyses of
metabolic processes in green plants.
Contributions
• Structural and functional genome annotation (including repeat detection)
• Manual gene curation
• Set-up and maintenance of the Bathycoccus-section on the ORCAE platform
• BOC/SOC analysis (definition, expression, introns, GC%, comparison with other microalgae)
• Figures (Figures 3.3 and 3.4 and Supplementary Figures 3.2 to 3.4)
• Tables (Supplementary Tables 3.1 to 3.3)
• Writing manuscript segments (in respect to the topics mentioned above)
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3.1. Introduction
3.1 Introduction
Marine phytoplankton is responsible for about half of the photosynthetic activity on the planet [298], the
second half being carried out by terrestrial plants. Two major traits differentiate these two classes of organisms.
First, phytoplankton is essentially composed of unicellular organisms that have a high turnover; whereas
terrestrial plants are renewed, on average, once every 9 years, the global phytoplankton population is replaced
approximately every week [298]. Second, while photosynthesis is confined to specific organs of plants, often
only a minor component of the plant biomass, in phytoplankton, photosynthesis essentially takes place in
each cell. Phytoplankton populations are thus highly dynamic and may be able to adapt rapidly to changing
environments. Even so, a global decline of photosynthetic micro-organisms over the past century has recently
been reported [299], motivating research aimed at better understanding the global diversity of phytoplankton
and how these species adapt to changing marine environment.
Phytoplankton is usually pragmatically classified according to size, from pico- (below 3 µm), nano- (3 to 8 µm) to
micro-algae (above 5 to 8 µm), although these categories have no evolutionary significance. The eukaryotic
fraction of picophytoplankton accounts for a modest part of the oceanic biomass, but nevertheless contributes
an important part to primary production in many oceanic waters [300, 301]. Among these picoeukaryotes,
environmental diversity studies based on ribosomal gene sequences showed that small green algae, and notably
the three genera Bathycoccus, Micromonas and Ostreococcus, are distributed worldwide and are numerically
important in coastal areas. These three genera are characterized by their small size (1 to 2 µm), their rudimentary
cellular organization (one mitochondrion and one chloroplast) and their small genomes (from 13 to 22 Mb).
Micromonas [212] is a naked cell with one long flagellum whereas the two other genera are non-motile.
Ostreococcus [170, 171] is naked whereas Bathycoccus [165] is covered with scales. The complete genome
sequences of two Micromonas [221], two Ostreococcus [181, 182] and a low-light adapted strain of Ostreococcus –
strain RCC809, available on the Joint Genome Institute (JGI) web site – have been analysed. The three genera
belong to the order Mamiellales, in the class Mamiellophyceae [160, 166], a monophyletic group in the phylum
Chlorophyta. The ancestors of these micro-organisms emerged at the base of the green lineage and knowledge
about them provides a baseline for exploring the evolution of this lineage, which also gave rise to terrestrial
plants. Given their small cellular and genome sizes, they may reveal the ’bare limits’ of life as a free-living
photosynthetic eukaryotes, thus presenting a simple organization with very little non-coding sequences [302].
Here we report the analysis of the genome of one Mediterranean strain belonging to the genus Bathycoccus
and its comparison with Mamiellales and other green algae, allowing a survey of the genome organization at
the base of the green lineage. Although Bathycoccus was initially isolated from deep water (100 meters) [165],
it has been frequently reported in various marine environments and seems an important component of the
picoeukaryote compartment [303–306]. The availability of this genome, coupled to the development of new
sequencing possibilities for metagenomes [307, 308] from various marine environments, opens the way for
comparative studies and to a better understanding of the adaptations of this organism to its environment(s).
3.2 Results and discussion
3.2.1 Characterization and phylogenetic position of the Bathycoccus prasinos
RCC1105 strain
We isolated the Bathycoccus prasinos strain RCC1105 from a seawater sample from Banyuls’ bay collected
in January 2006. Contrary to the type strain described as Bathycoccus prasinos [165], which was isolated at
a depth of 100 meters, RCC1105 was isolated from surface water (5 m). The strain RCC1105 has a typical
Bathycoccusmorphology with scales covering the cell (Figure 3.1) and we confirmed its taxonomic affiliation
by PCR amplification of its 18S ribosomal gene. The complete genome of RCC1105 revealed two unlinked
identical copies of the rDNA genes. Unlike the two previously reported B. prasinos isolates [165, 309], these
two ribosomal 18S genes were found to harbor an identical 433 bp long group I intron starting at position 551.
Apart from this, the nucleotide sequence was strictly identical to the reference strain (GenBank: AY425315,
FN562453). Self-splicing group I introns are widespread in nature, and have been recorded in the 18S rDNA of
several other protists [234], including some within the green lineage, but, so far, not within the Mamiellales. All41
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four Bathycoccus strains isolated from the Mediterranean bear this intron located exactly at the same splicing
site. Phylogenetic analysis based on this small ribosomal subunit and on the Internal Transcribed Spacer (ITS)
confirmed that, in contrast to the two other Mamiellales’ genera Micromonas and Ostreococcus, all Bathycoccus
strains isolated to date comprise only one clade [160, 166]. To confirm the phylogenetic position of Bathycoccus
within the Mamiellales, we concatenated a set of 154 single-copy genes conserved in 13 species, including
plants, and aligned them over 35,431 amino acids to construct a maximum likelihood phylogenetic species tree
(Supplementary Figure 3.1). The phylogeny obtained was well-supported and showed that the genus Bathycoccus
is closer to Ostreococcus than to Micromonas.
Figure 3.1. Morphology of the Bathycoccus prasinos RCC1105 strain. Mor-phological characterization of the Bathycoccus RCC1105 strain: EM pictureof an exponentially growing Bathycoccus RCC1105 cell. Abbreviations: c,chloroplast; n, nucleus; s, starch granule; sc, scale covering the surface of thecell.
3.2.2 Global characteristics of the Bathycoccus genome
The global characteristics of the Bathycoccus genome are similar to those observed in other Mamiellales except
for its significantly lower GC content [305] (Table 3.1). The global genome size, measured by both Pulsed-Field
Gel Electrophoresis (Figure 3.2a) and sequencing, is intermediate (15 Mb) between Ostreococcus (12 to 13 Mb)
and Micromonas (21 to 22 Mb), also reflecting an intermediate number of genes (Table 3.1 and Supplementary
Table 3.1). Both sequencing and Pulsed-Field Gel Electrophoresis also showed the genome to comprise 19
chromosomes, a number close to that found in other Mamiellales, and in other green algae despite the
variation in genome size (Table 3.1 and Supplementary Table 3.1). The 15 Mb genome was sequenced at 22-
fold coverage using a whole-genome shotgun sequencing approach, resulting in 126 contigs ranging from
3 to 1,353 kb. According to blast analysis, the 102 smallest of these contigs were bacterial contaminations,
whereas the 24 remaining bigger contigs were part of the Bathycoccus genome (22 nuclear, 1 chloroplastic
and 1 mitochondrial contig). Among the 22 nuclear contigs, six could be joined two by two, giving 19 scaffolds
corresponding to 19 chromosomes observed by pulse field electrophoresis. Using intrinsic and extrinsic
information, we predicted 7,847 genes in the nuclear genome (section 3.4.2), giving a high gene density similar
to other Mamiellales. The validity of a majority of predicted genes was supported either by ESTs (approximately
46%) or by protein similarity (approximately 85%), and approximately 15% of them contain introns. Very
few repeat sequences were found and no known or new TEs were detected (Supplementary Table 3.1). The42
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synteny observed between the chromosomes of Ostreococcus and Bathycoccus (Figure 3.2b) shows that the
genome organization is globally better conserved between these two genera than with the genus Micromonas,
in agreement with the phylogenetic analysis.
Family Species Genome size G+C Chromosome Gene(Mb) (%) number number
Prasinohpyceae Bathycoccus sp. RCC1105 151 48 19 7,847
Prasinohpyceae Micromonas sp. RCC299 20.9 64 17 10,286
Prasinohpyceae Micromonas sp. CCMP1545 21.9 65 19 10,587
Prasinohpyceae Ostreococcus lucimarinus 13.2 60 21 7,805clade A
Prasinohpyceae Ostreococcus sp. RCC809 13.3 60 20 7,492clade B
Prasinohpyceae Ostreococcus tauri 12.6 59 20 8,116clade C
Trebouxiophyceae Chlorella sp. NC64A 46 67 12 9,791
Chlorophyceae Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 121 64 17 15,143
Chlorophyceae Volvox carterii 138 56 14 14,520
Table 3.1. Nuclear genome characteristics of green algae. Data from [182, 221, 310–312].
Figure 3.2. Genome organization of the Bathycoccus prasinos RCC1105 strain. (a) Pulsed-FieldGel Electrophoresis of the genomes of Bathycoccus prasinos RCC1105 (lane 1), Micromonas pus-silla (lane 2) and Ostreococcus tauri (lane 3) DNA fragment length based on the chromosomes ofSaccharomyces cerevisiae (lane 4). (b) Synteny between Ostreococcus lucimarinus (blue) and Bathycoc-cus prasinos RCC1105 (grey) genomes.
Based on the annotated gene sets of different land plants and green algae, sequence similarity searches
were performed to group homologous genes into families (a family being defined as a set of two or more
homologous genes; see Materials and methods). Subsequently, pan and core genome plots were built to
quantify the number of shared and unique genes and families between different species. Comparing the set of
core genes between different algal groups reveals that the smaller genome sizes of Mamiellales, as well as the43
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lower number of genes, correspond both with the decrease of the average number of genes per family and with
the number of families conserved within a specific clade. For example, whereas the number of gene families
shared between all land plants, Chlamydomonales, and Trebouxiophyceae is 2,692, this number drops to 1,959
when including all Mamiellales species. Similarly, based on a set of core gene families conserved in both land
plants and algae, the average gene family size is smaller for Mamiellales compared to Trebouxiophyceae or
Chlamydomonales (average of 1.63, 1.78 and 1.93 genes per family, respectively). More than 500 gene families
were found that were conserved between land plants and green algae but that were lost in all Mamiellales
species. These families were enriched for functions related to zinc ion-binding and transport (ten families),
UDP-glucosyltransferase activity (six families), vitamin ion binding (eight families) and sucrose and fatty acid
metabolism (eight families). Although this pattern suggests a reduction of the functional gene repertoire, we
also found more than 400 gene families that are specific to Mamiellales and found in all Mamiellales species.
Whereas many of these Mamiellales-specific genes have unknown functions, three families related to drug
transport and ten families including genes related to zinc ion binding were found. Although rapid sequence
evolution can interfere with the accurate detection of homologs using similarity searches, the observed pattern
indicates a high turnover of zinc ion binding-related genes.
3.2.3 Biological role and evolution of the big and small outlier chromosomes in
Bathycoccus and in the Mamiellales
Despite the low average GC content (48%) of the Bathycoccus genome compared to other members of the
Mamiellales (over 59%), two outlier chromosomes were found, one ’big’ (chromosome 14) and one ’small’
(chromosome 19), with lower GC content (42%) compared to the rest of the genome (Table 3.1, Supplementary
Table 3.2, and Supplementary Figure 3.2). This kind of organization was previously reported in Micromonas and
Ostreococcus [181, 182, 221, 313] and thus is a characteristic of all Mamiellales that have been sequenced
so far. In all species, the atypical genomic features for the Big Outlier Chromosomes (BOCs) are restricted
to a sub-region (referred to as BOC1) of the complete chromosome, whereas the whole length of the Small
Outlier Chromosome (SOC) shows low GC content (Supplementary Figure 3.2). However, although a BOC
region was found for the ’low-light’ Ostreococcus sp. RCC809 genome, which is available on the Joint Genome
Institute website (unpublished), no clear SOC could be identified (section 3.5.3). Whether this observation
is biologically correct or the consequence of the applied sequencing approach, read filtering, or genome
assembly remains currently unclear. Similar outlier chromosomes have not been found in other green algae
such as Chlamydomonas, Volvox or Chlorella. In Chlorella low GC chromosome regions were reported [310],
but these were, in contrast to those in the Mamiellales, scattered throughout different chromosomes. Outlier
chromosomes are highly diverged in terms of gene content. Whereas most Bathycoccus chromosomes share, to
some extent, a conserved genome organization with the other Mamiellales, both BOC1 (217 annotated genes)
and SOC (72 annotated genes) lack colinearity (Figure 3.3), and this pattern is largely conserved between the
outliers of the three genera. Many BOC1 genes share orthologs with other Mamiellales while SOC comprises
mainly unknown, species-specific genes with few introns (26% of the SOC proteins have Gene Ontology (GO)
functional annotation versus 71% for BOC1 genes and 44% for the rest of the genome) (Figure 3.3). Additionally,
phylogenetic estimations of the proportions of genes lacking plant orthologs yielded 75% (54/72) for SOC, 16%
for BOC1 and 25% for normal chromosomal regions.
3.2.4 The big outlier chromosome in Bathycoccus
The size of the Bathycoccus BOC is 663,424 bp. Fifty-two and seventy-eight percent of the Bathycoccus BOC1
genes having orthologs in other species were also located in the BOC in Micromonas and Ostreococus, respec-
tively (Figure 3.4). In contrast, the locations of 29 BOC1 single-copy conserved gene markers (that is, genes
having orthologs and located in BOC1 in all Mamiellales Supplementary Table 3.3) were scattered throughout
the genomes in Chlamydomonas, Volvox and Chlorella, revealing that, despite the absence of colinearity, the
clustering of the BOC1 genes is conserved and unique to the Mamiellales. These data suggest that BOC1 is a
conserved genome property that was present in the last common ancestor of the Mamiellales. Genes located
in the BOC1 region are over-represented in basic housekeeping functions like primary metabolism, gene ex-
pression, photosynthesis and protein transport (Supplementary Table 3.3). To identify genomic features that are44
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Figure 3.3. Integrative and comparative view of the Bathycoccus genome showing both struc-tural (GC content, introns, colinearity) and functional characteristics (gene expression, con-servation). ’Slice’ represents a single chromosome or region drawn using one gene per unit. ’Introns’and ’Gene Expression’ denote the number of introns and uniquely mapped ESTs per gene, respec-tively. To improve legibility, an upper limit was set for the EST and intron count per gene by removingthe top 2%, resulting in a threshold of 12 and 13 for intron count and gene expression, respectively.The GC content is plotted using a window size of 500 bp. The ’Annotation’ track represents spe-cific chromosomes or regions denoted by the different grey boxes; BOC and SOC refer to big andsmall outlier chromosome, respectively. ’Conservation’ represents, for each gene, the number ofMamiellales species in which a BLAST hit can be found (E-value threshold 1e-05; range 0 to 5 species).’Colinearity’ shows for each gene if it resides in a genomic region showing colinearity with anotherMamiellales species. The circle plot was drawn using the Circos circular visualization software [314].
specific for the BOC1 region, the C-hunter tool (section 3.4.5) was applied to detect significant physical clustering
of highly expressed genes and intron-containing genes on the different chromosomes. C-hunter analysis
revealed that the BOC1 region shows, in all species, a significant over-representation of EST-supported genes.
Globally, 75% of all BOC1 Bathycoccus genes are EST supported versus 47% for non-BOC1 genes (Figure 3.3).
After correcting for the overall 1.6-fold higher expression of BOC1 genes, BOC1 genes related to chromatin
assembly, protein transport activity and signal transduction showed increased expression levels. To verify
whether the high expression is a property of the low GC genomic BOC1 region (for example, due to a more open
chromatin structure [315]), we checked the expression level of the genes on the other low GC chromosome,
SOC. We found that SOC genes had no difference in expression level compared to the genes on the 17 other
chromosomes. We further investigated whether this higher expression rate is an intrinsic property of the genes
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themselves, and estimated the expression levels for orthologs in Chlamydomonas, Volvox and Coccomyxa sp.
C-169 (Supplementary Figure 3.3). In all three species, BOC1 orthologs were also more highly expressed than
other genes in the genome, suggesting that the higher expression of BOC1 genes in the Mamiellales is related
to their function. Alternatively, this pattern might also be due to the global positive correlation, observed for
all Mamiellales, between intron content and expression. Although the high expression of basic housekeeping
BOC1 gene functions might yield increased metabolic rates and overall growth, it is not clear whether the
physical clustering of BOC1 genes in the Mammiellophyceae lineage is based on adaptive gene relocation or
constrained ancestral location [316].
Figure 3.4. Distribution of the Bathycoccus BOC1 orthologous genes in the genome of severalother green alga species. (a-d). Bathycoccus BOC1 orthologous genes in the genomes of Ostreococ-cus tauri (a), Micromonas sp. RCC299 (b), Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (c) and Coccomyxa sp. C-169 (d),each peripheral bar representing a chromosome. The Bathycoccus BOC1 region genes (lower rightcorner, labeled as Bathy_BOC1) are connected by red lines to their orthologs (curated as best BLASThits) on the chromosomes of other species. Where a Bathycoccus gene also represents a BOC1Mamiellales core gene, the link is coloured blue. Green bars show the BOC1 regions in Bathycoccus,Micromonas and Ostreococcus. TheMicromonas sp. RCC299 region showing partial clustering of BOC1orthologs lacks typical BOC1 features. This region has high GC content (66%), is not enriched for ahigh intron content and does not group highly expressed genes. For the sake of legibility, all smallscaffolds of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii that harbored a Bathycoccus BOC1 orthologous gene werejoined together into a virtual chromosome 00 (scaffolds 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, 26 and 32).
The BOC1 region also displays structural specificities that are absent in the rest of the genome. Besides its
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low GC content, genes in the BOC1 region are split by many small (40 to 65 bp) AT-rich introns [181, 182]. This
feature is present in all of the sequenced Mamiellales genomes (Supplementary Figure 3.4) and absent from the
genomes of other green algae (Supplementary Figure 3.4). There is no universal RNA-fold for these introns and
no conserved sequence motifs (for example, branch points, splice sites) could be detected. Although the only
intrinsic indication from their DNA sequences that they are introns comes from their AT-richness relative to the
surrounding GC rich exons, their existence is clear from EST data. Consequently, the BOC1 region includes a
high proportion of multiple-exon genes, a feature absent in the rest of the genome (Supplementary Table 3.2). In
Bathycoccus, 103 of the 214 BOC1 genes harbor 330 introns, an intron content tenfold higher than in the rest of
the genome (average of 1.54 and 0.15 introns per BOC1 and non-BOC1 gene, respectively).
In conclusion, the BOC1 region in the Mamiellales has unique structural characteristics: it represent one
contiguous low(er) GC content region in the chromosome, flanked by two high(er) GC content regions at the
extremities and carries between 193 and 633 genes depending on the species examined. The gene order
within the region shows little colinearity between species and it encodes a high proportion of often vital
housekeeping genes with elevated expression levels clustered together in a pattern unique to the Mamiellales
(Figure 3.4). The biological reason for the existence of this region remains obscure, although its structural
characteristics (shuffling of genes, small introns, low GC content) concur with the hypothesis that it may be a
sex or species-barrier chromosome [317].
3.2.5 The small outlier chromosome in Bathycoccus
The size of the Bathycoccus Small Outlier Chromosome (SOC) is 146,238 bp. compared to around 150 kb in
Ostreococcus lucimarinus and 200 to 250 kb in Micromonas. The SOC average gene density in B. prasinos is
slightly lower than that observed in the other chromosomes (72 genes with an average of 2.0 kb per gene in
SOC compared to 1.7 kb per gene in the global genome), with a similar expression level based on EST counts.
Only 44% of the genes in SOC have a potentially identified function compared to 77% in other chromosomes.
Furthermore, up to 75% of the SOC genes have no known plant orthologs, in sharp contrast to most other
chromosomes, where most genes share green lineage descent. Last but not least, in Bathycoccus, 24 of the 34
SOC genes having an identified function group in two categories. The first group encodes enzymes involved in
metabolism of glycoconjugates (17 genes), mainly glycosyltransferase (12 genes), and the second is related
to methyl transferases (7 genes). These features are globally similar in the other known Mamiellales SOCs,
where the same two dominant gene functions were found (Table 3.2). However, despite their common function,
no synteny and almost no orthologous relationships could be established between the SOCs of the different
Mamiellales’ species, suggesting a more functional convergence than a common phylogenetic origin. To explain
the presence of such genes in SOCs, an alien origin of these chromosomes was proposed, which could have
yielded some selective advantages in cell surface processes, potentially related, for example, to defense against
pathogens or other environmental interactions [182]. However, since SOCs and BOCs have now been found
in all sequenced mamiellophycean genomes, it is likely that their lower GC composition, higher proportion of
specific genes and higher evolution rates [221, 318] are being maintained by the same evolutionary pressure
in all of these species. Interestingly, a paper on the cyanobacteria Prochlorococcus describes how variable
genomic islands showing similar characteristics to those found in SOCs (low number of orthologs, a high level
of horizontal gene transfer (HGT) and a high fraction of sugar-modifying enzymes, methyl transferases and
membrane associated proteins) are involved in resistance to viruses [319]. The viral resistance determined by
these genomic islands induced a fitness cost measured either by a reduced growth rate and/or a more rapid
infection by other viruses. The three genera Bathycoccus, Micromonas and Ostreococcus are the microalgae
tested, which are among the most attacked by viruses [320], and viral resistance phenomena showing similar
characteristics to what is reported for Prochlorococcus (reduced growth rate and higher infection rate by other
viruses) have been reported to occur frequently [321]. It is tempting to link this unusual high viral sensitivity
and the ability to develop rapid and frequent resistance to these attacks to the presence of SOCs. Interestingly,
two other Mamiellales species (Mamiella sp. or Mantoniella squamata) were tested recently and did not show
this high viral sensitivity (N Simon, personal communication). It can be predicted that if our hypothesis on the
link between SOC and viral hypersensitivity/resistance is correct, these species should not present a SOC-like
structure in their genome.
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Species Chrom. Size GC ORF Gene Identified Sugar Methylation Othernr (kb) (%) nr densities genes met. enzymes function(bp\gene)
Bathycoccus 19 146 42 72 2,031 34 17 7 4sp. (47%) (24%) (10%) (6%)
Ostreococcus 18 149 53 78 1,915 32 16 5 11lucimarinus (41%) (21%) (6%) (14%)
Micromonas 17 215 51 80 2,684 30 14 7 9sp. RCC299 (38%) (14%) (7%) (11%)
Table 3.2. Characteristics of the small outlier chromosomes for Bathycoccus and one Micromonas andone Ostreococcus species. met, metabolism.
3.2.6 Phylogenomics suggests many horizontal gene transfers
Based on the observation that no plant homologs could be found for many annotated Bathycoccus genes, a
systematic analysis was performed to unravel their origin. Since plain sequence similarity search strategies
are insufficient to reliably trace a gene’s evolutionary history [322, 323], a two-step comparative approach
was applied to identify putative horizontal gene transfer (HGT) events. After comparing each Bathycoccus
protein sequence against the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) protein database, 6,550
phylogenetic trees were constructed and conflicts between the gene and organism phylogeny were determined.
Whereas clustering patterns where the nearest neighbour in the tree corresponds with a homolog from a
species outside the plant lineage were scored as HGT, in some cases ancestral gene duplication followed by
differential gene loss or artefacts of phylogenetic reconstruction methods due to unusual modes of protein
evolution could yield misleading results [324]. There were 428 genes (6%) that clustered with a homologous
gene from a species outside the green lineage, whereas the remaining genes grouped with Viridiplantae genes
(70%) or did not show any significant similarity. Among the 428 putative non-Viridiplantae genes, 80% were of
non-green eukaryotic origin while 17% were bacterial orthologs (Figure 3.5a). For the 354 non-green eukaryotic
genes, a high proportion came from Metazoa and Stramenopiles (42% and 28%, respectively). Gene Ontology
enrichment analysis showed that around 50% of the non-Viridiplantae genes (including prokaryotic genes)
were involved in metabolism. Focusing on the most enriched categories revealed genes involved in zinc ion
binding (61, 6-fold enrichment), sialyltransferase activity (27, 12-fold enrichment), glycosylation (27, 11-fold
enrichment) and ankyrin repeats (5-fold enrichment) (these observations are discussed further in the following
section). Application of conservative selection criteria (retaining only phylogenetic trees with bootstrap support
>90% and more than 50% protein alignment coverage) yielded 79 genes with non-plant nearest neighbours,
which we propose might originate from HGTs, either from eukaryotes (82%) or prokaryotes (18%). Most of
these 98 highly probable HGTs (43%) show unknown functions and the others, both originating from pro- or
eukaryotes, show metabolite functions (based on similarities with protein domains). The absence of detectable
eukaryotic HGT in Arabidopsis thaliana, our negative control, suggests that this finding is not an artifact of the
method. Using the same approach, previous putative large-scale HGTs have been reported in the available
nuclear diatom genomes [325, 326], both from bacteria (784 genes in Phaeodactylum tricornutum) or from the
green lineage (>1,700 genes). However, although no other ’eukaryotic’ potential HGTs are discussed in these
papers, orthologous genes shared with other eukaryotic lineages were also described. The presence of green
genes in diatoms has been explained by endosymbiotic gene transfers and an alternative hypothesis would be
that the presence of stramenopile genes in Bathycoccusmay reflect an opposite gene flow from diatom-like
cells to Mamiellales. This hypothesis seems unlikely, however, because most of the stramenopile genes found
in Bathycoccus are specific to this species and are not found in other Mamilelalles genomes. Alternatively,
this mosaic gene repertoire could be the consequence of (i) parallel or convergent molecular evolution or (ii)
the evolution through gene loss of a large ancestral genome, with massive and selective gene losses in all
Mamiellales descendants, concurrent with genome reduction. However, this scenario is less parsimonious
compared to HGT and, again, seems unlikely because of the phylogenetic breadth of the selectively retained
genes (bacterial and from different supergroups of the eukaryotic tree of life).
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Figure 3.5. Potential horizontal gene transfer in Bathycoccus. (a) Taxonomic distribution of HGT genesidentified using BLAST and by phylogenetic analysis of each gene (excluding genes with a multi-kingdompunctuate distribution). Only taxonomic groups including multiple genes are displayed. (b) Frequency of 428HGT genes over the different chromosomes. The last bin reports the fraction of HGT genes in the BOC1 region(a subset of chromosome 14).
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In line with a recent report about the acquisition of ice-binding proteins in sea ice diatoms from prokaryotic
origin [327], it is tempting to speculate that the HGT genes contribute new functional properties to the
Bathycoccus genome. The analysis of a large DNA virus in Ostreococcus tauri suggested that the capture of
host DNA in viral genomes could represent a mechanism for the transfer of genes between eukaryotic cells
[184]. This idea was confirmed by the additional sequencing of four double-strand DNA marine prasinovirus
genomes (infecting Bathycoccus, Micromonas, and Ostreococcus), showing that these viruses encode a gene
repertoire of certain amino acid biosynthesis pathways never previously observed in viruses that are likely
to have been acquired from lateral gene transfer from their host or from bacteria [188]. A similar eukaryotic
phytoplankton-virus system was also described in Emiliania huxleyi, mediating the transfer of seven genes
related to sphingolipid biosynthesis [328].
To verify whether specific genomic regions or chromosomes would be more likely to harbor genes arriving via
HGT, we estimated the number of HGT genes per chromosome. We observed that transferred genes were
more or less equally distributed over the different chromosomes, except for the low GC outlier chromosomes,
which contained higher fractions of HGT genes (BOC1 and SOC contain 1.63 and 1.54 times more HGT genes
compared to the genome-wide average) (Figure 3.5b). Different possibilities for the increased abundance of HGT
on the outliers include, for example: (1) they may have specific sequence features that can serve to integrate
HGT genes that are subsequently re-arranged and embedded in other locations in the genome; (2) it may
reflect a lower density of essential gene functionalities in outliers, which could thus support a higher density of
random insertions; or (3) there might be a lower level of recombination on these chromosomes, reducing the
rate of removal of deleterious alleles via sexual recombination. None of these scenarios are mutually exclusive.
In the Bathycoccus genome, the gene copy number is highly expanded for four specific gene families, phenomena
not found (or at very low copy number expansion) in other Mamiellales or other algae (Table 3.3). Of these,
two are involved in the metabolism of sialic acids, that is, sialyltransferases (69 gene copies) and sialidases (23
gene copies), the two others being ankyrin-repeat proteins (149 gene copies) and zinc finger proteins (48 gene
copies) (Table 3.3). Among these 289 gene copies, 105 (36%) are represented within the 428 probable genes
acquired by HGT, representing 24% of them.
Gene Familya Copy number
Bathycoccus Micromonas Ostreococcus
prasinos sp. CCMP1545 sp. RCC299 lucimarinus sp. RCC809 tauri
Glycosyl transferase, 78 0 1 0 2 0family 29 (IPR001675)
HOM000519 43 0 0 0 0 0
HOM002813 10 0 0 0 0 0
HOM005062 10 0 0 0 0 0
HOM007941 6 0 0 0 0 0
Ankyrin repeats 186 124 107 74 55 67(IPR011040)
HOM000035 149 56 9 17 6 6
Sialidase/ 23 1 0 0 0 0neuraminidase(IPR011040)
HOM002557 17 0 0 0 0 0
HOM005056 5 0 0 0 0 0
Zinc Finger, C2H2 53 29 35 19 3 17
HOM000293 48 5 4 1 1 1
Table 3.3. Expanded gene families in the Bathycoccus genome. aProtein domain description includingInterPro identifier. HOM identifiers refer to gene families in pico-PLAZA [329].
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3.2.7 Sialic acid metabolism in Bathycoccus
The two enzyme families involved in the metabolism of sialic acids are not present in other known green
algae genomes, and both gene families are dispersed all along the Bathycoccus genome without evident
clustering or tandem duplication. Although, on average, 15% of the genes have introns in Bathycoccus, no
introns (except three genes) were found in any gene from both families. Genes annotated as sialyltransferases
correspond to glycosyltransferases family 29 in the CAZy classification, which comprises enzymes able to
transfer sialic residues during glycosylation of proteins or lipids [330]. All the Bathycoccus sialyltransferases
showed a metazoan taxonic affiliation and none of them gave significant hits with bacteria. These enzymes
are type II single pass membrane proteins usually known to be anchored in the Golgi membranes [331, 332].
A potential hydrophobic transmembrane domain was detected on the amino-terminal extremities of all the
Bathycoccus sialyltransferases (Figure 3.6a). For almost all the 69 genes (only 19 are known in human), the
sialyltransferase domain is located in the carboxy-terminal part of the protein, whereas the amino-terminal
domain is composed of a highly variable stem region (Figure 3.6a). Although the existence of complete and
active sialyltransferases in plants is still a matter of debate [332], all four metazoan consensus motifs were
found in the Bathycoccus genes.
Figure 3.6. Sialyltransferase gene family and external scales covering Bathycoccus. (a) Struc-tural organization of the Bathycoccus RCC1105 sialyltransferase gene family. TM, transmembranedomain. L(1), S(2), (3) and VS(4) correspond to the four metazoan consensus motifs described forthis gene family [331, 332]. Letters in the scheme below are the amino acid one-letter code withalternative possibilities for positions indicated between brackets. (b-d) Details of external scalescovering Bathycoccus RCC1105 cells; white arrows indicate positions of external scales around theplasmic membrane while the black arrow indicates one intracellular scale inside a vesicle.
The second gene family includes sialidases (or neuraminidases), which are enzymes cleaving the terminal sialic
acid residues from glycoproteins or glycolipids. Again, this gene expansion is specific to Bathycoccus. In contrast
to the previous family, no clear domain organization could be defined in sialidases, but some key amino acids
known to be involved in the catalytic activity are conserved in the Bathycoccus family. The taxonomic origin
of the sialidases is less clear than that for the sialyltransferases discussed above, and could correspond to
either metazoans or bacteria. For sialidases, scores are globally weak and best blast hits are found mostly
with hypothetical proteins either from the choanoflagellate Monosiga brevicolis or from the green alga Chlorella
variabilis (where only one sialidase has been annotated).
The expansion of these two enzyme families prompted us to look for specific potential ’sialic acid’metabolism
in Bathycoccus. The composition of flagellar scales in Scherffelia dubia (phylum Chlorophyta, class Chloroden-
drophyceae) was found to be a mix of acidic polysaccharides having similar structures to sialic acids [333].51
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Although the chemical nature of the scales covering the Bathycoccus cell membrane is unknown, it is tempting
to establish a correlation between the potential biosynthetic pathway of these scales and the expansion of gene
families involved in the metabolism of sialic acids. Furthermore, we confirmed previous electron microscopy
studies [165, 334] showing that, in Bathycoccus as in other Mamiellophyceae, scale biosynthesis occurs inside
intracellular vesicles with striking resemblance to Golgi vesicles (Figure 3.6b-d); that is, in agreement with the
notion that they might be produced by sialyltransferases located at the luminal side of intracellular vesicles.
Scales almost identical to those of B. prasinos are observed in the more closely related Mantoniella squamata
[335], where they are also extruded to the surface after transport via the Golgi body [336–338].
3.2.8 Other Bathycoccus expanded gene families
One of the two other highly expanded gene families in the Bathycoccus genome are ankyrin-repeat proteins
(149 gene copies). This family is also expanded, although to a lesser extent, in the Micromonas strain CCMP1545
(56 copies), whereas only very few copies were detected in other Mamiellales (Table 3.3). These genes have
ankyrin repeats located in the carboxy-terminal part of the protein whereas the amino-terminal part has no hit
in GenBank. There are also many other ankyrin repeats containing genes in Bathycoccus as in both plants and
microalgae, but associated with different protein domains that often have predicted functionalities. Indeed,
the ankyrin repeat is considered as one of the most common protein-protein interaction motifs in nature
[339]. The 149 Bathycoccus-specific genes were not distributed randomly among chromosomes, with the bigger
chromosomes having few copies, whereas chromosomes 12 or 19 bear many tandem duplicated genes. No
obvious function can be attributed to these genes. However, by analogy with the human membrane-associated
ankyrin, which is responsible for the attachment of the cytoskeleton to the plasma membrane, it is possible
that a number of these genes might function in some way to bind extracellular scales to the plasmic membrane,
although experimental evidence is lacking. It has been shown, however, by electron microscopy coupled to
immunogold that scales in Scherffelia dubia are linked to the membrane by glycoproteins [333]. In addition,
in Tetraselmis striata (Chlorodendrophyceae) some scale-associated glycoproteins may provide connections
between scales and the underlying flagellar membrane [337].
The last group of expanded genes in Bathycoccus are zinc finger proteins. There are many zinc finger proteins in
microalgae and in plants, but the family specifically expanded in Bathycoccus is most related to the C2H2-type
zinc finger DNA-binding domain of certain integrases, which share a common alpha/beta two-layer sandwich
core structure. The typical organization of the 48 copies identified in the Bathycoccus genome (Table 3.3) includes
a short amino-terminal part (around 20 to 40 amino acids) followed by a strongly acidic region (10 to 20 amino
acids) and by 2 to 6 C2H2 domains. Zinc finger proteins were originally identified as DNA-binding domains,
although a growing body of evidence suggests an important and widespread role for these domains in protein
binding. There are even examples of zinc fingers that support both DNA and protein interactions, and, globally,
C2H2 protein-protein interactions are proving to be more abundant than previously appreciated [340].
The most parsimonious explanation for the abundance of the four expanded gene families would be an initial
single HGT event followed by expansion in the Bathycoccus genome. The potential function of these four gene
families and their expansion only in Bathycoccus also suggest that they could all be involved in the biosynthesis,
exportation and fixation of the scales around the external membrane, and possibly for protection of the cell.
Several other members of the Mamiellales have morphologically similar scales around the cells, but they are
absent in the two genera Micromonas and Ostreococcus. The most parsimonious evolutionary scenario to
explain these observations is that the scale synthesis pathway was acquired by the ancestor of the Mamiellales
(or even before) and has been lost in the two naked genera. This scenario predicts that similar gene family
expansions should be found in the genomes of other scaled Mamiellaophyceae but not in Micromonas and
Ostreococcus. This is the case for Micromonas and Ostreococcus, but the genome sequences of other scaled
species are not yet available.
3.3 Conclusions
Mamiellophyceae, and more particularly the three genera Bathycoccus, Micromonas and Ostreococcus, are
dominant in different marine areas, where they can play an important role in the primary biomass production.52
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However, the ecological importance of Bathycoccus has probably been overlooked these past years, although it
was sporadically mentioned in several studies [212, 304–306]. The availability of this genome, coupled to the
development of new sequencing possibilities for metagenomes [307, 308] from various marine environments,
opens the door to future comparative studies and to a better understanding of the adaptations of the organisms
to their environment.
3.4 Materials and methods
3.4.1 B. prasinos RCC1105 genome and EST sequencing and annotation
The sequenced strain B. prasinos RCC1105 was isolated in the bay of Banyuls sur mer at the SOLA station.
The genomic DNA was extracted from cell pellets containing a collective total of 6.4 × 1010 cells, using a cetyl
trimethyl ammonium bromide protocol (adapted from Winnepenninckx et al. [341]). The Bathycoccus genome
was sequenced using Sanger technology on three independent shot-gun libraries with insert sizes of 3 (TK0AAA,
vector pcdna2.1 (BstXI)), 10 (TK0AAB, vector pCNS (BstXI)) and 50 kb (TK0ACA, vector pBeloBAC11 (HindIII) and
TK0ACB, vector pBeloBAC11 (BamHI)), resulting in 230,496 reads (180 Mb), 118,070 reads (152 Mb) and 10,368
reads (14 Mb), respectively. After trimming, read numbers were 223,577 reads (174 Mb) for the 3 kb library,
112,842 reads (145 Mb) for the 10 kb library and 8,189 reads (11 Mb) for the 50 kb library, and represented
a coverage of 22-fold from 330 Mb of sequenced DNA. The data were assembled using the Genoscope pipe-
line that includes the software Arachne 3.0 [342]. Expressed Sequence Tags (ESTs) were sequenced from a
Bathycoccus culture grown to log phase (107 cells/ml), harvested by centrifugation and the cell pellets were
immediately flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. The total RNA was extracted using the TriReagent (Sigma-Aldrich,
Saint-Quentin, France) protocol andmRNAs purified using Poly(A)Purist (Ambion-Applied Bioystems, Saint Aubin,
France). Complementary DNAs were constructed and cloned using the CloneMiner procedure (InvitroGen, Saint
Aubin, France) with some minor modifications. EST sequences were obtained using pyrosequencing technology
developed by Roche (Boulogne-Billancourt, France). A total of 253,791 EST reads were processed through the
Genoscope EST pipeline. Short (<60 bp) and low complexity sequences were identified and removed. Clustering
and assembly of all 251,875 filtered EST reads resulted in 8,370 EST consensus sequences.
The genome was annotated using the EuGene [101, 343] gene finding system with SpliceMachine [102] signal
sensor components trained specifically on Bathycoccus datasets. The functional annotation resulted from
the synthesis of InterPro and the BLASTP hits against the non-redundant UniProt database. Gene Ontology
assignments were derived from the InterPro results. GO enrichment analysis was performed using the
hypergeometric distribution with Bonferonni correction for multiple hypothesis testing and corrected P-values
<0.05 were retained as significant. The resulting database is publicly available at [344] in a format that includes
browse and query options and the genome has been submitted to GenBank.
3.4.2 Comparative sequence and expression analysis
Starting from all protein-coding genes from the included species (Table 3.1), only retaining the longest transcript
if alternative splicing variants exist, protein sequences were used to construct gene families by applying
sequence-based protein clustering. First, an all against all sequence comparison was performed using BLASTP,
applying an E-value threshold of 1e-05 and retaining the best 500 hits [345]. Next, the complete sequence
similarity graph was processed using Tribe-MCL (mclblastline, default parameters except I = 2 and scheme = 4)
to identify gene families. A set of 154 single-copy core gene families was used to construct the phylogenetic
tree depicted in Supplementary Figure 3.1.
The boundaries of all Mamiellales BOC1 regions were manually delineated based on gene coordinates, gene
family information and GC content (Supplementary Table 3.2). For non-Mamiellales, a ’virtual’ BOC1 region was
created by taking the best BLASTP hit for each B. prasinos RCC1105 BOC1 gene. Putative BOC1 Mamiellales core
gene families (Figure 3.4, blue lines) were identified by first retaining only those families that contain at least
one protein for each Mamiellales species. Next, each family was aligned and manually curated. This was done
by inspecting and correcting, if necessary, the structural and functional annotation (NCBI BLAST results plus
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InterProScan) of all cluster members. For Ostreococcus sp. RCC809 no SOC could be identified in the current
draft genome assembly (section 3.5.3).
3.4.3 Comparative genomics
To detect co-linearity within and between species, i-ADHoRe 3.0 was used [346] and all chromosomes from
all species were compared against each other and significant colinear regions were identified. All gene
colinearity can be browsed using the pico-PLAZA comparative genomics platform [329]. i-ADHoRe was run
with the following settings: alignment_method gg, gap_size 30, cluster_gap 35, q_value 0.9, prob_cutoff 0.0001,
anchor_points 5 and level_2_only false.
EST databases were retrieved from their respective public repositories andmapped on theMamiellales genomes
using GenomeThreader [347] with a minimum alignment score threshold of 0.95 and minimum transcript
coverage of 0.89. Only uniquely mapped ESTs were retained and assigned to genes. When an EST with no
strand information overlapped with two adjacent genes, it was assigned to the gene with the highest overlap.
For the BOC expression analysis global gene, EST counts were first summarized per functional category. In a
second stage, expression enrichment was determined by comparing for each functional category the fraction
of BOC expressed genes against the overall fraction of BOC expressed genes (denoted ’relative BOC expression
enrichment’).
3.4.4 Analysis of potential horizontal gene transfer
For each protein-coding gene a BLAST sequence similarity search was performed against the NCBI protein
database, which contains the proteins of all sequencedOstreococcus,Micromonas and Chlamydomonas species (E-
value <1e-05). Starting from a selection of BLAST hits a phylogenetic approach was used to identify the putative
origin of all genes. Briefly, good hits (20% top hits relative to the best Bit score excluding query self-hits) were
retained per gene, protein sequences and detailed taxonomic information was retrieved, a multiple sequence
alignment was generated using MUSCLE and a maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree was constructed using
PhyML (100 bootstrap sets, WAG model, kappa estimated, 4 substitution rate categories, gamma distribution
parameter estimated, BIONJ starting tree, no topology, branch lengths and rate parameter optimization).
For each query gene the corresponding tree topology was investigated to identify the nearest neighbour
gene/clade, including bootstrap support, and determine the nearest neighbour taxonomic information. Genes
showing complex punctuate patterns [348] (that is, clustering with homologs from different phyla outside
the Viridiplantae) were excluded. Singletons refer to genes for which no phylogenetic analysis could be done
because they only have a single BLAST hit based on the 20% top hits. Nearest neighbours with bootstrap
support >90% and gene coverage of 50% or more in the multiple sequence alignment (MSA) were scored as
reliable HGT genes to estimate the fraction of eukaryotic origin. Although the low number of HGT genes found
in Arabidopsis does not serve as a perfect negative control for the detection of HGT in unicellular green algae, it
suggests that, when applied to a full set of proteins of a specific organism, this approach gives a conservative
estimate of putative transfer events with a low number of false positives. To verify if, for some HGT genes,
homologous genes exist in other algae that were missed during the process of gene annotation, a systematic
sequence similarity search (using tblastn, E-value threshold 1e-05 against intergenic sequences of O. tauri, O.
lucimarinus, Ostreococcus RCC809, M. pusilla and C. reinhardtii) revealed that, on average, no homologous locus
could be found for 93% of the HGT genes.
3.4.5 C-hunter analysis
Four functional categories (two types with two subdivisions each) were defined and genes were assigned to
each class, if applicable. The first type of functional category describes the expression state of a gene (based on
uniquely mapped ESTs; is a gene expressed (number of ESTs >0) or highly expressed (number of ESTs >2)) while
the second type describes the intron content of a gene (contains an intron (number of introns >0) or contains a
’lot’ of introns (number of introns >2)). C-hunter [349] software was used to identify, in all genomes, significant
clusters of genes belonging to one of the four functional categories. The C-hunter thresholds for each category
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subdivision were determined by reviewing the average expression and intron content of all Mamiellales genes.
C-hunter was run with the following parameters: <C-hunter categories.go genome.index genome.go 2 80 80
0.001 50 T chunter output>.
3.5 Supplementary Information
This section contains selected segments of supplementary methods, figures and tables most relevant to this
chapter and the topic of this dissertation.
3.5.1 Genome annotation and transposable elements detection
The data sources used to complement the ab initio part of EuGene were composed of B. prasinos RCC1105
Expressed Sequence Tags (ESTs), protein databases (TAIR10, O. lucimarinus proteome and SwissProt), and the
other Mamiellales raw genomic sequences. Repeats were detected using RepeatMasker [73] (low-complexity
regions and simple repeats + the RepBase library [350]), findpat [351] (exact repeats>40nt), LTRharvest [352]
+LTRdigest [353], LTR_seq [354], a BLASTP against all TE-related NRPROT proteins (E-value threshold 1e-05) and
a detailed HMMer scan using all profiles from the Gypsy Database [355]. Noncoding genes were detected using
an ensemble approach of RepeatMasker [73], RNAmmer [114], tRNAscan-SE [113], INFERNAL [356] and BLASTN
(using O. tauri RNA data).
3.5.2 Phylogenetic position Bathycoccus prasinos RCC1105
Based on phylogenetic profiles present in the pico-PLAZA database [329], which represent the number of gene
copies per family and per species, 154 families that were single-copy in 10 sequenced green algal genomes and
the outgroup species Arabidopsis thaliana, Oryza sativa and Physcomitrella patens, were extracted. For every
single-copy core gene family, a multiple sequence alignment was created using MUSCLE [357]. Alignment
columns containing gaps were removed when a gap was present in ≥10% of the sequences. Alignment columns
containing gaps were removed when a gap was present in ≥10% of the sequences. To reduce the chance of
including misaligned amino acids, all positions in the alignment left or right from the gap were also removed
until a column in the MSA was found where the residues were conserved in all genes included in our analyses.
This was determined as follows: for every pair of residues in the column, the BLOSUM62 value was retrieved.
Next, the median value for all these values was calculated. If this median was ≥0, the column was considered
as containing homologous amino acids. The different edited multiple sequence alignments were concatenated
into one super-alignment using a custom Perl script (35,431 amino acids) and used to construct a phylogenetic
tree (Supplementary Figure 3.1) using PhyML (100 bootstrap sets, WAG model, kappa estimated, 4 substitution
rate categories, gamma distribution parameter estimated, BIONJ starting tree, no topology, branch lengths and
rate parameter optimization) [358].
3.5.3 Analysis of SOC in Ostreococcus sp. RCC809
From the current RCC809 genome assembly, the most likely SOC scaffold would be chromosome_18. However,
it contains a large colinear region with chromosome 10 of Ostreococcus tauri, a feature that does not fit with the
description of SOCs in the other Ostreococcus genomes. The definitive nature of the RCC809 SOC therefore
remains speculative.
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3.5.4 Supplementary Figures & Tables
Genome Information
22 contigs for 19 chromosomes, 1 chloroplast and 1 mitochondrion
Genome length: 15,122,588 nt
N50*: 8
L50*: 937,610 nt
Gaps (N>20): 22
Total gap length: 36,954 nt
Genes Gene Type Total genes Nuclear Mitochondrion Chloroplast
Coding 7,919 7,826 41 52
tRNA 57 17 26 14
rRNA 10 4 4 2
Total 7,986 7,847 71 68
Gene property Number of Genes (% of total Genes)
Multi-exon 1174 (14.70%)
EST-support 3692 (46.33%)
Homology-support 6789 (85.01%)
InterPro domains 6160 (77.13%)
GO-labels 3597 (45.04%)
Supplementary Table 3.1. General annotation statistics for Bathycoccus prasinos RCC1105. *L50, lengthof the scaffold that separates the top half (N50) of the assembled genome from the remainder of the smallerscaffolds, if the sequences are ordered by size. N50 is the number of scaffolds that represent the top half ofthe assembled genomes, if the sequences are ordered by size.
Species chromosome BOC1 start BOC1 end Length (bp) GC%
Bathycoccus sp. 14 236365 624661 388296 39prasinos
Micromonas sp. 1 263000 1817000 1554001 47RCC299
Micromonas sp. 2 438300 2112000 1673701 48CCMP1545
Ostreococcus 2 345000 709200 364201 47lucimarinus
Ostreococcus sp. 2 180000 500000 320001 46RCC809
Ostreococcus 2 1 575000 575000 50tauri
Supplementary Table 3.2. Annotation of the BOC1 region in different Mamiellales species.
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Supplementary Figure 3.1. Maximum likelihood tree depicting the phylogenetic position of BathycoccusRCC1105. A total of 154 single-copy genes conserved in 13 species including plants were concatenated andaligned over 35,431 amino acid positions to construct the phylogeny tree using MUSCLE and PhyML (see detailsin section 3.5.2). Species in the order Mamiellales are indicated by the grey box.
Supplementary Figure 3.2. GC content of outlier chromosomes in Mamiellales genomes. The GC contentis plotted using a window size of 2kb. The numbers at the end of each bar indicate the chromosome number.We define the BOC1 region in Bathycoccus as that spanning nucleotide positions 236,365 to 624,661.
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Locus_id Functional description
Bathy14g01300 beta-adaptin-like protein C
Bathy14g01380 TFIID component TAF4
Bathy14g01390 Phosphotyrosyl phosphatase activator, PTPA
Bathy14g01470 U3 small nucleolar RNA-associated protein 18
Bathy14g01520 arginyl-tRNA synthetase
Bathy14g01530 glycosyltransferase family 28 protein, putative Monogalactosyldiacylglycerol synthase
Bathy14g01650 Mg-protoporyphyrin IX chelatase
Bathy14g01670 Phosphatidic acid Phosphatase-related protein
Bathy14g01700 glycosyltransferase family 4 protein, putative alpha-1,3-mannosyltransferase ALG2
Bathy14g01860 Caf1 CCR4-associated (transcription) factor 1
Bathy14g02130 ribosome biogenesis protein RLP24
Bathy14g02140 coatomer protein gamma-subunit
Bathy14g02190 CycK-related cyclin family protein
Bathy14g02270 eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E
Bathy14g02340 histidinol-phosphate aminotransferase, chloroplast precursor
Bathy14g02350 transcription factor IIa large subunit 3
Bathy14g02360 MAK16-like protein
Bathy14g02380 Isoleucine-tRNA synthetase, probable
Bathy14g02640 ATP synthase beta chain, mitochondrial precursor
Bathy14g02730 V-type proton ATPase subunit d 1
Bathy14g02790 60S ribosomal protein L36
Bathy14g02810 U3 small nucleolar RNA-associated protein 6
Bathy14g03000 Ribosome biogenesis protein BOP1
Bathy14g03050 UphC Sugar phosphate permease, putative regulatory protein
Bathy14g03060 1-deoxy-D-xylulose-5-phosphate (DXP) synthase, plastid precursor
Bathy14g03100 Tim circadian rhythm control protein Timeless homolog
Bathy14g03180 Conserved oligomeric Golgi complex component 4
Bathy14g03200 eukaryotic translation initiation factor 6
Bathy14g03330 RNA Polymerase subunit 2
Supplementary Table 3.3. Bathycoccus BOC1 Mamiellales core genes and their functional description.
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Supplementary Figure 3.3. Gene expression of BOC1, Rest and SOC genes in Mamiellales and non-Mamiellales green algae. For non-Mamiellales, a virtual BOC1 region was created by grouping all the bestBLASTP hits for each Bathycoccus prasinos RCC1105 BOC1 gene. REST refers to genes not belonging to BOC1and SOC, respectively. This procedure could not be repeated for SOC, as this region contains too manyspecies-specific genes. Error bars indicate SE.
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Supplementary Figure 3.4. Intron length distribution in Mamiellales and non-Mamiellales green algae.For each organism, the lengths of BOC1, REST and SOC EST-confirmed introns are shown. For the BOC1definition and SOC absence in non-Mamiellales, see Supplementary Table 3.2 and Supplementary Figure 3.2.’Insufficient data’ indicates either an absence of EST-confirmed introns or too few data points (less than 11) toconstruct a boxplot. The data clearly shows that SOC genes carry little (EST-confirmed) introns. For the sake ofvisibility, intron length outliers above 2000bp are not displayed.
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Abstract
Genes in pieces and spliceosomal introns are a landmark of eukaryotes, with intron invasion usually assumed
to have happened early on in evolution. Here, we analyse the intron landscape of Micromonas, a unicellular
green alga in the Mamiellophyceae lineage, demonstrating the coexistence of several classes of introns and
the occurrence of recent massive intron invasion. This study focuses on two strains, CCMP1545 and RCC299,
and their related individuals from ocean samplings, showing that they not only harbor different classes of
introns depending on their location in the genome, as for other Mamiellophyceae, but also uniquely carry
several classes of repeat introns. These introns, dubbed Introner Elements (IEs), are found at novel positions
in genes and have conserved sequences, contrary to canonical introns. This IE invasion has a huge impact
on the genome, doubling the number of introns in the CCMP1545 strain. We hypothesize that each IE class
originated from a single ancestral IE that has been colonizing the genome after strain divergence by inserting
copies of itself into genes by intron transposition, likely involving reverse splicing. Along with similar cases
recently observed in other organisms, our observations in Micromonas strains shed a new light on the evolution
of introns, suggesting that intron gain is more widespread than previously thought.
Contributions
• Intron classification, localisation and landscape
• Detection of Presence/Absence Polymorphisms & metagenomic analysis
• Set-up and maintenance of the Micromonas-sections (CCMP1545 and RCC299) on the ORCAE platform
• Figures (Figures 4.1 to 4.5 and 4.7 and Supplementary Figures 4.1 to 4.8)
• Tables (Table 4.1)
• Writing the manuscript
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4.1. Introduction
4.1 Introduction
Recently, several whole-genome sequences have been reported for Mamiellophyceae, eukaryotic picoalgae
at the basis of the green lineage that play a major trophic role in the marine environment. Among these are
the genome sequences of two Micromonas strains, isolated from tropical (Equatorial Pacific; strain RCC299)
and coastal waters (Plymouth, English Channel; strain CCMP1545) [221]. One striking outcome of the genome
analysis of these algae was the observation of a complex intron landscape in Micromonas, especially in the
CCMP1545 strain (Figure 4.1a). In common with other Mamiellophyceae, both Micromonas strains RCC299 and
CCMP1545 feature two distinct classes of introns, corresponding to the unique genome heterogeneity of these
picoalgae [1]. At most chromosomal locations, mamiellophycean genes harbor no or few canonical spliceosomal
introns with conserved splice sites and branch-point motif [1, 173, 182]. However, in all mamiellophycean
genomes studied so far, two low-GC% regions can be identified that harbor peculiar introns [1, 173, 182,
221]. One of the low-GC% regions is located on a chromosome denoted as Big Outlier Chromosome (BOC)
and is represented by chromosome 2 in CCMP1545 and chromosome 1 in RCC299. This BOC displays intron
heterogeneity with numerous small AT-rich introns in the low-GC% region, dubbed BOC1 introns [1, 359]
(Figure 4.1b). A small portion of these BOC1 introns feature noncanonical splice sites. Additionally, inMicromonas
CCMP1545, Worden et al. [221] reported the occurrence of repeat introns, dubbed Introner Elements (IEs). These
IEs could be further subdivided into four different families (IE-A1 - IE-A4) based on the presence or absence of
specific IE sequence motifs and seemed to be absent from RCC299 or any other published mamiellophycean
genome.
In this study, we present an in-depth analysis of these Introner Elements and the discovery of three additional
classes: IE-B and IE-D in CCMP1545 and IE-C in RCC299. All four classes show a high degree of within-
class sequence conservation, are found on the sense strand of genes, follow similar genomic distribution
patterns, and are found at unique positions in genes. These observations stand in sharp contrast to canonical
spliceosomal introns, which generally display a very low degree of sequence conservation and are often found
at conserved positions in genes. Based on the structural characteristics of IEs and the distribution of their
occurrence, we propose that the mechanism by which they replicate possibly involves reverse splicing at the
pre-mRNA level and conclude that the replication of IEs provides an important mechanism of intron gain. As a
consequence, intron gain could be more widespread than commonly believed.
4.2 Results and discussion
4.2.1 Intron classification
Micromonas introns can be classified into two categories, namely singleton introns, which are all unique in the
sense that they do not show significant similarity to other introns in the genome, and IEs, which are a copy
of or at least show partial similarity to several or many other introns. To the first category (Table 4.1) belong
classes that are present in all Mamiellophyceae: the canonical introns and the BOC1 introns. The canonical
spliceosomal introns of strains RCC299 and CCMP1545 favor the donor consensus sequence AG|GTGCGT
(Supplementary Figure 4.1) and have a predicted NCTGAC branch-point motif at 43-52 bp upstream of the
acceptor site. Comparative intron analysis revealed that 47% of all canonical intron positions are shared
between CCMP1545 and RCC299 orthologs, a number that illustrates the divergence of these strains, which
are members of different clades (RCC299: clade-II; CCMP1545: clade-V [221, fig. 3]), and probably should be
regarded as separate species.
BOC1 introns share few common features, such as their short length and low GC% (Figure 4.1). The majority of
BOC1 introns follow the common GT-AG splice site rule but have no discernible branch-point motif. Presumably,
the drop in GC% (Figure 4.1b) across the splice site aids recognition by the splicing machinery. Furthermore,
34 of these introns feature noncanonical TG or CG acceptor sites, of which the majority is validated by EST
alignments. Similar noncanonical acceptor sites have been found in non-prasinophytes as well [361]. Most of
the BOC1 intron positions (73%) are shared between both isolates. This percentage is considerably higher than
the one for canonical introns (47%), which might be related to a constraint on the BOC1 genes, which are more
highly expressed and more often functionally conserved [1].
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Figure 4.1. The intron landscape ofMicromonas. (a) Size distribution of different intron classes inMicromonasstrains CCMP1545 and RCC299 (intron sizes binned per 5 nt). The two panels at the top represent referenceintron distributions for Arabidopsis thaliana and Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. The different classes are canonical(green), BOC1 (yellow), IE-A (red), and IE-C (purple). Due to their low occurrence, members of classes IE-B andIE-D are not displayed. Introns longer than 600 nt are excluded. (b) Average GC% of Micromonas introns (left:CCMP1545; right: RCC299) and their bordering exon regions. Exon/intron boundaries are marked by blackvertical lines, while horizontal lines represent the average GC% of all coding sequences containing at least oneintron of the specified class. Exons and introns were trimmed by 3 and 6 nt, respectively, on either end to omitsplice-site signals. Only 80 (exon) and 40 (intron) nt on either side of the exon/intron boundary are displayed.Plots were drawn using ggplot2 [360].
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Organism Intron Type Intron Class Intron Avg. Length % EST Hosting(Family) Count (nt) validated Genes
RCC299 Singleton Canonical 4,063 162 31.8 3,063
Singleton BOC1 625 65 82.7 157
Repeat IE-C 221 67 23.1 150
CCMP1545 Singleton Canonical 3,553 192 42.6 2,742
Singleton BOC1 770 74 90.6 138
Repeat IE-A 6,112 173 23.4 3,162
Repeat IE-A1 4,328 189 25.0 2,677
Repeat IE-A2 1,004 110 16.7 610
Repeat IE-A3 328 148 24.4 297
Repeat IE-A4 100 185 26.0 93
Repeat IE-A? 352 183 21.1 311
Repeat IE-B 25 1,830 20.0 25
Repeat IE-D 6 374 0.0 6
Table 4.1. Micromonas Intron Properties.
4.2.2 Introner Elements
After careful analysis and reannotation of the Micromonas genomes, we have identified four distinct classes
of IEs (Table 4.1), that is, introns that are repeat elements in strains RCC299 and CCMP1545. These four IE
classes differ in terms of host, abundance, sequence, and length. CCMP1545 contains three IE classes: IE-A, IE-B,
and IE-D. IE-A has 6,112 members that can be further divided into four families of different size (IE-A1: 4,328;
IE-A2: 1,004; IE-A3: 328; IE-A4: 100) and 352 elements with unclear class assignment due to the presence of
insertions or deletions (indels) and sequence degeneracy. IE-A sequences consist of a series of sequence motifs,
some of which are universal to all IE-A sequences and some of which are specific to one of the subclasses of
IE-A (Supplementary Figures 4.2 to 4.5). IE-A members also have very typical splice donor sites, AG|GYGCGT or
AG|GTGAGAC, with the first occurring in IE-A1 and IE-A2, while the latter is almost exclusively found in IE-A3
and IE-A4 sequences (Supplementary Figures 4.1 to 4.5). Fifty-three percent of IE-A1 sequences contain a GC
splice donor, a characteristic that was noted in earlier studies but was never linked to the presence of IEs [362].
Overall, IE-A dominates the intron landscape as it represents over half of all introns and is the main cause for
the 1 Mb surplus in CCMP1545 genome size over RCC299.
Besides the IE-A introns, there are 463 IE-A-like repeats, which are positioned outside introns or inside pre-
existing introns (discussed later). These are remnants of IE-A introns: highly degenerated, partial copies that
most often only consist of a small 50-nt motif (motif-C, (Supplementary Figures 4.2 to 4.5), having lost both
splice sites and all other motifs crucial for the splicing process. They are found in close proximity to coding
sequences (∼UTR regions) or within canonical intron sequences, but never in coding sequences where they are
counter-selected for to maintain gene functionality.
The IE-B and IE-D class consist of 25 and 6 members, respectively, which have a very variable length, ranging
from 100 up to 6,494 nt for certain IE-B members (Figure 4.2). Their GT-TG splice sites are highly unusual but
have been reported before in other species, including human [363]. Eight of the IE-B sequences harbor a
long >3,000-nt open reading frame on the complementary strand. This intron-encoded protein (IEP) lacks
homology to other known proteins, except for a small OTU-like protease domain. As such, the function of this
protein, or the reason why it is embedded within these IEs, is unknown. The IE-B class contains both the longest
documented mamiellophycean intron and the first documented occurrence of a nuclear intron-encoded protein
within Mamiellophyceae. A defining characteristic of these two classes is the preference for phase-2 (i.e., the
intron sits in between the second and third base of a codon), which contradicts the theory that newly gained
introns prefer phase-0 (i.e., the intron sits in between two codons) (Supplementary Figure 4.6) [255]. Although
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sharing common splice features, IE-Bs and IE-Ds do not show any sequence similarity, which is why they have
been ascribed to different classes.
Figure 4.2. Alignment of all 25 IE-B sequences showing the splice site regions in detail. Thestructure and orientation of exonic regions (grey) and intron-encoded proteins (purple) is repre-sented schematically beneath the alignment. Base-pairing information regarding the donor site (U1snRNA) is also provided.
As stated previously, the IE-C class (221 occurrences) exists exclusively in RCC299. The IE-C sequences (with
an average length of 67 nt) are much shorter than the IEs found in CCMP1545 and feature a highly conserved
branch-point motif – GACTGACG – identical to the extended branch-point sequence reported for canonical
Ostreococcus introns [359] (Figure 4.3).
Figure 4.3. Alignment of typical IE-C sequences. Alignment of typical IE-C sequences, flanked bytheir exonic regions (grey). Base-pairing information regarding the donor site (U1 snRNA) and thebranch-point (U2 snRNA) is also provided.
IEs, present in a third of all CCMP1545 genes, are fully functional spliceosomal introns. Beside the fact that they
feature the necessary splicing-related motifs (donor and acceptor sites, branch-point, poly-Y tract), EST evidence
confirms their excision from primary transcripts. Even more, the non-excision of IEs from the transcripts would
generally lead to a premature stop codon resulting in nonsense-mediated mRNA decay [364].
4.2.3 Genomic localization
IEs are not evenly distributed in the genome and are virtually absent from low-GC% areas, such as the AT-rich
fraction of the BOC (Figure 4.4a). A second, so-called Small Outlier Chromosome (SOC), low in GC% and found in
all mamiellophycean species reported so far, is also completely devoid of IEs. Other chromosomes tend to
have the IEs distributed over their entire length, however with reduced densities in regions with lower GC%
(Figure 4.4b). Their tendency toward high-GC% areas even surpasses canonical introns (Figure 4.1b).
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Figure 4.4. Genomic location of Introner Elements. (a) Comparison of BOC chromosomes ofRCC299 (left; chrom_01) and CCMP1545 (right: scaffold_02). (b) Comparison of chromosome 15of RCC299 and scaffold_14 of CCMP1545. The outer band represents the GC percentage acrossthe chromosome, while the inner connections (blue) represent orthologous genes between thetwo strains. Intron density is displayed on the outside of the outer band: IE-A/IE-B/IE-D (red), IE-C(purple), canonical introns (green), and BOC1 introns (yellow). Plots were drawn using Circos [314].
We could not identify any sequence motif, both at the nucleotide level or the amino acid level that would
correlate with the presence of IEs. There is also no insertion bias toward specific gene categories. On the
other hand, the only functional category of genes completely lacking IEs involves genes that code for ribosomal
structural components. However, it is well known that these genes are intron-poor and have a specific intron
set – sometimes encoding small nucleolar RNAs – that helps to regulate the production and function of the
ribosome [365], which could explain the absence of IEs due to strong selection against any further insertions.
The positioning of IEs within genes tends to favor the centre of the gene, which is similar to what has been
recently reported for IE-like introns in fungi [286]. On the contrary, canonical introns in Micromonas are more
often found at gene extremities (Supplementary Figure 4.7) and mostly in the genic 5’ region [366], a feature
primarily ascribed to intron loss at the genic 3’ region [367].
4.2.4 Replication
When searching marine metagenomes at NCBI [http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov, last accessed November 28, 2013]
and CAMERA [368] for IEs, we uncovered 2,794 metagenomic sequences containing complete or partial IEs. This
finding confirms that the IEs are not an artefactual strain feature but are present in the ocean within a wider
variety of strain-related organisms. When comparing bothMicromonas genomes to these metagenomic samples
[368], we discovered Presence/Absence Polymorphisms (PAPs) of IEs (Figure 4.5). In total, 913 metagenomic
sequences revealed 511 unique novel IE insertions. Most metagenomic sequences containing IE-A elements
were highly identical to the CCMP1545 genome, while for IE-C-containing sequences, a higher degree of diversity
was found. At the same time, we discovered about 13 times more metagenomic sequences with novel IE-C
positions compared with IE-A or IE-B/IE-D for which we have no proof for ’novel’ insertions (IE-A: 35; IE-B: 0; IE-C:
476; IE-D: 0).
The difference in PAPs can be explained by IE-C either being more active or IE-C being more widespread, or a
combination of both. Besides in metagenomic sequences, an occurrence of IE-C-containing sequences was
observed within the CCMP1764 strain (Micromonas pusilla clade-I), for which short-read sequences have been
obtained. After assembling the CCMP1764 genome, we compared it with the RCC299 genome. Only 31 IE-C
positions are conserved in both genomes, while 149 and 66 are unique to RCC299 and CCMP1764, respectively,
indicating that IE-C has been actively replicating since the divergence of RCC299 and CCMP1764.
Comparison with metagenomic data thus suggests that IEs are mobile elements that can replicate themselves
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Figure 4.5. Presence/Absence Polymorphisms in Micromonas. Two alignments showing one IE-A1 and two IE-C PAPs (between scaffold_14 of CCMP1545 (position 384641-384976) andmetagenomicread CAM_READ_0212050959, and between chromosome 6 of RCC299 (position 160647-160930)and metagenomic read CCMP1764_READ_00758094 respectively).
and transpose into new locations. IEs are only found in transcribed regions in the sense orientation, which
suggests that their mobility is linked to the transcription/splicing process. The mechanism most likely to explain
this scenario is known as intron transposition [253, 283] (Figure 4.6). Under this scenario, an IE can invade a
transcript by reverse splicing. The resulting IE-containing transcript is subsequently reverse transcribed after
which the cDNA undergoes homologous recombination with the corresponding genomic locus. The final result
is that the IE is now found at a novel position in the genomic sequence.
An analysis of orthologous introns between CCMP1545 and RCC299 genes revealed 32 cases of IE remnants
buried within conserved canonical introns. There are also several cases of nested or merged IEs, i.e., IEs inserted
inside or merged with another IE (Supplementary Figure 4.8). Therefore, the ’mobility phase’ of IEs has to occur
at a stage that still features a non-spliced primary transcript and not at the mature mRNA level.
4.2.5 Complex intron landscape
The genomes of the tiny unicellular Mamiellophyceae are among the smallest found in eukaryotes [1, 173, 182,
221]. Genome analysis shows that they all lack the U12 minor spliceosome components [369]. Consequently, it
is surprising to find such a complex intron landscape within this taxon, with Micromonas CCMP1545 harboring
five different classes of U2 spliceosomal introns, a unique feature never documented in any other eukaryote up
to now. Analysis of intron size in eukaryotic genomes usually gives a typical distribution, as shown for plants
(using Arabidopsis thaliana as a representative) and algae (using Chlamydomonas reinhardtii as a representative)
with a single or major peak of small introns and a tail or a shoulder of big introns, which usually results from
the insertion of transposable elements or other repeat elements [362] (Figure 4.1). Two of the five Micromonas
intron classes, namely canonical introns and BOC1 introns, are observed in all species of Mamiellophyceae
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Figure 4.6. Introner Element replication mechanism.
[1]. Canonical introns are found on most chromosomes, contain conserved splice signals, and their number is
limited to a few per gene. On the contrary, BOC1 introns are restricted to a specific area of the genome, do
not display any conserved signals, and their hosting genes can contain high numbers of them. Adding to this
complexity, we described the presence of four independent populations of invasive introns of unknown origin,
with numbers amounting to some 6,100 copies in the CCMP1545 strain, compared with a population of 4,300
resident introns.
4.2.6 Intron evolution
The unique dual genome architecture of Mamiellophyceae, unicellular picoeukaryotes with an abundant
population size, coupled with the extra complexity derived from the intron invasion, strongly contradicts the
idea that intron-rich architecture complexity arose in multicellular eukaryotes of small population size [370,
371]. It is unclear how the U2 spliceosome is able to deal with the different intron classes that presumably
have different splicing efficiencies, and which evolutionary mechanisms have directed this intron diversity
and invasion. Since their discovery [372], the origin of spliceosomal introns in eukaryotes has been heavily
debated, with tenants of the Introns-Early (InE) theory stating that the early eukaryotes already contained
numerous introns, and proponents of the Introns-Late (InL) theory arguing for a gradual increase in intron
numbers throughout evolution [373]. Among the latest proposals on the origin of spliceosomal introns, it was
suggested that they were acquired from mitochondria group II introns at the dawn of eukaryote evolution,
right after the engulfment of the bacterial ancestor giving rise to mitochondria. They would then have invaded
the ancestral eukaryotic genome with a concomitant need to create a nuclear compartment that allows the
slow process of splicing to be completed before translation could be initiated [265]. The presence of introns at
homologous positions in orthologous genes in a large number of widely divergent eukaryotes rules in favor
of the InE scenario, which consequently has led to the consensus that the Last Eukaryotic Common Ancestor
contained intron-rich genes that more or less have been lost in different lineages [253, 374–376].
However, recent studies seem to imply that intron gain is more widespread than previously thought [377],
leading to a more balanced view of intron origin [378]. Recurrent intron gain in genes of prokaryotic origin has
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been observed after lateral gene transfer to eukaryotic taxa, an event that was suggested to be selected in
intron-rich host genomes by nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (NMD) [379].
Peculiar intron gains were recently observed in the pelagic tunicate Oikopleura dioica [361], the microcrustacean
Daphnia pulex [295], the dothideomycete fungi Mycosphaerella graminicola [380] and Cladosporium fulvum [286],
and of course M. pusilla CCMP1545 [221], a list to which we are now adding Micromonas sp. RCC299. Within
the same species, newly gained introns were found to be highly similar in sequence, except for Daphnia. In D.
pulex, 24 cases of intron gain were observed when comparing genomic sequences of two different genomes
and sequences from natural isolates, but those gains were independent from each other, even gains occurring
at the very same site. Regarding O. dioica, although its introns have several features in common with those of
Micromonas – they are present mostly at unique positions and show noncanonical splice sites especially for
newly gained introns – only four pairs of Nearly Identical Introns (NIIs) were found out of a total of ∼75,000
introns. In this case, both NIIs in a pair were found within the same gene and were suggested to be the result
of reverse splicing. In fungi, intron gain due to the insertion of NIIs (Introner-like Elements (ILEs), analogous
to Micromonas’ IEs), shares some features with IE insertions. Depending on the species, ILEs occur in a range
of a few tens up to ∼500, out of a total of more than 10,000 introns. Within the Mycosphaerellaceae species,
they are related to each other, suggesting the presence of ILEs predating speciation within this clade ∼100
Mya. ILEs were shown to be efficiently spliced but to share specific features compared with resident introns,
such as a bigger size and a conserved secondary structure. Finally, ILEs were shown to slowly degenerate with
time, loosing progressively these specific features, and were thus suggested to be ancestors of many resident
introns.
What makes Micromonas stand out is first and foremost the amplitude of intron gain, with hundreds to
thousands of newly gained introns, comparable in number to an invasion of transposable elements. Because of
its huge numbers, IE invasion can truly be seen as an Introns-Late case, in which the organisms’ intron content
is significantly enriched, more than doubled in the case of CCMP1545. These IE numbers must impact the
biology of Micromonas, while the other reported intron gains would likely not. The second difference lies in the
genome characteristics. Micromonas, just like all other Mamiellophyceae, only contains a few resident introns,
whereas the organisms listed above are intron-rich, although to a lower extent for Mycosphaerellaceae fungi,
for which the number of introns lies between 1 and 2 introns per gene [381]. The argument of intron gain as a
way to homogenize gene architecture through NMD [370, 371] is falling short with the Micromonas IEs. Contrary
to ILEs, we did not observe a clear or peculiar secondary structure within IEs. Finally, the intron invasion
in the unicellular Micromonas goes against ’simple population-genetic principles’ stating that the selective
disadvantage of intron-containing alleles, even if weak, would be a barrier to the proliferation of introns in
organisms with a huge population size [382].
We propose that, at a given point during evolution, a genetic element such as the IE has arisen after which
it started to replicate, as for ILEs. Because all intron gain events listed above vary greatly in sequence, these
events must have happened independently from each other, in contrast to ILEs. In the case of both Micromonas
isolates, metagenomic evidence suggests that IE-C is present in a wider variety of host Micromonas organisms,
as metagenomic sequences containing IE-C display a higher degree of sequence variety than IE-A/IE-B ones.
This explains why M. pusilla CCMP1764, which belongs to a different clade than RCC299 [221], also carries IE-C
sequences. IE-C therefore needs to have originated in an ancestor of clade I and II, but after the divergence of
clades III and V. As of now, IE-A/IE-B seems to be restricted to clade V (Figure 4.7).
As reported for fungi [286], IEs degrade over time and undergo mutations and indels (with a bias toward
deletions) until the IE signature ’fades out’. It is therefore possible that many of the Micromonas introns that we
now label as canonical are in fact highly degraded IEs.
Various mechanisms have been suggested to explain intron gains, such as gene duplication, insertion of
transposable elements, mutational creation of novel splice sites, or splicing enhancing features. Our findings as
well as other recent ones implying propagation of intron copies do favor the reverse-splicing/recombination
scenario [282] suggested earlier by Cavalier-Smith [383]. In the first step of this scenario, an intron freed
from one pre-mRNA would be inserted into another pre-mRNA by the splicing machinery (Figure 4.6). Reverse
splicing, which was initially a rather wild hypothesis, nowadays turns out to fit with the current knowledge as
it has recently been established in yeast that the two splicing steps are indeed reversible [284]. The second
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Figure 4.7. Micromonas phylogeny (adapted fromWorden et al. [221]) inferredby neighbour joining based on 18S rRNA sequences. The tree shows the timewindows in which the different IE classes have likely emerged with relation to thedivergence of Micromonas isolates and strains and their clustering into five majorclades, M_I to M_V. Isolates mentioned in the article are highlighted (yellow).
and third step should be the retro-transcription of the pre-mRNA into cDNA and the subsequent homologous
recombination of this cDNA with its genomic partner (Figure 4.6), both steps being documented in model
eukaryotes and supported by the occurrence of intron loss for which they are required as well.
Why are IEs and other copy-introns specifically invasive and which features make these introns so successful in
their capability to invade genomes while resident introns are generally noninvasive? Analysis of the transcrip-
tome shows that transcripts for IE-containing genes are often not properly spliced, with many copies showing
intron retention of IEs. This observation, together with the unusually high occurrence of noncanonical splice
sites, argues for the Micromonas spliceosome to be permissive but rather ineffective for the newcomer introns
that have not yet evolved the most efficient splicing mechanism, a hypothesis previously been put forward to
explain evolution of mechanisms of RNA surveillance [384]. As a consequence, one would expect that IE splicing
inefficiency would end up in promoting a proofreading mechanism, shunting the refractory spliceosome-bound
pre-mRNA to a discard pathway [385]. This alone may in turn increase the chance for IE reverse splicing, which
has been experimentally shown to happen under circumstances that favor spliceosome trans-conformation
[284].
Some questions remain. What is the pace at which mobile introns are created and how long do they remain
invasive? Are the mechanisms that control intron abundance similar to those observed for transposable
elements? Finally, are Micromonas IEs and other cases of mobile introns just isolated exceptions to the rule, or
are we on the verge of discovering many more hidden cases which would impact our view on the evolution of
eukaryotic genome architecture, where intron invasion in eukaryotes would have occurred continuously?
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4.3 Conclusions
The Micromonas strains CCMP1545 and RCC299 display a complex intron landscape, carrying canonical spliceo-
somal introns, Mamiellophyceae-specific introns (BOC1), and different classes of IEs. These IEs have colonized
the genome by copying themselves into genes, likely involving reverse splicing. The findings presented in this
article further strengthen the idea that intron gain is more widespread than previously thought.
4.4 Materials and methods
4.4.1 Sequence data
Micromonas genome sequences (v2.0) as well as the Expressed Sequence Tag (EST) libraries were obtained from
the JGI portal [386, last accessed November 28, 2013]. Metagenomic sequences containing IEs were obtained
(through BlastN) from the NCBImetagenomes database (taxid: 408169) and the CAMERA portal [368] using
a handpicked set of ten IE sequences as query input. The CCMP1764 genome draft was assembled from the
CAMERA CCMP1764 project data using the CLC Assembly Cell (v4.0.10; -b 110 -w 64).
Arabidopsis thaliana intron data were obtained from the TAIR10 intron database (v20101028), while C. reinhardtii
intron data were derived from the latest Phytozome release (v5.3.1). When multiple isoforms were present,
one representative was selected randomly.
4.4.2 IE prediction
IEs were predicted using a pattern matching approach, complemented with protein and EST evidence. Starting
from handpicked example Introner Elements (IEs), we delineated common motifs (pattern blocks) and assem-
bled them into class-specific pattern files (IEA-1 example listed below). We used PatScan [387] to scan the
Micromonas genomes. For each class, multiple pattern files were constructed, ranging from strict to degenerate.
When overlapping matches were detected, only the match belonging to the strictest pattern file was kept.
EST and protein alignments were generated using GenomeThreader [347] (v1.4.6; -minalignmentscore 0.95
-mincoverage 0.89) and the splicing information was used in the automated curation of the final set of predicted
IEs i.e. adjusting IE start and stop coordinates to match the exon/intron boundaries.
p1=GTGCGT
0...15
p2=ACTGGTYCCCRTACGACC[5,0,0]
0...80
p3=STTTCAAT[2,0,0]
0...40
p4=GCCTTTCAACTC[3,0,0]
0...100
p5=AG
IE remnants were detected using BLASTN (v2.2.17; -e 1e-05)[388] using the previously built set of (complete) IEs.
For each class, we also built a multiple sequence alignment (MSA), constructed a profile HMM (HMMer v2.3.2),
and used it to detect additional instances of degenerated IEs. This HMM approach was also used for members
of the IE-B / IE-D class.
4.4.3 Reannotation ofMicromonas genomes
Gene models were extensively curated through automated and manual procedures. All intron and gene
information is stored in a relational database and can be accessed through the ORCAE platform (last accessed
November 28, 2013) [110, http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/orcae]. Data sets (gene models, intron sets, and
environmental sequences) can be obtained from its download section.
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4.4.4 Micromonas intron classification: BOC1 and canonical introns
BOC1 introns are defined as short (<75 nt), AT-rich (<43 GC%) introns lying in the BOC1 region of chromosome
1 of CCMP1545 (position 438,300-2,118,000) and chromosome 2 of RCC299 (position 263,000-1,817,000) [1].
Canonical introns are defined as all remaining introns that do not fall in either the IE or BOC1 categories.
4.4.5 OrthologousMicromonas introns
In total, 6,891 one-to-one orthologous pairs were identified using orthoMCL (v2.0; mcl options: -abc -I 1.5),
representing 74% of the total intron content of both Micromonas isolates. After alignment (MUSCLE v3.8.31;
-diags), intron positions were compared and cross-referenced against their class identifier (IE-A, IE-B, IE-C, BOC1,
canonical).
4.4.6 Gene ontology analysis of IE genes
GO terms for all Micromonas proteins were derived using InterPro2GO [126], and GO term over/under-
representation of genes carrying IEs, using the GO terms of the entire Micromonas proteome as a background,
was analysed using the Cytoscape plugin BiNGO [389] (hypergeometric test + FDR correction; significance level
0.05). This GO analysis was only performed on CCMP1545, as the low number of IEs in RCC299 makes the
analysis insignificant.
4.4.7 Spliceosomal components
Spliceosomal components were detected through homology with A. thaliana proteins in the Splicing Related
Gene Database (http://www.plantgdb.org/SRGD/) and through the detection of splicing-related GO labels.
4.4.8 Metagenomic analysis
Metagenomic sequences were subjected to the IE prediction pipeline and aligned to the Micromonas genomes
using a seed-and-align procedure, initiated by a regular BLASTN search. Starting from the best-hit, we expanded
the genomic space with neighbouring hits. In the end, we used the outer coordinates to extract the correspond-
ing genomic region, and re-aligned it to the environmental sequence using a SMITH-WATERMAN alignment
(EMBOSS [390]: water).
To be able to draw accurate conclusions on IE Presence/Absence Polymorphisms (PAPs), we performed a quality
filtering step. We only continued with alignments that have more than 100 nucleotides labelled as ’non-IE’,
an identity percentage of more than 50%, and a coverage of more than 60%. After careful consideration, we
also decided to leave aside all metagenomic sequences labelled as ’JCVI’, as they were assemblies of smaller
metagenomic sequences. After this quality filtering, we then compared IE positions to PAPs. This analysis is
highly biased toward the finding of IEs that are absent in RCC299/CCMP1545 but present in the metagenomic
sequences, as the reverse would require a confirmation that the read is derived from an organism that carries
the specific IE. This is only the case when a sequence carries a strain identifier (i.e., as with the CCMP1764 case)
or if the metagenomic sequence carries an IE up- or downstream.
4.5 Supplementary Information
This section contains selected segments of supplementary figures most relevant to this chapter and the topic
of this dissertation.
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Supplementary Figure 4.1. Micromonas splice site signals for all intron classes. Shown here are sequencelogos for the donor/aceptor site (10 nucleotides upstream and downwstream) for CCMP1545 (a) and RCC299(b).
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SupplementaryFigure4.3.Alignmentof20randomIE-A2sequences.Themotifs
(motif-A=branchpointmotif;motif-B=branch-pointcompanionmotif;motif-C)are
marked,asarethesplicingsignals(donorsite+branchpoint)andtheirbase-pairing
informationfromthecorrespondingspliceosomalRNAs.
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SupplementaryFigure4.5.Alignmentof20randomIE-A4sequences.Themotifs
(motif-A=branchpointmotif;motif-B=branch-pointcompanionmotif;motif-C)are
marked,asarethesplicingsignals(donorsite+branchpoint)andtheirbase-pairing
informationfromthecorrespondingspliceosomalRNAs.
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Supplementary Figure 4.6. Phase distribution of Introner Elements,BOC1 and canonical introns.
Supplementary Figure 4.7. Positioning of Introner Elements, BOC1 andcanonical introns inside genes.
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Supplementary Figure 4.8. Merged Introner Elements. Alignment be-tween Micromonas pusilla CCMP1545 scaffold_14 (position 341989-343470)andmetagenomic read AACY02323272 (GenBank Accession Number). Due toloss of internal splice structures when merging, it is hard to exactly delineateborders.
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Abstract
Cost effective Next-Generation Sequencing technologies now enable the production of genomic datasets for
many novel planktonic eukaryotes, representing an understudied reservoir of genetic diversity. O. tauri is the
smallest free-living photosynthetic eukaryote known to date, a coccoid green alga that was first isolated in 1995
in a lagoon by the Mediterranean sea. Its simple features, ease of culture and the sequencing of its 13 Mb
haploid nuclear genome have promoted this microalga as a new model organism for cell biology. Here, we
investigated the quality of genome assemblies of Illumina GAIIx 75 bp paired-end reads from Ostreococcus tauri,
thereby also improving the existing assembly and showing the genome to be stably maintained in culture.
The 3 assemblers used, ABySS, CLCBio and Velvet, produced 95% complete genomes in 1402 to 2080 scaffolds
with a very low rate of misassembly. Reciprocally, these assemblies improved the original genome assembly
by filling in 930 gaps. Combined with additional analysis of raw reads and PCR sequencing effort, 1194 gaps
have been solved in total adding up to 460 kb of sequence. Mapping of RNAseq Illumina data on this updated
genome led to a twofold reduction in the proportion of multi-exon protein coding genes, representing 19%
of the total 7699 protein coding genes. The comparison of the DNA extracted in 2001 and 2009 revealed the
fixation of 8 single nucleotide substitutions and 2 deletions during the approximately 6000 generations in
the lab. The deletions either knocked out or truncated two predicted transmembrane proteins, including a
glutamate-receptor like gene.
Contributions
• Structural and functional annotation
• Manual gene curation
• RNAseq mapping and annotation quality assessment
• Maintenance of the Ostreococcus-section on the ORCAE platform
• Writing manuscript segments (in respect to the topics mentioned above)
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5.1. Introduction
5.1 Introduction
Unicellular marine photosynthetic eukaryotic organisms represent much of the untapped genetic diversity
reservoir of our planet [391, 392]. Their ecological importance in the global carbon cycle [298, 393] and their
biotechnological potential as possible sources of biofuels and dietary «omega-3» lipid food supplements, have
fostered several genome projects to gain knowledge into their diversity and metabolic potential [1, 181, 182,
221, 394, 395]. Ostreococus tauri is the smallest photosynthetic eukaryote known and its genome was the first
marine green algal genome to be sequenced. It has a simple cellular organization with a single mitochondrion
and a single chloroplast [170, 171], all orchestrated by a 13 Mb haploid nuclear genome [182]. Its compact
genome, ease of culture and genetic transformation by homologous recombination promoted O. tauri as an
ideal model for cell biology [190, 396]. It has been successfully used to gain knowledge into fundamental
cellular processes such as the cell cycle [194, 199, 397], the circadian clock [202, 205, 398], lipid [399] and starch
synthesis [400], as well as the mechanisms of genome evolution [318, 401, 402].
High throughput technologies approaches are revolutionizing research on phytoplanktonic eukaryotes [403].
Illumina, among the market leaders for low cost nucleotide sequencing [404], has been broadly adopted for
sequencing phytoplanktonic eukaryotes. To what extent this approach delivers worthy genome sequence
therefore merits critical appraisal. Comparative studies to assess the quality of de novo assemblies are scarce
and suggest that assembly quality varies widely from one species to another and from one assembler to
another [150]. Even fewer studies have been made to evaluate the quality and accuracy of de novo scaffolds
[405], as the major limiting step is the availability of a high quality reference genome sequence to benchmark
an assembly resulting from processing short reads.
DNA was extracted from the O. tauri strain in 2001 (OT-2001) and in 2009 (OT-2009) and 40 millions paired-end
DNAseq reads were generated from each extraction. These datasets were used to compare the output of three
de novo assembly algorithms. The resulting assemblies were benchmarked against the O. tauri sequenced
genome to estimate their quality and the percent of the genome covered. Combined with RNAseq data, this
data led to a significant improvement of the reference genome sequence by resolving 1194 gaps corresponding
to 460 kb and resulting in a remarkable improvement of the 7699 protein coding genes models.
Genetic selection pressures differ between organisms that grow in the wild, that are subject for example to
limiting environmental conditions (such as nutrient supply) and in the laboratory, where mutations favouring
growth in culture are expected to become fixed over time [406]. Previous studies on a few genes have
revealed amino-acid differences that result in marked differences in the phenotype of the S. cereviseae lab
strain as compared to wild strains [407, 408]. More recently, Illumina sequencing allowed scientists to track 120
mutations in yeast during three experiments selecting for increased growth rates in a constant environment
[409]. The O. tauri strain has been maintained in laboratory culture conditions since its isolation in 1995 [170].
The comparison between the 2001 and 2009 sequence data enabled us to investigate genome stability of O.
tauri over approximately 6000 generations of lab subculturing.
5.2 Results and discussion
5.2.1 De novo assemblies of O. tauri’s genome
We generated de novo assemblies of the O. tauri genome using 41 million paired-end 76 bp Illumina reads from
the OT-2009 strain. The three different assembly algorithms produced between 1402 to 2080 scaffolds, with a
weighted median size length (N50) of 9,539 to 14,550 bp (Table 5.1). The total assembly size varied from 12.3 to
12.8 Mb and corresponds to 94 to 96% of the complete Genbank reference genome sequence. Among the
three assemblies, ABySS and CLCbio produced assemblies with better contiguity; they had fewer scaffolds (CLC:
1402 and Ab: 1490) with greater N50 (Ab 14550, CLC 14519) and both covered 96% of the Genbank reference
genome sequence. ABySS produced the longest assembly of 12.8 Mb, closest to the expected O. tauri genome
size. The alignment of the de novo assembly generated by ABySS on to the O. tauri reference genome sequence
is presented in Figure 5.1 (outer circle).
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Assembly Nb of N50 Size Nb of Aligned Aligned Ref. cov.1 CDS cov.2 Start to Stop(kmer_size) scaffold (Mb) Scaffolds Bases (Mb) (%) (%) CDS3 (%)
Velvet (41) 2080 959 12.3 2066 11.68 94 96 42
ABySS (31) 1490 14550 12.8 1474 11.87 95 98 43
CLCbio (28) 1402 14519 12.6 1394 11.96 96 98 42
Table 5.1. Assembly statistics of de novo assemblers in O. tauri. 1,2percentage of aligned bases against thereference genome sequence and against the coding sequences (CDSs). 3percentage of complete CDS within asingle scaffold.
Figure 5.1. Illumina DNAseq and RNAseq aligned against Ostreococcus tauri referencegenome sequence. Colored numbered lines represent the 20 chromosomes of Ostreococcus tauri.The contiguity of the de novo assembly along the chromosomes ranges from 0 (white) to 28 scaffoldsper 30 kb window (red). The inner blue track is the DNAseq coverage (from 0 to 582 reads per bp).The inner purple track is the RNAseq coverage averaged across 10 kb windows (from 0 to 1947 readsper bp). Figure generated with the RCircos software [410].
It is essential to assess the correctness of de novo assemblies as contiguity may come with a trade off in
correctness [150]. dnadiff tools from the NUCmer alignment of each set of de novo scaffolds detected 5, 8
and 6 translocations, 3, 4 and 7 relocations for Velvet, ABySS and CLCbio respectively. The average number of
mis-joins per scaffolds was less than 0.009 and the percentage of mis-assembled scaffolds was less than 0.9
percent for the three assemblers (Table 5.2).
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Assembly Misjoin Mis-assembled Average
Translocation Relocation Inversion scaffold (%) misjoins/scaffold
Velvet 5 3 0 0.4 0.004
ABySS 8 4 0 0.9 0.009
CLCbio 6 7 0 0.9 0.009
Table 5.2. Correctness Statistics of each assembly assessed with dnadiff.
The coding sequence representation in these assemblies, measured as the percentage of coding sequence
base pairs in the original assembly that align against a de novo scaffold is 96.1, 97.6 and 98.2 (Velvet, ABySS
and CLCbio) (Table 5.2). This is significantly higher than that observed for intergenic regions (86.8, 84.9, 87.2 for
ABySS, Velvet and CLCbio respectively, Fisher exact test: p-value < 2.2×10-16 for all 3 assemblers). The number
of coding sequences (CDSs) included from start to stop codon within a scaffold was 3101 (41.5%) for Velvet,
3363 (42.7%) for ABySS and 3274 (41.5%) for CLCbio.
To estimate the impact of sequencing depth on reference genome coverage and de novo assembly, we randomly
sampled paired-end reads from our dataset to produce seven subsets corresponding to a 10, 25, 80, 125,
200, 225 and 250 fold sequencing depth. The different sampled paired-end reads sets were aligned against
the reference genome using BWA and reassembled de novo. The obtained scaffolds were aligned against
the reference genome using NUCmer. Figure 5.2 shows the relationship between raw reads and scaffolds
genome coverage, and sequencing depth. Coverage changed from 99.5% to 94.8% when the sequencing depth
decreased from 250X to 10X. It decreased more dramatically for de novo assembly, from 95% for sequencing
depth greater or equal to 80X, down to 69% for a sequencing depth of 10X. This suggests that 80 fold sequencing
depth is optimal for de novo genome assembly with this approach.
Figure 5.2. Saturation curve of coverage along the GenBank referencegenome sequence. BWA alignment of 41 M Illumina paired-end reads sub-sets representing different sequencing depth (black line) and after NUCmeralignment of de novo scaffolds produced by a Velvet de novo assembly ofthese same paired-end reads subset (grey line).
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5.2.2 Improving a historical genome sequence
The reference genome contained 1671 gaps, of which 930 could be resolved using de novo assembly and 92
could be further resolved by IMAGE [411]. In depth analysis of the remaining reads using CRAC identified
50 adjacent contigs linked by paired reads, of which 34 could be fixed, while two indicated clear assembly
errors in the reference genome. These errors consisted of two inversions in the reference assembly. Fixing
these two inversions closed 4 additional gaps. Additional 134 gaps were filled by PCR sequencing effort. The
analysis of the alignment of the raw reads onto the updated genome sequence confirmed that the 477 still
remaining gaps could not be joined by paired-end reads, as expected if they correspond to regions larger than
100 bp, or if the Illumina library did not contain the corresponding sequence. The 477 remaining gaps have a
random distribution across the chromosomes (the distribution of the distances between gaps is not significantly
different from expectations, Chi2 test, p = 0.43). The updated genome sequence is thus 12,916,858 nucleotides
long, 460.5 kb longer than the historical reference genome sequence [182]. Alignment of paired-end reads
against the reference genome sequence enabled 2126 single nucleotides and 3342 indel differences to be
identified and corrected in the updated genome sequence.
5.2.3 Genome evolution between 2001 and 2009
Comparison of the OT-2001 and OT-2009 datasets enabled us to identify 8 nucleotide substitutions, 2 deletions
and 1 insertion that had occurred in this strain between the 2001 and 2009 cultures (Table 5.3). All except the
insertion were confirmed by independent Sanger sequencing on the OT-2001 DNA and the OT-2009 DNA. The
predicted insertion in the first 145 bp of chromosome 9 could not be amplified because of its proximity to the
telomere CCCTAAA repeats. One substitution is synonymous, 6 are non-synonymous and one corresponds to a
nonsense mutation (Table 5.3). In total, two substitutions result in the introduction of a stop codon in a coding
sequence (the nonsense mutation and one of the deletions). This may lead to a gene knockout, or alternatively,
cause a shorter protein by initiation of translation from a downstream methionine (Figure 5.3). For both genes,
the entire genomic region is covered by RNAseq data.The analysis of read coverage over 50 bp windows along
the chromosomes led to the identification of two large duplicated regions encompassing 80 kb on chromosome
19 and 30 kb on chromosome 2 (Figure 5.1, inner circle). Local peaks on chromosome 12 and 18 correspond
to the region containing the rRNA operon (ch12) and a single gene with unknown function, ostta18g00700
(ch18). Using coverage to estimate the number of gene copies, we predicted that there are 4 copies of the
ribosomal gene « operon » and 5 copies of the ostta18g00700 gene. However, there is no evidence for copy
number variations between 2001 and 2009 as no coverage variations have been identified between OT-2001
and OT-2009.
Chrom Position 2001 2009 Type CDS Annotation
Ch3 333101 T C Non-Syn 0t03g02090 Unknown
Ch3 829938 T A Non-Syn Ot03g05020 Metal-dependent hydrolase
Ch5 180669 C T Syn Ot05g01240 Transcription factor NF-X1
Ch5 224089 A T Non-Syn Ot05g01550 Dehydrogenase
Ch6 28989 G C Nonsense Ot06g00160 Unknown
Ch6 772097 G A Non-Syn Ot06g04800 Dynein 1-alpha heavy chain
Ch12 137126 C A Non-Syn Ot12g00990 Glutamate receptor-related
Ch12 137173 C T Non-Syn Ot12g00990 Glutamate receptor-related
Ch12 137177 T G del Frameshift Ot12g00990 Glutamate receptor-related
Ch17 13580 C GTCCAT del Deletion Ot17g00070 Heat shock protein 90
Ch9 145 A C ins Insertion non coding Telomeric region
Table 5.3. Evolution of the Genome sequence between 2001 and 2009.
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Figure 5.3. Localization of the substitutions between 2001 and 2009within two genes. (a) Gene organization of ostta06g00130 (Ot06g00160)(b) Gene organization of ostta12g00065 (Ot12g00160) (c) Transmembraneorganization of the two encoded proteins (left:configuration of Arabidopsisglutamate-like recepters, homologous to Ot12g00160 [412], left: TMHMMprediction for Ot06g00160.
5.2.4 Annotation update
Gene prediction from the updated genome sequence, followed by manual editing by experts, led to the
annotation of 7699 protein coding genes, 39 tRNA and 319 transposable elements (TEs) (Table 5.4). Compared
to the annotation of the historical genome sequence, (protein-coding) genes are longer and contain fewer
introns (Table 5.4), while the proportion of validated introns - as measured by RNAseq - has risen drastically
from 7% to 89%. The complete updated genome sequence has been submitted to Genbank and is available
under accession numbers CAID01000001 to CAID01000020. Old gene model names are provided as synonyms
in new gene models and the link between updated gene and the previous annotations can be browsed via
ORCAE [110, http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/orcae/overview/OsttaV2].
Version Total size Nb CDS Average gene Nb of genes Intron Size Nb of TE(Mb) length (bp) with introns (Average)
2006 12.5 7890 1290 3186 (39%) 103 417
2013 12.9 7699 1387 1440 (19%) 140 319
Table 5.4. Genome annotation update of O. tauri.
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5.2.5 Sequences lacking in the assemblies
The comparison of the de novo assemblies with the reference genome enabled us to investigate the features of
sequences absent from the de novo assemblies. These sequences tend to contain significantly more intergenic
regions. This is in line with previous studies showing an increased coverage in exons [413, 414]. This may be
due to the higher proportion of low complexity sequences in intergenic regions, as these produce assembly
forks that stop the contig elongation in the assembler [415]. Another assembly-independent reason is the
lack of reads in the library for these regions. The genome sequence with no read coverage had an average
GC content of 80%, consistent with an underrepresentation of extreme GC sequences in Illumina sequencing
data [416]. Reciprocally, de novo assemblies closed 930 gaps (56%) in the historical genome sequence, these
resolved gaps had an average length of 386 bp.
5.2.6 Genome evolution under laboratory conditions between 2001 and 2009
O. tauri was isolated in 1995 from the Thau lagoon in the NW Mediterranean Sea and conserved in the lab
since. When introduced into the lab, organisms may evolve as a consequence of selection for better growth
and as a consequence of the loss of selective pressures that are present in the wild [406, 409] In this study,
the comparison of the DNAseq data from 2001 and 2009 gave us an insight into the genome evolution of a
lab-adapted strain. There is no evidence for copy number variations and our analysis revealed 8 substitutions,
2 deletions and possibly one insertion, suggesting a high level of genome stability within this timeframe, which
corresponds to approximately 6000 generations. These substitutions occur within 8 protein coding genes and
one intergenic region (Table 5.3). Interestingly, 2 substitutions and one deletion occurred in the same gene
(Ot12g00990) annotated as a membrane receptor related to the Glutamate-like receptor gene family (GLR).
GLR are homologs of mammalian ionotropic glutamate receptors, glutamate-activated ion channels involved in
rapid synaptic transmission. Their initial discovery in Arabidopsis thaliana raised intriguing questions about the
physiological functions of neurotransmitter-gated channels in plants and provided an insight into why plants
make chemicals that act on human brain [412]. The function and ligand of plant GLR is an intense area of
research ([417] for a review) and they are hypothesized to be potential amino acid sensors. The deletion induced
a frameshift and splits the gene into one 146 aa and one 380 aa open reading frames, thus shortening one of the
ligand fixation regions predicted to be outside the cell (Figure 5.3). In the second gene annotated as a membrane
protein (Ot06g00160), the open reading frame was shortened from 678 to 591 amino acids. High throughput
transcript analysis in S. cerevisiae suggests that 60% of genes have transcript isoforms, with several cases of
downstream methionine initiation [418]. While we do not know the extent of transcriptional heterogeneity
from isoform profiling in O. tauri, the substitutions we report here may have been either compensated by the
initiation of the gene from a downstream methionine or may have caused a knock out of this gene. While
Ot06g00160 has homologous genes in the two other Ostreococcus spp. genomes sequenced, the orthologous
gene family of Ot12g00990 does not include any gene from the species O. lucimarinus, suggesting that this gene
is dispensable if knocked out. Subculturing produces a bottleneck of 6 × 105 cells per subculture, a population
size that should be sufficiently large to prevent the fixation of deleterious mutations as a consequence of
drift, suggesting that these substitutions between the strains are either neutral or advantageous in the lab
environment. Kvitek & Sherlock [409] have tracked mutations in one strain of S. cerevisiae evolving in a constant
environment and provided evidence that many of the mutations led to the loss of signalling pathways that
usually sense a changing environment. When these mutant cells were faced with uncertain environments, the
mutations proved to be deleterious. Consistent with this, the knock-out of two transmembrane genes may lead
to altered perception of environmental signals, but this is difficult to test experimentally without knowledge of
the signalling pathways that might be affected.
5.3 Conclusions
Although the de novo assemblies are fragmented in nature, we show that less than 5% of the genome is lacking
from any de novo assembly. We took advantage of this data to improve the reference genome sequence of this
model marine alga significantly and we show that only 9 substitutions have occurred within 6000 generations
of lab culture.
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5.4 Materials and methods
5.4.1 Data
We used the O. tauri whole genome sequence as a reference (GenBank accession number CAID01000001 to
CAID01000020), sequenced on two BAC and five shotgun libraries [182]. The scaffolding was improved by using
information about the location of each contig in a BAC library hybridized to macroarrays [182], leading to 20
scaffolds representing a total of 12.56 Mb, corresponding to 20 chromosomes. The reference genome assembly
contained 1671 gaps as a consequence of low coverage (7X).
The culture used for the reference genome sequence came from a natural sample of O. tauri isolated 1995 in
the Thau Lagoon [170, 171] and maintained by serial subcultures using 50 ml plastic tissue culture flasks in
20 ml K medium at 20◦C under 100 µE s-1 m-2 constant light in Banyuls sur mer. Every 2 to 3 weeks the cells
reach a stationary phase (at a concentration of approximately 3×107 cells.ml-1) and 20 µl (approx. 6×105 cells)
is sub-cultured in fresh K media. This culture was cloned in 2005 on agar plate and the cloned culture was
maintained in the lab.
DNA extraction was performed on the 2001 and the 2009 culture as previously described [182]. Genomic DNA
of the Ot strain from 2001 (OT-2001), from the same extraction sample that was used for Sanger sequencing,
and 2009 (OT-2009) was randomly sheared into ∼250-bp fragments. The libraries created from these fragments
were sequenced on an Illumina GAIIx system at the Joint Genome Institute. The sequencing experiment
produced 43 millions and 41 millions 76 bp paired-end reads with an average insert size of 250 nucleotides.
The alignment of these paired-end reads against the reference genome sequence (BWA version 0.6.1-r104
with default parameters [419]), produced an average coverage of 175 and 205 reads per reference base pair in
OT-2001 and OT-2009, respectively. Both 2001 and 2009 cultures were non-axenic and contained bacteria, as
judged from the presence of bacterial contigs in the assemblies [420]. As the OT-2009 dataset corresponded
to a clonal strain, this dataset was used for analysis of de novo assemblers and genome update. The clonal
strain resequenced in 2009 has been submitted to the Roscoff Culture Collection under accession number
RCC4221. The Illumina dataset have been deposited in the SRA archive under accession numbers: SRX026855
and SRX030853.
5.4.2 De novo assemblies of O. tauri genome
We used 3 de novo assemblers Velvet [30] (version 1.0.18), ABySS [29] (version 1.2.6) and CLCbio (version
4.06.beta) (http://www.clcbio.com/products/clc-assembly-cell/). These tools have a de Bruijn graph based
algorithm and are well suited for short paired-end reads. During the scaffolding step, the number of paired-end
reads required to join 2 contigs into a scaffold was set to 10 for both Velvet and ABySS. As there is no scaffolding
step for CLCbio we used SSPACE [36]. Among the assemblies build with different k-mer sizes, the assembly
with the highest weighted median length, N50, was kept for comparison between assemblers. The quality of
de novo assemblies was assessed in terms of contiguity and correctness on scaffolds with a size greater than
500 bp. To remove bacterial sequences, contigs with less than 70% nucleotide identity (blastn) with available
Mamiellales genome sequences were eliminated [388]. These comprised: Bathycoccus prasinos, Micromonas
pusilla, Micromonas RCC299, Ostreococcus RCC809, Ostreococcus lucimarinus and Ostreococcus tauri. Contiguity
statistics were the number of scaffolds, the N50, the assembly size and the percentage of the reference
genome covered by the scaffolds (estimated from the number of aligned bases in the dnadiff report of NUCmer
alignments see below).
5.4.3 Assessing assembly error rates of de novo scaffolds
Scaffolds were aligned against the reference genome using NUCmer from MUMmer v3.20 [421] with default
options except for ’-maxmatch -l 30 -banded -D 5’. A minimum exact-match anchor size was set to 30 bp and a
minimum combined anchor length to 65 bp per cluster. Following Salzberg et al. [150], we discarded alignments
with less than 95% identity, or more than 95% overlap with another alignment using delta-filter. From these
alignments we tallied the correctness statistics using dnadiff [422] fromMUMmer v3.20. The output was filtered
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by removing all regions corresponding to repeated elements (TEs and tandem duplications). The correctness
statistics are: the number of mis-joins (translocation, relocation or inversion) as defined in Salzberg et al. [150].
A mis-join is defined when subparts of a scaffold align on two different chromosomes (translocation), on the
same chromosome in a different order (relocation) or are inverted compared to the reference (inversion). The
error rate was computed as the mean number of mis-joins per scaffolds and as the proportion of scaffolds
having at least one mis-join. To assess precisely how coding sequences were represented in de novo assemblies,
we calculated the percent of aligned bases in the CDS from dnadiff after a NUCmer alignment of the scaffolds
against the CDSs. The number of complete CDSs (start to stop) present in the assembly was obtained from the
show-coords files (-l -c -b -T -o –r).
5.4.4 Improving a historical reference genome
Gap closing was performed in 4 steps using the OT-2009 dataset (1) de novo assembly, (2) IMAGE, (3) PCR
sequencing, and (4) CRAC. De novo scaffolds recruitment to close gaps in the reference genome sequence
was done as follows. De novo scaffolds were aligned onto the reference genome sequence using blastn. If
the scaffold aligned onto the reference over 200 bp with 95% identity and with at least 50 bp on each side
of a gap, the sequence of the scaffold was used to close the gap. As de novo assemblers may discard some
informative low copy reads, we also used raw reads to improve the reference genome with two further steps.
In a second step, we performed local iterative de novo assemblies using IMAGE [411] (version 2.1) and the 41
millions paired-end reads. We divided the genome into 597 super-contigs corresponding to n = 577 gaps and
chromosomes (n = 20). IMAGE aligned the 41 M paired-end reads Illumina dataset against these super contigs
using BWA (with default parameters). IMAGE subsequently gathered paired-end reads for which only one of the
paired reads mapped at the end of one of two super contigs separated by a gap. If at least 10 paired-end reads
were gathered, IMAGE performed a local assembly of these paired-end reads to elongate contigs iteratively.
Since the publication of the first version of the genome, primers have been designed manually to fill additional
gaps, especially around coding regions. DNA from PCR were sent to sequencing platforms and this enabled 134
additional gaps in the updated genome version to be closed.
As a last step we used CRAC, a sensitive mapping method that uses a k-mer profiling approach of reads onto
a reference genome [423]. CRAC first collects for each k-mer in the read its locations on the genome and its
support (which is a proxy of the read coverage), then analyses both the variation of location and of support
within the read: this enables the precise detection of deletions, insertions or translocations with DNA-seq
data. This enabled us to extract paired reads that align on two different scaffolds and that could have been
omitted in the previous approaches. We manually checked the positions mapped by these paired end reads
on the reference genome and performed a manual assembly when possible. This enabled the filling of 34
additional gaps and the identification of two errors in the assembly that corresponded to inversions of one
scaffold relative to its neighbouring scaffolds.
The mapping of the Illumina reads onto the reference (BWA, [419]) enabled the identification of nucleotide
insertions/deletions (indels) variants compared to the reference genome sequence. A base in the reference
was considered to be incorrect if at least a minimum of 10 reads scored the nucleotide differently (with both
DNAseq and RNAseq). The incorrect nucleotide was then changed to the most occurring nucleotide if occurring
in more than 90% of DNA reads. Previous analysis on SNP-calling on O. tauri mitochondrial and chloroplast
genomes enabled us to estimate empirically that these coverage thresholds corresponded to 100% correct
SNP predictions [402]. We applied the same cut-off for insertion/deletion correction of the reference genome
sequence.
5.4.5 Genome evolution between 2001 and 2009
OT-2001 and OT-2009 reads were aligned on the reference genome with BWA with default parameters [419].
We used custom C scripts to scan the pileup files to call variants. There were 11 760 029 sites covered by a
minimum of 10 reads and a maximum, which was chosen as 220 for OT-2001 and 256 for OT-2009 reads were
retained for the analysis of the OT-2001 (corresponding to 125% of the average genome coverage for each
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library), to discard low covered regions and possible duplicated regions in the reference genome. Candidate
substitutions were identified when 99% of the OT-2001 reads were consistent with the reference nucleotide
and 99% of the OT-2009 reads were consistent with the variant. This led to 12 candidate substitutions. In order
to confirm each of these substitutions, we designed primers to sequence 100 bp each side of the substitution
in the OT-2001 and the OT-2009 samples. The position of the substitution within the gene and the type of
mutations (non-synonymous, synonymous, non-coding, nonsense) was obtained from manual inspection of
the alignments of the 2001 and 2009 coding sequences. We used TMHMM to identify transmembrane domains
[424, http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TMHMM-2.0/]. The information about the gene families (number and
presence of homologous genes) within sequenced green alga and land plants genomes, corresponding to the
genes containing non-sense or frameshift mutations, were retrieved from the pico-PLAZA database [5]. The
absence of a homologous gene was further confirmed by a tblastn against the genome sequence.
To investigate copy number variations between 2001 and 2009, we analysed the coverage over 50 bp windows
along the chromosomes. Whenever we found a two fold or higher increase in coverage (as compared to the
average genome coverage) with the OT-2009 reads, it was compared with the OT-2001 coverage.
5.4.6 Updated genome sequence annotation
RNAseq data was obtained from cells grown under diurnal LD cycles (12L12D). As most genes are expressed
rhythmically in these conditions [425], we isolated RNA every 3 hours over a 24 hours cycle and pooled the
samples for sequencing. RNA was extracted using the RNeasy-Plus Mini kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) following
the manufacturer’s instructions. Contaminating DNA was removed using RQ1 RNAse-free DNAse (Promega
Corporation, Madison, US). Poly-A RNA was isolated and paired-end librairies were generated following the
protocol from the Illumina mRNA-Seq Sample Prep Kit. Sequencing was carried out on a single lane of Illumina
GIIx and 76 bp paired-end reads were obtained.
RNAseq data was used to guide the annotation procedure using the annotation pipeline developed at Gent
University. Similar scripts can be downloaded from https://mulcyber.toulouse.inra.fr/projects/eugene/.
The updated genomic sequence of O. tauri was annotated by using the EuGene [343, 426] gene finding system.
Both Eugene (ab initio) as well as SpliceMachine [102] were specifically trained for O. tauri datasets. This pipeline
integrates homology information derived from proteins sets of other microalgae from the Mamiellophyceae
family; Bathycoccus prasinos RCC4222 (a clonal lineage re-isolated from RCC1105 [1]),Micromonas pusilla RCC299
and CCMP1545 [221], Ostreococcus lucimarinus [181], ESTs and full-length transcripts from Ostreococcus tauri that
could be collected from NCBI, and all junctions present from mapping the present RNAseq dataset. Given the
high density of the gene content in O. tauri, no RNAseq assembly was performed aiming at obtaining additional
(full-length) transcripts. A trial-assembly of the RNAseq resulted in too many concatenated transcripts due to
overlapping UTRs. A final thorough manually curation of the predicted gene models was performed by the
authors using the ORCAE interface [110].
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Abstract
Seagrasses colonized the sea [224] on at least three independent occasions to form one of the most productive
and widespread coastal ecosystems on the planet [427]. The genome of Zostera marina (L.), the first marine
angiosperm to be fully sequenced, reveals unique insights into the genomic losses and gains involved in
achieving the structural and physiological adaptations required for its marine lifestyle, arguably the most
severe habitat shift ever accomplished by flowering plants. As could be expected, a number of key angiosperm
innovations were lost, such as the entire repertoire of stomatal genes [428], as well as key genes involved in
the synthesis of terpenoids and ethylene signaling involved in aerial communication and resistance to insect
herbivores through volatile organics. Additional reductions include the nucleotide binding site-leucine rich
repeat (NBS-LRR) family involved in plant defense and loss of ultra-violet (UV) protection provided by UVR8
and phytochromes for far-red sensing. In contrast, seagrasses have also regained functions enabling them
to adjust to full salinity and the altered light regimes of the marine environment. Their cell walls contain
all of the polysaccharides typical of land plants but also polyanionic, low-methylated pectins and sulfated
galactans, a feature shared with the cell walls of all macroalgae [429] and important for ion homoeostasis, as
well as for nutrient uptake and O2/CO2 exchange through leaf epidermal cells. The co-existence of protontransporters and Na+/H+ antiporters maintain membrane potential against intrusion of Na+ from seawater and
the pH imbalance created during carbonic anhydrase (CA)-mediated, bicarbonate transport for photosynthesis
[430]. The Z. marina genome resource will significantly advance a wide range of functional ecological studies
from adaptation of marine ecosystems under climate warming [431, 432] to unravelling the mechanisms of
osmoregulation under high ambient salinities that may help in understanding the evolution of salt-tolerance in
crop plants [433].
Contributions
• Bacterial contaminant filtering of JGI assembly
• Structural and functional genome annotation (including preliminary repeat detection)
• Manual gene curation
• Set-up and maintenance of the Zostera-section on the ORCAE platform
• Deposition of the Z. marina genome resource to NCBI GenBank
• Gene family clustering and comparative phylogenomics
• Collinearity and synteny comparisons
• Curation of chloroplast genome
• Figures (Supplementary Figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.7)
• Tables (Supplementary Table 6.3)
• Writing manuscript segments (in respect to the topics mentioned above)
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6.1. Introduction
6.1 Introduction
Seagrasses are a polyphyletic assemblage of basal monocots belonging to four families in the Alismatales [224,
427]. Seagrasses have arisen independently at least three times within the Alismatales, a cosmopolitan and
diverse, monophyletic clade of basal aquatic and marine monocots. The order comprises ∼4500 species in 13
families (Angiosperm Phylogeny Group 2009) or 11 families (excluding Araceae and Tofieldiaceae) following
Les & Tippery [434]. The seagrasses belong to four of five families depending on the taxonomic authority:
the Hydrocharitaceae, Posidoniaceae, Cymodoceaceae/Ruppiaceae (separately or as one) and Zosteraceae.
Hence, seagrasses constitute an ecological/functional grouping rather than a monophyletic clade as shown and
reviewed in the molecular phylogenies of Les et al. [224] and Les & Tippery [434]. Fossil-calibrated, molecular
clock estimates suggest that the three major clades of seagrasses (Hydrocharitaceae, Posidoniaceae plus
Cymodoceaceae/Ruppiaceae, and Zosteraceae) evolved at roughly the same time between 40 -77 Mya.
Being an angiosperm with true root systems, seagrasses were able to occupy the previously empty niche in
marine systems of shallow sedimentary shorelines. Seagrasses share many features with their freshwater
sister taxa but they also possess uncommon and unique traits, which constitute evolutionary innovation in
their return to the sea, an extremely rare set of events. As a functional group they provide the foundation of
highly productive ecosystems present along the coasts of all continents except Antarctica, where they rival
tropical rain forests and coral reefs in ecosystem services [435, 436]. In colonizing sedimentary shorelines of
the world’s ocean, seagrasses found a vast new habitat free of terrestrial competitors and insect pests but had
to adapt to cope with new structural and physiological challenges related to full marine conditions.
Zostera marina (Zosteraceae) or eelgrass, is the most widespread species throughout the temperate northern
hemisphere of the Pacific and Atlantic [229] (Figure 6.1b), thereby providing an excellent model for functional
ecological and evolutionary studies.
Figure 6.1. Phylogenetic tree and gene family expansion/contraction analysis for Zosteramarina and 13 representatives of the Viridiplantae. (a) Gains and losses are indicated alongbranches and nodes. The number of gene families, orphans (single copy gene families) and numberof predicted genes is indicated next to each species. Background shading (top to bottom) areAlismatales, other monocots, dicots, mosses/algae. (b) Typical Zostera marinameadow, ArchipelagoSea, SW Finland (photo by C.B.).
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6.2 Results and discussion
6.2.1 Sequencing and annotating the Z. marina genome
A clone of Z. marina was sequenced from the Archipelago Sea, SW Finland using a combination of fosmid-ends
and whole-genome shotgun (WGS) approaches. In total, we obtained 0.14 Gb of Sanger sequence and 25.55
Gb of Illumina high quality reads representing ∼47x genomic coverage (Supplementary Table 6.1). Sequences
were first assembled using ARACHNE2 [437], after which contigs were scaffolded using both mate-pair and
fosmid–end libraries. Following removal of bacterial and plastid sequences, we obtained a final assembly
of 202.3 Mb. Scaffold L50 length was 486 kb (N50:124) (Supplementary Table 6.2). Complete sequencing of
randomly selected fosmid clones indicated that the WGS assembly showed high base pair accuracy (<0.05% bp
error). Further quality analysis indicated that 90% of the set of eukaryotic core genes (CEGMA) were present
and 98% were partially represented, suggesting near completeness of the euchromatin component. We also
assembled the chloroplast and partial mitochondrial genomes (Supplementary Figure 6.5).
The 202.3 Mb Z. marina genome encodes 20,450 protein-coding genes, 86.6% (17,511 genes) (Supplementary Ta-
ble 6.3) which is supported by transcriptome data from leaves, roots and flowers (Supplementary Figure 6.1). The
genes are located mostly in gene-dense islands separated by large stretches of repeat elements (Supplementary
Figure 6.2 and Supplementary Tables 6.3 and 6.4). Because the gene number and mean gene/exon/intron lengths
of Z. marina are very similar to those of the recently sequenced duckweed, Spirodela polyrhiza (Alismatales,
Araceae) [438], the main difference in assembly size can only be explained by a larger number of repeat ele-
ments between the gene islands (Supplementary Figure 6.6). Almost 63% of the Z. marina non-gapped assembly
consists of repeats (Supplementary Table 6.3). Gypsy-type elements are predominant by contributing 32% of the
repetitive elements, followed by Copia-type elements (20%). Sequence divergence analysis between copies
and consensus sequences suggests that the genome retains copies from two distinct periods of invasion by
Copia elements, but only one period for Gypsy elements (Supplementary Figure 6.3a-c). The genes gained by
Z. marina (’accessory’) are located closer to transposable elements (TEs) and other genomic repeats on the
genome sequence as compared to the conserved set of ’single copy’ genes (Fisher’s exact test, P <0.0001)
indicating that TEs may have played a role in genic adaptation to the submarine environment. Remarkably,
we found that proximal TEs (Gypsy-type elements) were more frequent in the gained genes as compared to
conserved genes (Fisher’s exact test, P < 0.0001), and that this subset of elements contains a high frequency of
putative young copies.
6.2.2 MicroRNA analysis
Based on previously existing small RNA libraries and comparison with other sequenced plant genomes we
identified 36 conserved micro-RNAs (miRNAs) with high confidence and their predicted targets. A novel variant
of miR528 was found to be the only member of this miRNA family, demonstrating that this conserved miRNA is
the only one that is ancestral to the entire monocotyledon lineage. The overall scenario emerging is that Z.
marina did not take part in the subsequent birth of miRNAs that are common to several other monocots [439];
nor did it experience or retain traces of prominent miRNA duplications.
6.2.3 Whole-genome duplication
Analysis of KS age distributions indicates that Z. marina carries the remnants of an independent, ancient wholegenome duplication (WGD) event (Figure 6.2a) [440]. Accordingly, ∼9% of the Z. marina genome is found in
duplicated segments, probably an underestimate due to the fragmented nature of the genome assembly
(Supplementary Figure 6.7). Analysis of KS age distributions for Z. marina and Spirodela polyrhiza and comparisonwith the KS distribution for orthologous genes of both species (Supplementary Figure 6.8) suggests that theWGD in Z. marina occurred independently from the double WGD reported for S. polyrhiza [438] and after
both lineages diverged, somewhere between 135 and 107 Mya [441]. Phylogenomic dating [440] of the Z.
marinaWGD suggests that it occurred 72 - 64 Mya (Figure 6.2b), thus at the time of initial diversification of a
clade that includes three of the four families of seagrasses and in the timeframe of the Cretaceous-Paleogene
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(K-Pg) boundary (Figure 6.2c), which led to the extinction of 75% of all species and provided new ecological
opportunities.
Figure 6.2. Ancient whole genome duplication (WGD). (a) KS-based age distribution of the wholeZ. marina paranome. The x-axis shows the synonymous distance until a KS cut-off of 2 in bins of 0.04,containing the KS values that were used for mixture modeling (excluding those with a KS ≤ 0.1). Thecomponent of the Gaussian mixture model plotted in red (as identified by EMMIX) corresponds to asignificant WGD feature based on the SIZER analysis (other components are shown in black). Thetransition from the blue to the red at a KS of ∼1.00 in the SIZER panel indicates a significant change inthe distribution and therefore provides evidence for an ancient WGD. (b). Absolute age distributionobtained by phylogenomic dating of Z. marina paralogs. The solid black line represents the kerneldensity estimate (KDE) of the dated paralogs and the vertical dashed black line represents its peak,used as the consensus WGD age estimate, at 67 Mya. Gray lines represent the density estimatesfrom 2,500 bootstrap replicates and the vertical black dotted lines represent the corresponding 90%confidence interval for the WGD age estimate, 64-72 Mya. The original raw distribution of datedparalogs is indicated by open circles. The y-axis represents the percentage of gene pairs. (c) Prunedphylogenetic tree with indication of WGD events (boxes) [442]. The Cretaceous/Paleogene (K/Pq)boundary is indicated by an arrow.
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6.2.4 The seagrass adaptation to marine life
Clear signatures of loss and gain of gene families were mapped on a phylogenetic tree including Z. marina and
13 other species of the Viridiplantae (Figure 6.1a). Losses and gains of Pfam domains were also mapped. Taken
together, these losses and gains reflect the many unique aspects of seagrass adaptation to marine life. For
example, all the genes involved in stomatal differentiation are absent from the Z. marina genome (Figure 6.3a).
Figure 6.3. Reconstruction of pathways involved in the production of stomata, ethylene,terpene and pollen in Z. marina. (a) Stomata differentiation from Meristemoid Mother Cells(MMCs) to Guard Cells. Genes in red aremissing. (b) Ethylene synthesis and signaling up to EIN2 havedisappeared, whereas Ethylene Insensitive 3 (EIN3) and its downstream targets remain, suggestiveof an alternative signaling pathway in seagrasses (green). Genes in red are missing. (c) Terpenoidbiosynthesis showing that the pathways producing volatile terpenoids as secondary metabolitesare absent, whereas the pathways essential for primary metabolism remain. (d) Sporopolleninbiosynthesis genes, as well as processes and products that are absent from Z. marina, are shownin red; those still present in blue. Regulatory genes in the nucleus (grey oval) control downstreamprocesses (arrows) in response to signalling coming from external stimuli through receptors on theplasma membrane (grey layer).
Ethylene signaling, terpenoids, stomata & defense genes
Genes comprising entire pathways encoding volatiles synthesis and sensing have also disappeared, such as
those for ethylene [443] (Figure 6.3b). However, the regulatory network downstream from Ethylene Insensitive 3
(EIN3) is still present, suggesting that the signaling has been rewired, presumably to a water diffusible molecule.
Terpenoid genes are also drastically reduced to two (Figure 6.3c) as compared with 50 in Oryza and >100 in
Eucalyptus, thus precluding synthesis of secondary volatile terpenes. Only aromatic acid decarboxylases (AAADs)
genes were expanded. The loss of volatiles is also consistent with the loss of stomata, through which they
are emitted for airborne communication and plant defense. The repertoire of defense-related genes such
as NBS-LRR resistance genes is greatly reduced, which may be linked to a lower probability of infection of Z.
marina due to the absence of stomata, which are a main entry point for pests and pathogen in terrestrial plants.
Aside from their entry points, the unique repertoire of R-genes may indicate very different marine pathogens
compared to land.
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UV resistance
Land plants (Embryophyta) are often exposed to intense ultra-violet (UV) radiation and have developed light
sensing protein receptors with protective and signaling functions. In contrast, Z. marina inhabits a light-
attenuated, submarine environment where it must cope with shifted spectral composition, characterized by low
penetration of UV-B, red, and far-red wavelengths [444]. Accordingly, Z. marina has lost ultra-violet resistance
(UVR8) genes associated with sensing and responding to UV damage, as well as phytochromes associated
with red/far-red receptors. Whereas photosystems (PSI and PSII) are similar to those of other plants including
S. polyrhiza, members of the Light-harvesting complex B (LHCB) family are expanded in number, possibly in
combination with non-photochemical quenching (NPQ), thereby enhancing performance at low light.
Osmoregulation
Seagrasses typically experience full-immersion salinities of 35 g×kg-1 [445], whereas land plants obtain water
with usually low osmolarity via the rhizosphere. Zostera marina has adapted to this saline environment in
several ways, playing on transporters and on unique features of its cell wall. The co-existence of proton
transporters and Na+/H+ antiporters ensures maintenance of membrane potential against intrusion of Na+
from seawater and the pH imbalance created by carbonic anhydrase (CA)-mediated, bicarbonate transport for
photosynthesis. Although Z. marina displays a typical repertoire of Na+ and K+ antiporters, one of six H+-ATPase
(AHA) genes is strongly expressed in vegetative tissue and encodes a salt-tolerant H+-ATPase. Furthermore,
Z. marina possesses three AHA genes (along with Spirodela) in a cluster unique to Alismatales, all three being
expressed in male flowers, possibly regulating osmotic pressure in pollen during fertilization.
Algal-like cell wall & carbohydrate metabolism
Zostera marina has re-evolved new combinations of structural and physiological traits related to the cell wall
and its role in osmoregulation and ion homeostasis. With respect to the outer leaf coverings, synthesis of
cutin-cuticular waxes to the outside of the leaf epidermis and suberin-lignin near the plasma membrane
surround a cell wall matrix of (hemi)celluloses, low-methylated pectin (zosterin) and macroalgal-like sulfated
polysaccharides [446]. The reduction in carbohydrate-related genes that modify the fine structure of cell wall
hemicelluloses and pectins in Z. marina (716 genes compared to Oryza and Arabidopsis with >1100 genes) is
not due to loss of pathways but rather to the large variation of these CAZyme families in plants. Available
genomes of land plants (including the aquatic Spirodela) do not include carbohydrate sulfotransferases and
sulfatases, suggesting that land plants have lost these genes as a key adaptation to terrestrial conditions [447,
448]. In contrast, Z. marina has regained the ability to produce sulfated polysaccharides with an expansion of
aryl sulfotransferases (12 genes) homologous to aryl sulfotransferases from land plants. Sulfation facilitates
water and ion retention in the cell wall to cope with desiccation and osmotic stress at low tide and, likewise, low
methylation of zosterin correlates with the expanded pectin carbohydrate esterase 8 (CE8) family, increasing
the polyanionic character of the cell wall matrix. We speculate that one or several aryl sulfotransferases have
evolved because carbohydrate sulfatases have been shown to be active on artificial aryl compounds such as
methylumbelliferyl-sulfate [449]. Osmotic equilibrium is further achieved in Z. marina by organic osmolytes
(mainly sucrose, trehalose and proline) in combination with a small cytoplasm:vacuole volume ratio (10%)
[430]. Up to 90% of fixed carbon is stored as sucrose, predominantly in the rhizome. Accordingly, sucrose
synthase (SuSy) and sucrose transport (SUT) genes are expanded, as would be expected in “marine sugarcane”.
Consistently, maltose- and starch-related genes are reduced although Z. marina still has the minimal number of
genes to synthesize these storage carbohydrates.
Redox and stress-resistance genes
The repertoire of redox and other stress-resistance genes is typical for angiosperms with the exception of
catalase (CAT), which is reduced to a single copy in Z. marina, and late embryogenesis abundant (LEA) and
dehydrins are clearly under-represented in both Zostera and Spirodela relative to other genomes. In contrast,
Zostera possesses an unusual complement of metallothioneins (MTs) compared to land plants. Aside from
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their role as chelators, MTs may be involved in stress resistance; one of these (MT2L) is among the most highly
expressed genes in Z. marina (Supplementary Figure 6.4).
Exine-less pollen
Most freshwater alismatids (and also Spirodela [450]) possess pollen with an exine layer. Exine-less pollen
[451] is characteristic of Z. marina and all other seagrasses except Enhalus acoroides, which is surface pollinated
and appears to be a convergent adaptation in the transition from aerial to submerged pollination systems.
Ten genes specifically involved in biosynthesis and modification of the pollen exine coat are missing; all other
genes involved in the development of viable pollen remain intact (Figure 6.3d). Z. marina and most of the other
seagrasses have also evolved a unique filiform pollen that winds around the bifurcate stigmas in a purely
abiotic pollination process [452]. Sexual reproduction of completely submerged male and female flowers is
entirely hydrophilic and no longer mediated by wind or insects. Finally, MADS-box gene transcription factors
are also reduced to 50 in Z. marina, which is most likely related to the highly reduced flowers (also a feature in S.
polyrhiza) that lacks the first two whorls of specialized floral leaves, calyx and corolla.
6.3 Conclusions
So far, genomic efforts in monocots have mainly targeted agriculturally important species and those of interest
for biofuel feed stocks and re-mediation; most are true grasses and, until recently, all have been terrestrial or
freshwater. As a bridge between the terrestrial and marine domains, the Z. marina genome provides a major
resource for understanding how structural and physiological functions have been lost, gained or re-engineered
in adapting to the submerged life-style of high salinity, low and spectrally-shifted light, the exchange of gasses
and nutrient uptake through leaves rather than stomata, and a unique underwater fertilization (Figure 6.4).
An increasing proportion of the world population inhabits the coastal zone. This impinges multiple pressures
on ecosystems including seagrass beds [453, 454], which in turn compromises the ecosystem services they
may provide, including provisioning of harvest-able fish and invertebrates, nutrient retention and erosion
control. Elucidating the complex adaptations of the seagrass Z. marina to ocean waters will further advance
our understanding of the evolution of salinity tolerance that may inform assisted breeding of terrestrial crop
plants [433]. The first description of the full genome sequence of a plant that has successfully colonized the sea
provides multiple opportunities to study the genomics of plant adaptation to climate change [431, 432], and for
developing molecular indicators of their physiological status [455] in the context of seagrass conservation, as
these unique ecosystems rank, unfortunately, among the most threatened on Earth [453, 454].
6.4 Materials and methods
6.4.1 Plant material and DNA preparation
A single genotype/clone of Zostera marina (referred to as the ‘Finnish clone’) was harvested on 26 August 2010
at 2 m depth at Fårö Island (lat. 59◦ 55.234’ long. 21◦ 47.766’) located in the northern Baltic Sea, Finland.
Plant material was transported to the lab in seawater, cleaned and further processed. Care was taken to use
leaf-meristem tissue harvested from the inner layer of basal shoots to minimize bacterial/diatom contamination.
Tissues were immediately frozen in LN2 and stored at -80◦C for later DNA and RNA extraction. Monoclonality
was verified by genotyping 40 ramets of the mega-clone with six highly polymorphic, microsatellite loci [456].
There was no evidence for polyploidy [451, 457, 458] (Z. marina is 2n=12) or somatic mutations [459] as assessed
by multiple peaks in the microsatellite chromatograms. Tissue was subsequently sent on dry ice to Amplicon
Express (Pullman, WA, USA) for HMW DNA extraction using a CTAB isolation method modified by R.Meilan
(unpublished) but available from him (rmeilan@purdue.edu), based on the original method [460]. Following QC
according to JGI guidelines, the DNA was shipped to JGI for library and sequencing preparation.
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Figure 6.4. Conceptual summary of physiological and structural adaptations made throughre-engineering of the genome by Z. marina in its return to the sea. Physical conditions includefull salinities of 35 g*kg-1, requiring changes in osmoregulation; and diminished, as well as spectrallyshifted light along the water column that requires altered light harvesting mechanisms. Morphologi-cal adaptations include stomata-less leaves and ’algal-like’ cell walls that function in gas (O2-CO2)and nutrient exchange, as well as osmoregulation and ion homeostasis. Plant defense genes neededfor terrestrial pests and pathogens are reduced, as are volatiles. Submarine fertilization led toconvergent evolution of exineless and filiform pollen. Ecosystem services include particle trappingand carbon burial, as well as coastal erosion protection, extremely high productivity and nurseryfunctions.
6.4.2 Genome sequencing and assembly
One fosmid library was generated for end sequencing. The fosmid reads were sequenced with standard Sanger
sequencing protocols at the HudsonAlpha Institute in Huntsville, Alabama, USA for a total of 0.29x coverage.
Illumina reads were sequenced by the Illumina MiSeq/HiSeq machines at the Department of Energy’s Joint
Genome Institute (JGI), Walnut Creek, California, USA using standard protocols. Two Illumina fragment libraries
(6.62 Gb), one 2kb JGI mate pair library (3.57 Gb), one 4kb JGI mate pair library (3.41 Gb), two 8kb JGI mate
pair libraries (11.94 Gb) were sequenced on Illumina. One 35kb fosmid library was sequenced on both ends
with Sanger sequencing for a total of 194,303 Sanger reads. A total of 25.55 Gb of Illumina and 0.14 Gb of
Sanger sequence was obtained. Prior to assembly, all reads were screened against mitochondria, chloroplast,
and Illumina controls. Reads composed of >95% simple sequence repeats were removed. For the Illumina
reads, reads in 2x250 libraries <75bp were discarded, and reads in 2x150 libraries <50bp were discarded after
trimming for adapter and quality (q<20). An additional deduplication step was performed on the mate pairs
that identifies and retains only one copy of each PCR duplicate. A total of 212,101,273 reads (Supplementary
Table 6.1) were assembled using our modified version of ARACHNE v.20071016 [437]. Subsequent directed
ARACHNE modules were applied to collapse adjacent heterozygous contigs. The entire assembly was then run
through another ARACHNE process starting at STAGE 6 REBUILDER. This produced 15,747 scaffold sequences
(30,723 contigs), with a scaffold L50 of 409.5 kb, 613 scaffolds larger than 100 kb, and total genome size of
237.5 Mb.
Scaffolds were screened against bacterial proteins, organelle sequences, GenBank NR (nr_prot) and RefSeq
protein databases, and removed if found to be a contaminant. Scaffolds consisting of prokaryotes, chloroplast,
mitochondria and unanchored rDNA were removed. Additionally, short (<1kb) scaffolds or scaffolds containing
highly repetitive sequence (>95% 24 mers found more than four times in large scaffolds) or alternative
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haplotypes were removed as well. Furthermore, after repeat analysis and gene prediction, all scaffolds were
subjected to a filtering process (based on NCBI nr_prot + NCBI taxonomy database) to eliminate remaining
bacterial (and other) contaminants (Supplementary Table 6.2).
Assembly validation was performed using a set of 12 fully sequenced fosmid clones. In four of the 12 fosmid
clones, full length alignments were not found due to fragmentation in the region of the fosmid clone. In five of
the remaining eight fosmid clones, the alignments were of high quality (< 0.50% bp error). The overall base
pair error rate (including marked gap bases) in the fosmid clones that aligned to full length was 0.28% (714
discrepant bp out of 253,332 bp). Note that two fosmid clones (16248, 16249) contributed nearly 81% of the
discrepant bases. This probably occurred in polymorphic regions of the genome where the haplotype in the
fosmid did not match the haplotype in the reference. There are several indels of various sizes in the clone and
assembly, typical of a region of degraded transposons.
6.4.3 Annotation of repetitive sequences
Two complementary approaches were used to identify repetitive DNA sequences in the Z. marina genome. With
respect to masking repeats prior to gene prediction analysis, a de novo repeat identification was carried out
with REPEATMODELER (version open-1.0.7; [79, http://www.RepeatMasker.org]) to identify repeat boundaries
and build consensus models from which potential over represented, non-transposable element, protein coding
genes were removed. REPEATMASKER (ver. open-4.0.0, WUBLAST) was used in combination with this custom
repeat library to mask the assembly and prepare it for gene prediction with EuGene.
Furthermore, in order to perform a qualitative and quantitative analysis of repeats with greater resolution
[461] the genome assembly was processed for de novo repeat detection using the TEdenovo pipeline from the
REPET package (v2.2 [80]; parameters were set to consider repeats with at least five copies). The consensus
sequences generated by TEdenovo were then used as probes for whole genome annotation by the TEannot
[462] pipeline from the REPET package v2.2. The consensus repeat sequences were classified using PASTEC [81].
Comparing the genomic positions of transposable elements (TEs) to those of exons from the set of predicted
genes enabled to identify that 909 gene predictions most likely represent TEs and these were filtered from
the gene set. The REPET package v2.2 was also used to annotate repetitive elements in the Spirodela polyrhiza
genome assembly with the same parameters as for Z. marina.
6.4.4 Transcriptome library preparation, sequencing and assembly
Leaf, root and flower tissues were separately frozen in liquid nitrogen immediately following harvest from
either ambient (field collected) or experimental (mesocosm) conditions. Overall, we obtained between nine
and 20 million high quality reads from each of the flower-leaf-root replicate libraries; and for the Finnish clone
library, 148.5 million high quality reads were retrieved.
The de novo assembly protocol was adapted from [463]. We pooled replicates of each tissue together except
for the two leaf tissue libraries, which were kept separate and performed de novo transcriptome assembly
for each tissue using TRINITY (ver. 2014-07-17) [463] with digital normalization option ON to normalize input
read coverage. Frame shift errors and insertion/deletion errors in the assembled transcripts were corrected by
FRAMEDP [464]. Because a de novo assembly still generates many spurious transcripts, we used the transcript
expression value to remove low quality contigs. We used the RSEM pipeline [465] to obtain the contig expression
values and removed contigs with Fragments Per Kilobase of transcript per Million fragments mapped (FPKM)
value < 1 and IsoPct (percentage of expression for a given transcript compared with all expression from that
TRINITY component) < 1. In total, we obtained between 39K and 53K assembled contigs from each library, and
52K contigs from the Finnish clone library. Prior to mapping the genome sequence and the predicted genes, we
used CD-HIT (ver. 4.6.1) [466] to collapse redundant contigs, which resulted in 79,134 low redundant transcript
contigs.
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6.4.5 Differential gene expression analysis
High quality RNAseq reads were mapped to the genome assembly v2.1 by TOPHAT [467]. Differential gene
expression analysis was performed by the CUFFLINKS pipeline [467] based on the Z. marina v2.1 gene models
by converting the number of aligned reads into FPKM values. Genes with significant expression difference (log2
>2) were selected for further investigation by GOSTATS [468] to perform Gene Ontology (GO) term enrichment
analysis with p ≤ 0.05.
6.4.6 MicroRNA analysis
Genomic precursors of known miRNAs were mapped on the Z. marina genome following the procedure
described in Zhang et al. [469] for themaize genome. miRNA entries from the miRBase database (release 21,
2014) were aligned to the chromosomes of the Z. marina genome. Up to three mismatches were allowed in
the alignment, using SEQMAP [470]. In parallel, novel potential DCL1/AGO1-dependent miRNAs were enriched
by selecting 5’-U 20-22 nt small RNAs from three different sequenced libraries from Z. marina described
in Chavez Montes et al. [439]. A subset of these small RNAs with abundance ≥ 10 TPM (Transcripts Per
Million) was retained and aligned to the genome with no mismatches. From every locus, we extracted two
∼200-nt regions surrounding each aligned miRNA or candidate (from -30 to +160 and from -160 to +30
nucleotides relative to the putative miRNA start or end coordinate, respectively). Minimum energy RNA
secondary structures were predicted for each region using the RNAFOLD program of the VIENNA RNA 1.8.5
package (http://www.tbi.univie.ac.at/~ivo/RNA/) using default settings.
In addition, small RNAs from the three sequenced libraries were mapped on these regions, allowing no
mismatches, in order to pre-select putative miRNA loci that showed evidence of expression in the three
plant tissues analysed. We evaluated RNA structure and small RNA alignment in all the regions based on: 1)
dominance of plus-stranded small RNAs; 2) position of the most abundant small RNAs relative to the predicted
miRNA coordinates; 3) prevalence of 20-22 nt small RNAs in the predicted miRNA locus; 4) position of the
putative miRNA with the stem-loop structure; and 5) absence of oversize (≥ 3 nt) bulges in the miRNA/miRNA*
alignment. After reduction of overlapping loci to a non-redundant set and removal of stem-loop structures with
the wrong orientation compared to miRNAs registered in miRBase, we manually inspected the remaining loci to
further evaluate them according to the miRNA annotation criteria proposed by Meyers et al. [471]. Stringency
was relaxed when small RNA expression data strongly indicated the presence of miRNA loci that did not meet
the whole set of criteria. Novel miRNA precursors overlapping with TEs or other repetitive elements were
filtered out.
Potential miRNA targets were identified in silico using the generic small rna-transcriptome aligner GSTAR from
the CleaveLand package (version 4) [472]. Predicted targets were accepted with a Allen score < 4 or a MFE
(Minimum Free Energy) ratio ≥ 7.5.
6.4.7 Gene prediction
Training of the gene prediction programs started with the collection of high quality EST information from the
Dr. Zompo database [473, http://drzompo.uni-muenster.de/]. EST information was used, for example, to
train the splice predictor SPLICEMACHINE [102]. Detection of conserved splice sites was further investigated by
RNAseq splice junctions (count > 10) to construct a WAM model in EuGene (ver.4.1) [101]. Coding-potential
was modeled with an Interpolated Markov Model (IMM) constructed from the BLASTX alignments of proteins
from the PLAZA v2.5 database [474]. An additional protein ‘monocot’Markov Model was built based on the
protein sequences from Brachypodium,maize and sorghum. Starting from EST and protein alignments, a set
of 215 gene models was manually constructed and curated using the genome browser GENOMEVIEW [108].
The 215 models were then used as a training set for EuGene in order to optimize the different splice site and
coding-potential models, as well as the weights for the extrinsic EST and homology evidence. An overall fitness
score of 80.1% was achieved, which is high enough to obtain reliable results without overfitting. GENEMARK
[475] and AUGUSTUS [476] were separately trained (using the same input data as EuGene) and their predictions
were integrated with EuGene using a custom script to evaluate the best gene structure at each locus. All gene
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models were automatically screened to highlight possible erroneous structures (e.g., in-frame stop codons,
deviating splice junctions, etc.) and manually curated.
Transfer-RNA gene models were predicted by TRNASCAN-SE (v1.31) [113] and their structures were verified
with INFERNAL (v1.1rc1, rfam11 covariant model database) [112]. For each gene, UTRs were assigned by
identifying a set of ESTs and RNAseq assemblies that uniquely overlapped with it. We subsequently selected
the longest mapped transcript on either end of the predicted coding sequence and designated the section
outside the coding sequence as the UTR. Finally, all genes were uploaded to the ORCAE platform [110, http:
//bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/orcae], enabling all members of the consortium to refine and curate the
gene model and assign gene function.
A list of protein domains, as well as the derived Gene Ontology (GO) terms and KEGG pathway identifiers were
generated using an INTERPROSCAN (ver.5.2.45) [477] analysis and are available in ORCAE. More specifically,
gene functional descriptions were added either manually by consortium expert scientists or automatically
through sequence homology searches. The automated method relies on either the Enzyme Commission (EC)
number reported by INTERPROSCAN to retrieve the enzyme name (if available), or an homology-based search
where the functional description of the homolog is transferred if it meets specific criteria. After a BLASTP
search against UNIPROTKB/SWISS-PROT [478] we filter out hits that are below 60% identity and 70% query/hit
coverage. Although such high stringency on percent identity and sequence coverage reduced the available
number of functional descriptions, it will reduce the false positive prediction rate, as desired here.
6.4.8 Construction of age distributions and WGD analyses
KS-based age distributions were constructed as previously described in Vanneste et al. [479]. Briefly, the KSvalues between genes were obtained through maximum likelihood estimation using the CODEML program
[480] of the PAML package (v4.4c) [481]. Gene families for which KS estimates between members did not exceeda value of 5 were subdivided into subfamilies. For each duplicated gene in the resulting phylogenetic gene tree,
obtained by PHYML [358], all m KS estimates between the two child clades were added to the KS distributionwith a weight 1/m, so that the weights of all KS estimates for a single duplication event summed to one. Mixturemodeling was used to confirm a WGD signature in the KS distribution (Figure 6.2 and Supplementary Figure 6.7),for which all duplicates with KS values ≤ 0.1 were excluded to avoid the incorporation of allelic and/or splicevariants, while all duplicates with KS values > 2.0 were removed because KS saturation and stochasticity canmislead mixture modeling above this range [479].
Absolute dating of the identified WGD event was performed as described previously [440, 442]. Briefly,
paralogous gene pairs located in duplicated segments (anchors) and duplicated pairs lying under the WGD peak
(peak-based duplicates) were collected for phylogenetic dating. Anchors, assumed to be corresponding to the
most recent WGD, were detected using I-ADHORE 3.0 [346, 482]. Only a low number of duplicated segments
and hence anchors could be identified, most likely because of the fragmented assembly of Z. marina. However,
the identified anchors did confirm the presence of a broad WGD peak between a KS of 0.8 and 1.6 (data notshown). For each WGD paralogous pair, an orthogroup was created that included the two paralogs plus several
orthologs from other plant species as identified by INPARANOID (v4.1) [483] using a broad taxonomic sampling:
one representative ortholog from the order Cucurbitales, two from the Rosales, two from the Fabales, two
from the Malpighiales, two from the Brassicales, one from the Malvales, one from the Solanales, two from the
Poales, one ortholog from Musa acuminata [484] (Zingiberales), and one ortholog from Spirodela polyrhiza [438]
(Alismatales). In total, about 180 orthogroups from anchor pair duplicates and peak-based duplicates were
collected. The node joining the two Z. marinaWGD paralogs was then dated using the BEAST v1.7 package [485]
under an uncorrelated relaxed clock model and a LG+G (four rate categories) evolutionary model. A starting
tree with branch lengths satisfying all fossil prior constraints was created according to the consensus APGIII
phylogeny [486]. Fossil calibrations were implemented using log-normal calibration priors on the following
nodes: the node uniting the Malvidae based on the fossil Dressiantha bicarpellata [487] with prior offset=82.8,
mean=3.8528, and SD=0.5) [488], the node uniting the Fabidae based on the fossil Paleoclusia chevalieri [489]
with prior offset=82.8, mean=3.9314, and SD=0.5 [490], the node uniting the Alismatales (including Z. marina
and Spirodela polyrhiza) with the other monocots based on the oldest fossil monocot pollen, Liliacidites [491,
492] from the Trent’s Reach locality (Virginia, USA), with prior offset=125, mean=2.0418, and SD=0.5 [441, 493]
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and the root with prior offset=124, mean=4.0786, and SD=0.5 [494]. The offsets of these calibrations represent
hard minimum boundaries, while their means represent locations for their respective peak mass probabilities
in accordance with some of the most recent and taxonomically complete dating studies available for these
specific clades [441, 495]. A run without data was performed to ensure proper placement of the marginal
calibration prior distributions [496]. The Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) for each orthogroup was run for
106 generations, sampling every 1,000 generations resulting in a sample size of 104. The resulting trace files
of all orthogroups were evaluated manually using TRACER v1.572 with a burn-in of 1,000 samples to ensure
proper convergence (minimum ESS for all statistics at least 200). In total, 169 orthogroups were accepted and
all age estimates for the node uniting the WGD paralogous pairs were then grouped into one absolute age
distribution (Figure 6.2) – too few anchors were available to evaluate them separately from the peak-based
duplicates) – for which kernel density estimate (KDE) and a bootstrapping procedure were used to find the peak
consensus WGD age estimate and its 90% confidence interval boundaries, respectively.
Intra- and inter-genomic collinearity was investigated using MCScanX [497] based on a BLASTP search of all
genomic protein coding genes with an E-value cutoff of e-10. Only one large duplicated segment was detected,
which was most likely due to the fragmented assembly of Z. marina; only 27 scaffolds had a size larger than
1 Mb, accounting for only 23.4% of all protein coding genes. We therefore additionally used I-ADHORE (v3.0)
[346] to investigate genomic collinearity by including all possible scaffolds.
6.4.9 Gene family comparisons
Protein sets were collected for 14 species: Z. marina (ORCAE v2.1), Arabidopsis thaliana (TAIR10), Thellungiella
parvula (http://thelungiella.org), Populus trichocarpa (Phytozome v9.0), Vitis vinifera (Phytozome v9.0), Amborella
trichopoda (http://amborella.huck.psu.edu), Oryza sativa japonica (Phytozome v9.0), Zea mays (Phytozome v9.0),
Brachypodium distachyon (Phytozome v9.0), Spirodela polyrhiza (http://mocklerlab.org), Selaginella moellendorffii
(Phytozome v9.0), Physcomitrella patens (Phytozome v9.0), Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Phytozome v9.0), and
Ostreococcus lucimarinus (ORCAE v6/3/2013). These species were selected in order to provide a phylogenetic
representation traversing green algae, basal plants, monocots, and dicots. Following an ’all-vs-all’ TimeLogic
Decypher TERA-BLASTP (Active Motif Inc., Carlsbad, CA; e-value threshold 1e-3, max hits 500) comparison,
ORTHOMCL (v2.0; mcl inflation factor 3.0) [498] was used to delineate gene families. Confidence in establishing
gene losses in Zostera was enhanced by using a combination of reciprocal blast, TBLASTN, reannotation of
Spirodela (and other monocot genes), and careful phylogenetic analysis. ORTHOMCL results and related protein
resources are available in the ORCAE download section.
To further understand gene family expansion or contraction in Z. marina in comparison with other sequenced
genomes, gene family sizes were calculated for all gene families (excluding orphans and species-specific
families). The number of genes per species for each family was transformed into a matrix of z-scores in order
to center and normalize the data. The first 100 families with the largest gene family size in Z. marina were
selected. The z-score profile was hierarchically clustered (complete linkage clustering) using Pearson correlation
as a distance measure. The functional annotation of each family was predicted based on sequence similarity
to entries in the InterProScan and Pfam protein domain database where more than 30% of proteins in the
family share the same protein domain. The phylogenetic profile and phylogenetic tree topology provided at
PLAZA [499] were used to reconstruct the most parsimonious series of gene gain and loss events. The DOLLOP
program from the PHYLIP package [500] was used to determine the minimum gene set at ancestral nodes of the
phylogenetic tree. The DOLLOP program is based on the Dollo parsimony principle, which assumes that novel
gene(s) families arise exactly once during evolution but can be lost independently in different phylogenetic
lineages.
6.4.10 Search for presence/absence of orthologs for specific genes and families
A dedicated search for orthologs/homologs was performed for genes and proteins involved in stomata differ-
entiation, volatile biosynthesis and sensing with focus on ethylene and terpenes, as well as genes involved in
male flower specification and pollen differentiation. To this end, queries were chosen from documented genes
involved in these pathways (usually from Arabidopsis but occasionally from Oryza, Zea and tomato). Next, the
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search for homologs in Zostera marina, Spirodela polyrhiza, Oryza sativa japonica and Arabidopsis thaliana (when
not used as a query) was performed using BLASTP. To avoid missing or poorly annotated genes a TBLASTN
search was conducted with the queries against the Zostera marina and Spirodela polyrhiza genomes. Putative
orthologs were identified based on reciprocal BLASTP searches with Arabidopsis (or the other queries). Due
to species-specific duplications, this sometimes produced a number of paralogous genes orthologous to the
query, or vice versa. To further confirm correct orthology assignments, phylogenetic trees were built using a
broader sampling of protein sequences from both the query species and the three target species. Ambiguously
aligned sequences (especially due to indels) were checked manually and corrected or removed.
6.5 Supplementary Information
This section contains selected segments of supplementary figures and tables most relevant to this chapter and
the topic of this dissertation.
Library Sequencing Average Read AssembledPlatform Insert Size Number Sequence Coverage
MONE Illumina fragment 763 ± 21 17,376,230 10.32
MTWO Illumina fragment 775 ± 22 17,321,160 8.80
IWHB Illumina mate-pair 1,820 ± 190 37,108,670 8.44
IUSG Illumina mate-pair 3,520 ± 436 36,295,144 7.81
NUUS Illumina mate-pair 7,678 ± 828 45,575,590 5.20
NUUP Illumina mate-pair 8,133 ± 999 58,230,176 6.84
XTP Sanger 35,450 ± 4,655 194,303 0.29
Total NA 212,101,273 47.70
Supplementary Table 6.1. Genomic libraries included in the Zostera marina genome assembly and theirrespective assembled sequence coverage levels in the final release version 2.1.
V2.1 assembly Scaffolds Contigs
Sequences 2,228 12,583
Total Length 203,914,448 191,659,986
Max. Length 2,654,544 642,312
Min. Length 1,000 200
N50 124 623
L50 (b) 485,578 79,958
Supplementary Table 6.2. Summary of assemblystatistics for Z. marina assembly V2.1.
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A. thaliana O. sativa B. distachyon S. polyrhiza Z. marina
Genome assembly
Genome size (Mb) 119 374 271 128 203
Assembly status 5 chr 12 chr N50: 3 22 pseudochr N50: 124L50: 59.3 Mb L50: 496 Kb
Genome annotation1
No. protein-coding genes 27,416 39,049 26,522 19,623 20,450
No. multi-exon genes (%) 20,607 (75.2%) 28,071 (71.9%) 20,317 (76.5%) 15,817 (80.6%) 15,985 (78.2%)
No. single-exon genes 6,809 (24.8%) 10,978 (28.1%) 6,235 (23.5%) 3,806 (19.4%) 4,465 (21.8%)
Avg. gene density (kb/gene) 4.4 9.6 10.2 6.5 9.9
Avg. gene / CDS length (bp) 1,867/1,218 2,329/1,064 2,851/1,284 3,458/1,108 3,301/1,177
Avg. exon / intron length (bp) 237/152 258/401 256/384 213/559 227/443
Avg. exons per gene 5.1 4.1 5.0 5.2 5.2
Avg. Intergenic (bp) 2,211 16,382 17,177 3,926 5,029
transposable elements
Overall TE content (%) 242 353 21.44 135 63
Class 1 LTR Gypsy/Copia (%) 5.9/1.6 10.9/3.9 4.8/16.1 6.1/1.7 32/20
Class 1 LINE/unknown (%) 1/0.1 1.1/3.4 1.9/0.5 -/5.3 7/1
Class 2 DNA transposon (%) 12.1 12.9 4.8 - 6
Unclassified (%) 0.2 1.8 - - 11
Supplementary Table 6.3. Summary of genes and transposable elements in Z. marina and other plantgenomes. Sources: 1Phytozome 9 annotation for A.thaliana, O. sativa, B. distachyon and S. polyrhiza genemodels. 2[501]. 3[502]. 4[503]. 5[438].
Type Total bases
Copia 23,632,031
Gypsy 39,114,803
LINE 8,670,051
SINE 21,222
putative retrotransposon 1,613,655
DNA transposons 6,857,309
Unclassified 12,827,267
Host Gene 15,257,469
satellite repeats 12,406,906
Supplementary Table 6.4. Summary of transpos-able elements annotation in Z. marina.
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Supplementary Figure 6.1. Number of genes expressed in five tissues of Z. marina. (a) Venn-diagram ofgenes with expression values (FPKM) higher than 1 are considered as expressed in the tissue. (b) Pairwise dif-ferential gene expression analysis between tissues. The male flower shows the highest number of differentiallyexpressed genes.
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Supplementary Figure 6.2. Circos plot of the 10 largest scaffolds of Z. marina. Tracks from outside toinside: GC%, gene density, transposable element (TE) density (density measured in 20 Kbp sliding windows) andgene expression profiles from five tissues (root, leaf, male flower, female flower early and female flower late),presented as log2 FPKM values.
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Supplementary Figure 6.3. Potential impact of transposable elements (TEs) on Z. marina evolution. (a)Frequency distribution of pairwise sequence identity values between copies of Copia- and Gypsy-type LTRretrotransposons and DNA transposons, and their cognate consensus sequences (younger repeats share highersequence similarity). Two peaks are detectable for Copia-type elements. (b) Distance to the closest TE forthe set of Z. marina single copy genes and the set of Z. marina accessory genes. TE-proximal accessory genesare more frequent than TE-proximal single copy genes. (c) Frequency of pairwise sequence identity betweenaccessory gene-proximal Ty3-Gypsy elements and their cognate consensus sequences. A significant number ofhigh identity copies (i.e. putatively young duplicate genes) is observed.
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Supplementary Figure 6.4. Alignment of 10metallothionein (MT) and half-metallothionein (HMT) genesin Z. marina as compared with other plants. Z. marina genes are highlighted in bold. Alignments were doneusing ClustalW on the Lyon PBIL web server. The upper alignment is for type 1-3 MTs; the lower alignment isfor Type 4 EcMTs where there is no Zostera homolog. Conserved residues are shown in red, and residues in thesame amino acid group in blue. The Cys and His residues putatively involved in binding metals are highlightedin green and yellow, respectively. Aromatic amino acids absent in canonical animal MTs are highlighted in grey.
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Supplementary Figure 6.5. The Zostera marina chloroplast genome and comparison with Spirodelapolyrhiza. (a) The size of the chloroplast genome differs significantly from that of other species in the Al-ismatales. A large part of this difference is due to the fact that Z. marina has a very short ycf1 gene that codesfor the protein Tic214, which is part of the protein translocation system in chloroplasts [504]. The sequencewas manually assembled from two contigs into one circular genome. Genes shown on the outside of thecircle are transcribed counter-clockwise; genes on the inside are transcribed clockwise. The colour-codedlegend in the center shows different classes of genes. Image generated using OrganellarGenomeDRAW [505,
http://ogdraw.mpimp-golm.mpg.de/index.shtml]. (b) The two rows of coloured boxes indicate similar regionsin the S. polyrhiza (top row) and Z. marina (bottom row) chloroplast genomes. Boxes displaced below the rowindicate reversed regions. The yellow box indicates the reversed region around the genes rbcL, atpB, atpE andtRNA-Met-M in Z. marina, and the blue box represents the main part of SSC that is also reversed compared to S.polyrhiza. The thick black and grey line at the bottom of the figure indicates the location of the long single copyregion (LSC), short single copy region (SSC) and the two inverted repeats (IRs).
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Supplementary Figure 6.6. Repeat-driven genome size difference be-tween Zostera marina and Spirodela polyrhiza. Repeated and non-repeated fractions of the Zostera and Spirodela genome assemblies asexpressed in base pairs (a) and in percent of assembly (b) are indicatedby grey bars above histograms for each species. The different classes ofelements composing the repeated fractions are listed with their colour code.
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SupplementaryFigure6.7.ExamplesofsyntenicregionswithinZ.marinaand
betweenZ.marinaandS.polyrhiza.About9%oftheZ.marinagenomeiscoveredby
suchregionsofwithin-genomecolinearity.(a)Examplesoftwosyntenicregionswithin
Z.marina.(b)ExamplesoftwosyntenicregionsbetweenZ.marinaandS.polyrhiza.
About29%oftheZ.marinagenomeiscollinearwithSpirodela.
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Supplementary Figure 6.8. KS-based age distributions for Z. marina,Spirodela polyrhiza, and their one-to-one orthologs. The x-axis showsthe synonymous distance (in bins corresponding to a KS of 0.1), while the y-axis shows the frequency of retained duplicates per bin, for each distributionas indicated on top of the individual panels.
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I’ve got an idea – an idea so smart that my head would explode if I
even began to know what I’m talking about.
- Peter Griffin
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7.1. Introduction
7.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters, we described the annotation of several marine eukaryotic genomes. These organisms,
both unicellular and multicellular, small or big genome, contain several peculiar features that stand out in
relation to other close-by neighbours and play an important role in the species biology and evolution. Such
features include: extremely small genome size, large TE content, genome heterogeneity, outlier chromosomes
and repeat introns. These features require specific attention when predicting gene structures. I will go into
detail on several of the aforementioned features in order to explain their possible function, origin and evolution,
as well as future research possibilities.
7.2 The road ahead
Within this section, I discuss the difficulties and challenges faced in genome projects today as well as possible
solutions. Exactly how can we improve the current genome projects?
7.2.1 Plan, plan, plan
Sequencing the human genome took nearly 10 years to complete. Nowadays, the low cost and high throughput
of Next-Generation Sequencing techniques has reduced the same work to a few days. With such advances,
every scientist can sequence his pet genome. However, deciding on a correct strategy for sequencing and
assembly is vital for the downstream analysis. Firstly, what do we want to learn about this species? It is possible
to answer many questions on a species’ functioning without the need for a genome assembly. Secondly, which
libraries are going to be sequenced, which technology, which assembly strategy? A priori information (e.g.
genome size; number of repeats) is able to guide such decisions. Sequencing a 100Gb genome on 150bp
Illumina libraries for instance, will not result in a decent assembly. You will need several jumping libraries, long
sequencing reads, and potentially different genetic or physical maps, in order to produce something that other
scientists can use. On top of this, scientists have to be aware that sequencing loads of libraries can confuse the
software due to the added data complexity. Deciding on ’what, when and how much’ is extremely important.
Thirdly, do we have the capacity to store and analyse all that data? Gathering the data in one place is already
rather challenging, requiring enough bandwidth and loads of storage space. Additionally, the computational
analysis (assembly, annotation) requires high-memory machines and entire computer clusters. While more
scientific groups have access to such infrastructure, it is vital to set aside a proper IT budget within the scope of
the project. Finally, communicate a proper end date for specific work packages. It is commonplace in genome
projects that initial steps of the genome project (sequencing, assembly, annotation) drag on, which not only
decreases the time other collaborators have to analyse the results, but also increases the chance of being
scooped on this particular subject. It is always possible to improve, but marginal gains do not always justify the
amounts of time invested.
7.2.2 New technologies & new software
Long reads are the inevitable future for genome projects. In assembly, the combination of long reads and optical
maps seems the way forward. Currently, the cost, computational requirements and rate of sequencing errors
favours the hybrid approach over a pure SMRT assembly. While the technology is maturing fast, the software to
cope with this kind of data is not. The limited choice in PacBio assembly software coupled with absurd system
requirements (memory usage, specific system environment) means that even now, many genome projects do
not take advantage of such technologies. In this thesis, only one project (i.e. Ostreococcus tauri) included PacBio
data, and it was inevitably discarded because of its abundance of sequencing errors and lack of tools to process
the data, requiring the development of custom scripts. The scientific community needs user-friendly software
to adopt the new technologies: if nobody is able to use it, even the best software will fade out...
As in assembly, long reads are the future for annotation. The reads are able to span entire genes, providing
excellent evidence sources for genome prediction software. Again, we require updated software that is able
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to process this type of data. Being able to provide a BAM alignment file would be a great selling point for any
prediction software. Nowadays, we have to post-process the alignments and provide the results as filtered
pileups (e.g. AUGUSTUS) or extract splice-site junctions (AUGUSTUS, EuGene), just to allow the software to
interpret the data.
Finally, the speed at which new technologies are being developed, is so fast that your current genome project
strategy might become redundant the next year. Waiting several years before sequencing does result in more
reads, less sequencing errors and lower costs. However, are you prepared to hold out so long? This prospect
might sound frightening, but it is a very exhilarating thought to work in such a dynamic field. And the next
big technology wave is already standing by: the de-centralisation of sequencing power from a few hundred
sequencing centres to millions of personalised sequencing machines (e.g. the MinION device).
7.2.3 Updating gene prediction
Methods for gene prediction are well established and are not likely to be updated. Possible improvements
include the integration of novel data types (see previous section), optimising training procedures, increasing
the user-friendliness of gene prediction pipelines, and reducing the overall time it takes to run a prediction.
Predictions can be quite time-consuming, a real problem in a world that sequences loads of genomes every
single day (section 7.2.5). One option is to transfer annotations from one already-annotated species onto related
species. Another option is the reliance on more and more extrinsic data to reduce the need for ab initio training.
The current gene prediction pipelines are already combining different evidence sources to provide accurate
predictions. Nevertheless, they all rely on a training set to construct and optimize internal models. The
construction of said training set is still open to major improvements. While training sets can be defined
manually, which is the case for the genome projects listed in this thesis, it is a time-consuming and laborious
task. Automated methods are the way forward. The current state-of-the-art methods will iteratively train
themselves starting from an initial ’universal’model (e.g. BRAKER1 [92] and GeneMark-ET [84]). The initial naïve
(i.e. untrained) prediction will be used to refine the model parameters. Subsequent iterations of prediction and
refinement will shift the model away from its universal nature towards a more species-specific model. This
user-friendly automated procedure is also the bottleneck of the method, because the initial universal model
introduces a bias in the prediction software from the start. If your species has many properties that deviate
from the built-in standard (e.g. weird splice sites, genome heterogeneity), this procedure will have a hard time
training the models. In Micromonas for instance, the JGI pipeline was unable to accurately predict many gene
structures in the CCMP1545 isolate due to the presence of repeat introns (Introner Elements) that were not
recognised by the standard models. An alternative, but more time-consuming approach is to run a prediction
that relies purely on extrinsic evidence, and select only those genes that have full EST/RNAseq coverage and
perfect homologous protein alignments. Stringent criteria and filtering can produce an excellent training set
without the need of manual assistance.
Finally, gene prediction has moved beyond identifying protein-coding genes. It catalogues repeat elements,
regulatory regions, ncRNA genes and pseudogenes. Gene prediction pipelines today cannot handle such a
variety, being restricted mostly to protein-coding genes. Regions containing other types are usually masked
to avoid interference from the prediction software, and the respective elements are then added in a post-
processing step. The ability to correctly handle and integrate these types would make the entire process more
streamlined and less of a patch-up job. This widening scope also implicates that ’older’ annotations should be
revisited and brought up-to-date.
7.2.4 Standard file formats
Data needs to be structured in such a way that other scientists and software are able to use it. For this purpose,
standard file formats were agreed on. In sequencing data, the FASTQ format is well established, while it
did encounter its share of problems in relation to alternative header styles e.g. how to set the proper flag
to determine the left or right mate within a pair. In assemblies, the outcome is almost always a FASTA file,
while many assemblers are also capable of outputting genomic contig data in the ACE format. The results
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of annotation however, are less defined. The GENBANK/EMBL format provides a detailed and feature-rich
structure, able to handle any annotation description. However, owing to its complexity, many computational
scientists shun the format and instead opt for the easier-to-parse tab-delimited General Feature Format (GFF).
While the GENBANK/EMBL format is very strict, the GFF format is very flexible. This allows scientists to create
their own GFF flavour, which subsequently makes it less universal, requiring different data parsers for each
flavour. Such end result is the exact opposite of what standard file formats should achieve. We either need a
novel standard (unlikely), or less flexible GFF guidelines.
7.2.5 The annotation struggle: publish or perish?
I’m gonna go upstairs and alternate between hopeful excitement and
suicidal pessimism.
- Chris Griffin
Is it still feasible to put a lot of time (∼months) into proper genome annotation when new genomes are being
sequenced on a daily basis? Is it worth investing if an ’OK’ annotation – or even a low-quality one – will also
get published in a high-impact journal? As most scientific budgets rely on the number of publications, this
evolution is quite worrisome. The short supply of proper quality assessment tools and the obvious lack of
interest by the scientific community to embrace the tools that do exist, don’t bode well. Additionally, the time it
takes to annotate and the portion of the scientific publication dedicated to it seem to be inversely correlated,
creating a highly necessary but under-appreciated job.
For some, an annotation that contains most (∼90%) of the genes predicted to an acceptable degree will suffice.
Judging by the tsunami of sequenced genomes about to hit us and the time-frame required to properly annotate
them, it might be the standard we will have to live with in the future. But do we want that? An annotation is a
first step in a genome project and influences all downstream analyses. Compromising on this initial cornerstone
might be a risky gamble down the road. van den Berg et al. [506] even suggested that each systems biology
study should start off with structural and functional gene re-annotation, because it can result in a different
knowledge outcome.
Do we have to leave behind our more manual methods and evolve towards semi- or fully-automated pipelines?
Of course we do, and such evolution has already started long ago. Yet unlike other annotation groups, we
still seem to perform more manual curation, a selling point for many of our collaborators. The manual ’Pierre’
approach has led to the discovery of many specific features (special intron classes, metallothioneins, loss of
ethylene signalling) and it will be hard to replace with a more automated pipeline. Furthermore, many of these
peculiarities were found by accident after manually browsing the genome. A trained human eye – and some
luck – can play an important role in genome analysis but translates poorly into automated methods.
We should strive towards a compromise between both views and retain a minimal amount of manual interven-
tion/supervision. Annotation provides the building blocks other scientists use to experiment with. A better
annotation produces better downstream results, something all scientists should aspire to.
7.3 Mamiellophyceae & industrial applications
The Mammiellales species described in this thesis combine traits from bacteria (fast doubling time, small
genomes), yeasts (ribosome concentration similar to Saccharomyces cerevisiae [191]) and plants (photosynthesis).
While Chlamydomonas reinhardtii is emerging as the leading microalga for industrial application [507], it is
unlikely that the prasinophytes will become platforms of mass-production in the biotech industry. However,
the biosynthetic capabilities and reduced genome size are excellent selling points for translational research.
Reconstructing metabolic pathways [508] and networks [509] provides information that can be translated
onto other species [510, 511]. One such example is the Ostreococcus tauri nitric oxide synthase enzyme, which
confers enhanced plant fitness under adverse growth conditions after transformation [512], which can be of
great value when applied to crop species. Another example is the production of asymmetric carotenoids [513].
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7.4 The tauri reference genome
In chapter 5 we present a genome update of the first sequenced Mammiellales species, Ostreococcus tauri. The
goal of this paper was to provide an updated genome sequence and annotation to the scientific community.
Through different resequencing approaches, 71.5% of the gaps were filled. However, 477 gaps could not be
closed, leaving the tauri genome incomplete until another sequencing effort resolves the final hurdles. The
annotation however has substantially improved, especially in the outlier chromosomes (Table 7.1). The initial
annotation tried to bridge gaps in the genome sequence through the introduction of additional (non-existing)
introns. The new annotation has corrected many of such mistakes and brought down the intron count from an
absurdly high 6,361 to a reasonable 2,126, which is more in line with other Ostreococcus species. The statistics
in Table 7.1 display a decrease in proportion of multi-exon genes, coupled with an increase in validated introns
(i.e. introns that have RNAseq junctions as evidence). Its genomic properties (Table 5.4) are now much closer to
its other Ostreococcus relatives e.g. Ostreococcus lucimarinus: 7743 protein-coding genes of which 15.6% are
multi-exon genes.
Segment genes introns
total multi-exon total RNAseq-confirmed
v1 BOC1 345 238 (70.0%) 663 74 (11.2%)
v2 BOC1 232 122 (52.6%) 455 444 (97.6%)
v1 SOC 136 70 (51.5%) 104 5 (4.8%)
v2 SOC 95 10 (10.5%) 11 6 (54.5%)
Table 7.1. Outlier chromosome annotation statistics for theOstreococcus tauri update. v1 = 2006 genome; v2 = updatedversion.
7.5 The Outlier Chromosomes
The outlier chromosomes Big Outlier Chromosome and Small Outlier Chromosome are present in all sequenced
Mamiellales genomes so far (O. tauri, O. lucimarinus, O. sp. RCC809, M. pusilla CCMP1545, M. sp. RCC299, B.
prasinos) and were immediately visible due to their low GC content compared to other chromosomes. However,
the GC patterns differ substantially between both. In the SOC the GC content is very erratic with many ups
and downs along the sequence track, while in BOC the GC content remains quite stable, leaving aside a few
high-GC islands (Supplementary Figure 3.2). The low GC patterns and altered gene structures are not restricted to
Mamiellales species. Chlorella variabilis NC64A for instance, exhibits variations in GC content across its genome
that correlate with global expression level, average intron size, and codon usage bias [310]. However, these GC
islands are never concentrated into specific chromosomes.
The outlier chromosomes do tend to vary more in size than the other chromosomes [169] and this genome
plasticity is reminiscent of that in fungi where it is involved in host-parasite interactions. Many pathogens have
a ’2-speed genome’ with highly dynamic repeat-rich genomic compartments – called ’accessory chromosomes’ –
that promote accelerated gene evolution [514, 515]. Similarly, Ostreococcus outlier chromosomes contain faster
evolving genes [318], which suggests that both the Big Outlier Chromosome and Small Outlier Chromosome
could be accessory chromosomes that are involved in the rapid evolution of Mamiellales species, in order to
adapt to rapid changing environmental conditions.
7.5.1 The Small Outlier Chromosome
In all Mamiellales genomes sequenced so far, the Small Outlier Chromosome is one of the smallest chromo-
somes present in the genome. While it is the smallest, this chromosome represents one of the biggest puzzles
in the Mamiellales genomes.
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Firstly, the assembly of the SOCs looks worrisome. The truncated genes and weird gene structures hint towards
assembly issues, but when we map the original SANGER reads to the assemblies (data not shown), no specific
issues are highlighted. For Ostreococcus tauri and NGS data however, we do notice a substantial difference
in read coverage: specific regions of the SOC have a higher coverage (up to 2X higher), compared to other
chromosomes and to the other SOC regions (Figures 5.1 and 7.1). This could imply that the SOC contains a
duplicated region that is collapsed during the assembly process, probably because of it’s high sequence identity.
This trend does not seem to be continued in other Mamiellales (data not shown), where the SOC (and BOC)
coverage does displays more fluctuations than the other chromosomes – probably due to the GC content
influencing the sequencing process [516] – but nowhere near the levels we observe for O. tauri.
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Figure 7.1. gDNA coverage of the Small Outlier Chromosome. For reference, a non-outlierchromosome (chromosome 18) has been added. Average coverage is calculated using a 50ntwindow. Ostreococcus tauri gDNA data source: SRP003551. Mapped with BWA [419]
Secondly, the exact function of the SOC is unknown and rather speculative, mainly due to its strange gene
repertoire. Many of the gene models, often truncated, have no known homologs (species-specific genes) [181,
182] (Figure 3.3 and Table 3.2). Those that do are often assigned to specific enriched functional categories
such as sugar metabolism (formation of glucoconjugates) [1, 181, 182] and methylation (Table 3.2) [1] or
encoding for transmembrane proteins that are involved in environment interactions [182, 318]. Because many
of these micro-algae are infected by (large) viruses [517, 518], such functional categories can be linked to
warding off infections: the SOC serves as an evolutionary hotbed where genes can evolve quickly and allow to
change to outer cell wall (sugar metabolism, transmembrane proteins) and detect/eliminate strange virus DNA
(methylation). Palenik et al. [181] hypothesized that many of the SOC genes have a bacterial origin (horizontal
gene transfer, which was later confirmed in Bathycoccus [1]. The HGT supplies genes which help the organism
disguise itself from phages or grazers through alteration of the cell-surface glycosylation. We can find a similar
set-up in the marine cyanobacterium Prochlorococcus, with hypervariable genomic islands of non-conserved
non-core genes distributed across the genome [519]. Many of these genes are acquired by horizontal gene
transfer and code for cell-surface proteins and facilitate coexistence of Prochlorococcus and viruses.
Studies have indicated that the outlier chromosomes do indeed play an important role in the host-virus
interactions, especially the SOC. In O.tauri, strains that have similar SOC sizes tend to be infected by the same
viruses, while differences in outlier chromosomes, even in O. tauri strains that have identical rDNA sequences,
result in altered virus susceptibility patterns [187]. Everything considered, SOC is most likely an accessory
chromosome that plays a role in pathogen defence and other environmental interactions.
7.5.2 The Big Outlier Chromosome
To label the Big Outlier Chromosome as an accessory chromosome is more difficult than it is for SOC. To
begin with, it does not encompass an entire chromosome, only a part of it (BOC1) [1] (Supplementary Figure 3.2
and Supplementary Table 3.2). While the latter might perfectly well be a fast-evolving accessory chromosome
region, it is puzzling why the BOC1 region isn’t a stand-alone chromosome like its shorter sibling, SOC.
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The BOC1 region contains many vital, highly expressed genes that are of ultimate importance to the Mamiellales
species, with a small fraction shared amongst all the sequenced species (Supplementary Table 3.3) [1]. If the high
gene evolution rate results in any amino acid changes, it is likely to have a severe impact on the organism’s
functionality, even possibly resulting in cell death. All evidence considered, BOC is not an accessory chromosome,
and we suggest a more conservative view in a role as ’sex chromosome’ or ’species barrier’.
Sex chromosomes vary widely in sequence composition, gene structure and gene expression compared to the
other chromosomes (autosomes). In Mamiellales, BOC1 more than qualifies as it exhibits: 1) extensive gene
shuffling (Figure 3.3, collinearity tracks), 2) altered gene structures with a BOC1-specific intron class (Figures 3.3
and 4.4), 3) lower GC content, 4) low recombination rates [520, 521], 5) higher expression values (Figures 3.3
and 5.1 and Supplementary Figure 3.3), and 6) high transposon density [182]. While sexual reproduction is likely to
occur in phytoplanktic microalgae [197], there is no knownmating-type locus present in any Mamiellales species,
and minus/plus haplotypes have not (yet) been established. There aren’t many examples of sexual reproduction
in unicellular microalgae, mainly because it is a difficult topic to study. Two examples are Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii, of which the sexual reproductive cycle is well studied (Figure 7.2), and Nephroselmis olivacea, where
the minus and plus gamete were morphologically similar – ’isogamous’ – but behaved differently during the
mating process [522]. Over time, many different sex determining mechanisms have evolved [523–525], which
makes it likely that the prasinophytes developed their own unique brand of sexual reproductive system.
Figure 7.2. Asexual and sexual reproduction in C. reinhardtii. (a,b) In favourable conditions,Chlamydomonas reproduces asexually. Both mating types have the same asexual life cycle. (c) Sexualreproduction is induced by unfavourable conditions. The asexual cells develop into gametes andgametes of opposing mating type fuse together to form a diploid zygote. Meiosis will give rise tofour haploid progeny cells, two of each mating type. Source: [526]
The Big Outlier Chromosome might also represent a species barrier, a mechanism of reproductive isolation that
helps to maintain species identity. According to the biological species concept, if two populations can’t properly
mate due to pre-zygotic (e.g. impossible to form the zygote) or post-zygotic (e.g. sterile progeny) mechanisms,
they are considered two separate species. In Mamiellales species, the low recombination rates in the BOC1
region will ensure that each species maintains a species-specific identity. Subsequently, when two gametes
fuse together to form a new diploid zygote prasinophyte, this zygote can only reproduce if it is able to properly
pair both BOC chromosomes or risk creating non-viable aneuploid offspring [181]. Thus, the BOC properties
(see previous paragraph) ensure that only gametes originating from the same parental line can produce viable
offspring, eliminating inter-strain breeding.
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7.5.3 BOC and SOC origin
Although it is tempting to see BOC and SOC as siblings, their many differences – basically everything except for
the low GC content –make a common origin virtually impossible. The SOC most likely arose as an accessory
chromosome, just like bacteria collect accessory genes on plasmids to gain additional functionality (resistance,
compound degradation,...). On these small chromosomes, extensive gene loss and gain mechanisms have run
rampant allowing for huge changes in the gene repertoire. This is illustrated by the SOC size differences in
O. tauri strains [169], as well as the total lack of shared genes between SOCs of different Mamiellales species
(Figure 3.3).
In the case of the Big Outlier Chromosome, the scenario is even more puzzling. Where did it come from and
why does it accumulate highly-expressed vital genes? Is it possible that this outlier chromosome evolved from a
regular chromosome? If we observe the GC content pattern in the BOC1 region, many islands with high GC
content are immediately noticeable. This observation is especially true for Micromonas pusilla CCMP1545 and
Ostreococcus tauri. These islands could represent segments of the ’old’ BOC that haven’t evolved the BOC1
characteristics yet. Or they could represent ancient BOC1 segments that are slowly developing canonical
genomic characteristics, thereby loosing BOC1 features.
An alternative scenario involves the integration of the BOC1 ancestor chromosome into another small chromo-
some, thereby creating this hybrid BOC in the Mamiellales ancestor. In Micromonas we can find circumstantial
evidence for this integration. If we compare the average density of Introner Elements across the genome, we
find a negative correlation between the chromosome length and the number of IEs: the shorter the chromo-
some, the more IEs occupy it [527]. If we remove the BOC1 region from the Big Outlier Chromosome, the
remaining length and IE density is very similar to the smallest chromosomes (with exception of SOC). Another
question related to this integration is the functionality of the ’normal’ (BOC0) segments on either side. Do they
have any kind of functionality in respect to the internal BOC1 region?
7.5.4 Future research
To resolve the SOC issues, it would be helpful to at least have the correct chromosome assembly. We could opt
for SMRT sequencing (PacBio), or try to isolate the SOC in order to reduce the sample complexity and sequence
this in a more conventional way [528], or a combination of both.
To examine the variation in SOC size, it would be interesting to extract several SOCs from an O. tauri population
and document the differences, especially in terms of gene content. Which genes are gained or lost? Or is
the variation mainly due to variations in the intergenic regions. We could also infect the population with
prasinoviruses before starting the SOC analysis to find out if virus genomic segments are being incorporated
into the SOC.
A final and important research topic involves the ’spread’ of BOC and SOC within the Mamiellales order.
Sequencing the genomes of Mamiella gilva and Mantoniella squamata could provide an answer whether the
outlier chromosomes are restricted to the genera Ostreococcus, Micromonas and Bathycoccus, or represent
a general Mamiellales feature. Small Outlier Chromosomes are not expected to be found based on viral
sensitivity/resistance patterns (section 3.2.5), but the genome sequence itself could resolve this issue. However,
even if the two other genera do not possess outlier chromosomes, the most parsimonious solution is the
presence of BOC and SOC in the ancestor of Mamiellophyceae, and the subsequent loss in the genera
Mantoniella and Mamiella.
7.6 Introner Elements
7.6.1 The propagation mechanism
Several properties of Introner Elements directly hint at amechanism that involves transcription and splicing, or in
this case: reverse splicing. First and foremost, IEs are fully functioning introns. They have the necessary splicing
signals and extrinsic evidence (EST and RNAseq) clearly illustrates their excision from pre-mRNA. Additionally,
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they are always found in sense orientation within genes. Both facts indicate an intimate relationship with
the transcription and splicing machinery. While the intron transposition mechanism does indeed face several
hurdles (section 2.3.6), it is perfectly possible that the mechanism itself is only activated under specific conditions
causing ’bursts’ of IE propagation, conditions that allow to overcome the aforementioned bottlenecks.
The adversary of intron transposition is mRNA-mediated intron loss. This mechanism is thought to account for
the strong 5’ position bias in RSIs due to the greater representation of cDNA products arising from the transcript
3’ end by the Reverse Transcriptase [529–531]. Such pattern is absent in IEs (Supplementary Figure 4.7). To
resolve this issue, Simmons et al. [532] proposes a mechanism that is reminiscent of ’spliceosomal retrohoming’
[286], but with a twist (Figure 7.3). Instead of targeting double-strand DNA (dsDNA), an ’armed spliceosome’
would target single-strand DNA (ssDNA) at R-loops. The nascent RNA strand from an RNA polymerase might
pair back with the DNA template strand, displacing an unstable ssDNA R-loop [533], wherein the IE reverse
splices. The ability of the spliceosome to target ssDNA directly would be possible [534], but the mechanism –
like the others – is still highly hypothetical.
Figure 7.3. Proposed model for IE reverse splicing into ssDNAgenerated at R-loops. (a) An R-loop forms behind a stalled RNApolymerase II complex by pairing of the RNA transcript (red) and theDNA template strand. (b) An armed spliceosome recognises thedisplaced nontemplate DNA strand and initiates reverse splicing.Subsequent repair mechanisms ensure the integration of the IE inthe genome. Source: [532]
While a Big Outlier Chromosome is present in all Mamiellales species, introners are not. Using the parsimony
principle, the BOC arose before IEs invaded theMicromonas species. But why are there no IEs present in the low
GC regions of the outlier chromosomes? What prevents the Introner Elements from invading these regions?
The proposed propagation mechanism itself might provide some clues. Low GC content is often associated
with lower recombination rates, and recombination of the reverse-transcribed transcript (carrying the reverse
spliced IE) is an important step of the intron gain scenario described for Introner Elements (intron transposition).
Hence, while transcripts of outlier chromosomes might be invaded by IEs, they never successfully integrate
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into the genome due to lack of recombination. Additionally, the proposed mechanisms that work on the DNA
level fail to explain the bias towards genic sense regions. Does the spliceosome or IE itself recognise specific
proto-splice sites in genic DNA sequences?
The main mechanisms proposed here – whether on the DNA or RNA level [2, 286, 532] – are an almost
exact copy of the proposed group II intron mobility mechanisms. For both mechanisms to work, additional
proteins would likely be involved. While group II introns operate with the help of intron-encoded proteins,
no such arrangements are found in the Micromonas or fungal genomes. Only introns belonging to the IE-
D class qualify and the function of their IEPs has yet to be established. Furthermore, genes encoding for
Reverse Transcriptases similar to those employed by group II introns, could not be found in all IE/ILE-containing
genomes [535]. Alternatively, all those genomes do contain genes that code for putatively active RTs of non-LTR
retrotransposons which IEs could use [535]. There is a slim chance of course that other uncharacterised genes
encode for mobility factors that aid in the propagation of IEs, either by interacting with the IE itself, or through
interactions with the spliceosome (allowing efficient splicing and reverse splicing). Further experiments will
have to be conducted to investigate the matter. If we take into account the entire history of intron gain research
and the few examples it has led to, it will most likely take many more years before we unravel the way IEs
propagate.
IE3 sequences pose an additional question. Unlike other IE classes, they maintain a very high intra-class identity.
This could imply they are either less prone to degeneration, or they have been replicated more recently. If the
latter is true, do the different IE classes replicate independently from each other?
7.6.2 Creating novel spliceosomal introns
Introner Elements degenerate over time. The repertoire of IEs displays a substantial amount of introners that
lost their characteristic motifs, up to the point they became a sheer remnant of the IE they once were. Most
often, this remnant consists out of a single motif (motif-C), a motif not directly associated with splicing signals
(donor, branch point(s), acceptor). The decline in IE identity takes away our ability to properly distinguish ’true’
IEs from regular spliceosomal introns. The latter could actually be highly degenerated IEs. Does this mean that
IEs are the predecessors of most RSIs? Studies in fungi have shown that ILE degeneration can contribute up
to 90% of recent intron gains [286] and ILE gains occur on average 10-fold more frequently than losses [288].
Likewise, IEs could be the ancestors of many of today’s Micromonas RSIs.
7.6.3 Introners as rybozymes
The current variety of genomes has led to a large compendium of different TE classes and an urgent need for a
universal TE classification system. In a recent TE survey by Piégu et al. [535], Introner Elements are classified in
the ’Group II intron’ TE order together with other mobile lariat introns. The propagation mechanisms detailed in
previous sections are certainly reminiscent of group II introns. An important property of group II introns is the
RNA secondary structure [536]. InMicromonas, we could not discern any conserved secondary structures among
different IE classes [2], while a recent study claims such secondary structure is indeed present [532]. In fungi,
a conserved secondary structure has also been proposed [286]. It is highly likely some form of IE secondary
structure exists but the sequence diversity makes it hard to pinpoint conserved segments. It is possible that
the lariat structure, the only commonality in all propagation mechanisms, defines their functionality.
7.6.4 Introner Elements as lineage markers
To sample the diversity of phytoplankton communities, molecular phylogenies are established based on the
comparison of 18S rDNA sequences or housekeeping genes. Similarly, IEs can be used as markers to distinguish
between different phylogenetic clades. In Verhelst et al. [2], we distinguish between two different lineages
based on the presence or absence of IE-A and IE-C sequences. In Simmons et al. [532], additional IE classes
are discovered allowing a more broad coverage. IE-C sequences are found in clades A, B and C, and are
re-branded ’ABC-IE’, while ie-A sequences are only found in clade D and the new classes in clade E (or D-IE and
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E-IE accordingly). Similarly, different ILE families are present in different fungal lineages [297]. Thus, the IEs and
ILEs are able to distinguish between different clades, but not to the same level as 18S rDNA does.
7.6.5 Future research
Many research opportunities are open with regards to Introner Elements. Firstly, are IEs still mobile? We could
grow Micromonas in the lab for several hundred and even thousand generations while re-sequencing at specific
time intervals. Do we observe Presence/Absence Polymorphisms between the resequenced genomes and the
reference? During the time course we could introduce stress factors within the system to provoke introner
propagation bursts.
Secondly, can we find additional classes? Simmons et al. [532] showed that broader sampling results in the
discovery of more classes in more clades. We could focus on the TARA oceans database, extract sequences
from Mamiellales species, and try to find novel repeat introns.
Finally, can we identify the components that are related to the propagation mechanism? We could perform a
random mutagenesis experiment on Micromonas and analyse the cultures through resequencing. If we find
cultures where IEs suddenly run rampant, localising the mutation can provide important genetic clues. Instead
of a random approach, we can try targeted mutation of genes involved in splicing or reverse transcription, or
bring in foreign DNA encoding for specific proteins that could aid IE mobility. Additionally, if we understand how
they propagate, can we use Introner Elements as a vector system in other non-Micromonas organisms to insert
foreign DNA into the genome? As it can be spliced out, it would not interrupt any host genes when integrating.
7.7 Conclusion
Marine eukaryotes are fascinating organisms with many genomic peculiarities that trouble traditional gene
prediction software. Whether it is genome heterogeneity, transposable elements, outlier chromosomes, or
repeat introns, gene prediction needs proper training in order to accurately document the gene repertoire.
Additionally, as detailed in the previous sections, further research is required to delve deeper into their origin,
evolution and functionality. I can only hope that the analyses presented in this thesis lead to real-life applications
that contribute to the global scientific effort in (i) combating climate change, (ii) waste management, and (iii)
developing durable crops.
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